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Background:  
The technological revolution of the Internet of Things is reimagining life in both 
personal and professional contexts. With the technology’s inherent promise to make 
processes ‘smarter’, the logistics industry in particular has a lot to benefit from the 
opportunity and accordingly, Internet of Things technologies are increasingly being 
adopted and utilised amongst industry players. With the technology’s infancy and fast 
growth, it becomes important that Internet of Things research consider all the factors 
that influence how the technology is being adopted, implemented, understood and 
utilised.  
 
Purpose: 
Consideration into the ‘human factor’ or the technology’s direct logistic consumer has 
largely been overlooked in Internet of Things research and is therefore the focus of this 
thesis. Specifically, this thesis explores how the Internet of Things is currently being 
perceived amongst its professional logistics consumer. In doing so, this thesis 
endeavours to explain how the technology is actually being understood and utilised, 
which may further provide insight into how Internet of Things technologies are being 
diffused into logistics organisations. Accordingly, two research questions were 
developed and acted as a guide for how the research study was conducted.  
 
Method: 
To complement the research study’s purpose and research questions, we adopted the 
grounded theory methodology. With its inductive roots and rigorous coding procedures 
to data collection and analysis, we considered it advantageous with respect to the 
research’s qualitative and unstructured nature.  
 
Conclusion:  
A theoretical model was developed that serves the purpose of providing a method 
through which one can recognise an organisations Internet of Things perceptions and 
diffusion level. With assistance from the model, we concluded that mid-level logistics 
professionals perceive Internet of Things technologies to be advantageous however are 
not able to further with adoption proceedings due to organisational contexts.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technological paradigm that is revolutionising 

information and communication technology (ICT). It is even being heralded as the third 

wave of information technology (IT), following the internet and mobile communication 

network (Zhu, Wang, Chen, Liu & Qin, 2010). IoT is understood as a radical 

technological movement in which physical objects are increasingly becoming connected 

to the internet. Via technology such as sensors, information about the object including 

its changing environment or conditions are communicated and contribute to an 

expanding pool of Big Data which can ultimately be used for decision making. But what 

makes IoT worthy of its title as the third wave of IT is its size, rate of expansion and 

ramifications, rendering it an integral part of life in both private and professional 

contexts. 

 

It is estimated by researchers that the number of internet-connected devices (often 

commonly understood as smart devices) will reach fifty billion by 2025 (Davenport, 

2014). Privately, consumers are recognising this through an omnipresent surrounding of 

smart objects. Smart phones, smart televisions, smart alarm clocks and even smart 

coffee makers are all becoming ubiquitous in our daily lives. Through a network 

connection, they are autonomously making personalised utility decisions from such 

monitored conditions as user preferences, frequency of use and other external factors. In 

a more dramatic example, scientists are experimenting with digital cows. This places 

sensors inside the stomach of cows so that farmers, companies and governmental health 

organisations will be able to detect any potential presence of the E. Coli bacteria. The 

sensor will also be able to read the cow’s body temperature and communicate the 

information to a veterinarian who might be able to correct an illness, before it even 

comes about (Davenport, 2014). This could be interesting not only to farmers who care 

about the well-being of their stock, but also to companies competing in the meat 

industry. Finally, even humans are increasingly being ‘sensored’ (a term loosely being 

coined by professionals today), and becoming network connected which automatically 

monitors their state of being.  For example, Me-trics is a tool that measures and 
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monitors personal analytics. This includes mood, finances, health and intimate 

encounters. All of which has the potential to be automatically communicated to health 

practitioners, personal trainers, and any company interested in the data, before the one 

being monitored becomes aware of the information themselves (Davenport, 2014). 

 

Naturally, the revolution of IoT is impacting businesses as well, and especially within 

the logistics sector (Zhu et al., 2010; Atzori, Iera & Morabito, 2010). For an industry 

that relies on efficiency and effectiveness to remain competitive, the introduction of 

technologies such as Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN) has made possible many new business opportunities and is the driving 

force behind trends that are pushing the logistics industry forward (Zhang, He & Xiao, 

2013). In fact, IoT represents one of the biggest challenges that management faces today 

as it is generating massive amounts of data that must be analysed to generate value 

(Riggins & Wamba, 2015). A failure to collect or the misinterpretation of data could 

lead to the loss of competitiveness within the industry. While those who successfully 

handle, and embrace this advancement in information and communication technology, 

will realise increased transparency in their value chain, an improved ability to connect 

with customers, drive innovation and ultimately, sustainable competitive advantages 

(Zhang, et al., 2013). 

 

With its potential to disrupt an entire industry, it is easy to get caught up in the 

excitement of IoT and focus attention on the future and the opportunities it can bring, 

that we forget to consider its use from the user perspective. In fact, within IoT literature, 

empirical studies that focus on the human side of IoT are in very short supply, and it has 

been practically ignored from the lens of the logistics industry (Hsu & Lin, 2016). IoT 

within the contexts of the logistics industry is the focus of this thesis paper. Specifically, 

this thesis will seek to gain clarity on the human side of IoT and understand raw 

consumer perspectives of the technology in hopes of lending to a holistic understanding 

of IoT utilisation and adoption. 
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1.2 Problem Discussion 

IoT market is growing rapidly and is drastically affecting the logistics industry. Because 

of its inherent promise to the industry, features of IoT have been heavily researched 

including its architecture, design and usage (Gao & Bai, 2014). However, IoT literature 

has failed to explain its use from the perspective of the consumer (Gao & Bai, 2014; 

Hsu & Lin, 2016; Al-Momani, Mahmoud & Sharifuddin, 2016). That is, there is a 

significant gap in empirical research in regards to how consumers of IoT technologies 

within the organisational context are individually and collectively forming perceptions 

around its utility. In this thesis, we adopt Webster’s definition of perceptions as “a 

physical sensation interpreted in the light of experience” (Webster’s, 2016). For IoT 

research, a heightened understanding of consumer perceptions would directly influence 

the attracting and retailing of future IoT products (Gao & Bai, 2014). For logistics 

firms, the heightened understanding can be the difference between successful IoT 

technology implementation and failed, which is ultimately crucial for logistics 

organisations to remain competitive.  

 

Management simply adopting IoT technology will not translate to benefits for the firm 

unless the technologies are utilised (Liu, Prajogo, & Oke, 2016). IoT technology 

utilisation refers to the degree of IoT diffusion into the organisation and the extent to 

which the organisation employs, utilises or implements the technology into its 

operations (Liu et al., 2016). Despite considerable research into organisational IT 

technology implementation, it continues to remain an issue for organisations. IT 

implementation is complex, time consuming and costly, and every organisation is 

different in regards to their respective processes, people and functions (Motiwalla, & 

Thompson, 2009). Thus, the extent to which accepted implementation theories can be 

useful to an organisation adopting a technology is limited. Implementation of IoT 

technologies can even be taken a level further and are not only challenging for the 

adopting organisation, but are also very intimidating. It is clear to organisations that IoT 

technologies are a necessity not only to facilitate increasingly complex supply chains, 

but also to be able to relate to customers. However, IoT implementation is particularly 

challenging since it is not just one information system being implemented, but a 

thriving and developing pool of smart technologies that are producing a monumental 

amount of Big Data that must be analysed to contribute value to the firm- a concept 
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referred to as the technology productivity paradox (Liu et al., 2016). Considering this, it 

is especially important for organisations to have clear and focused IoT understandings, 

strategies and implementation plans when adopting IoT technologies. With the 

acknowledgment that people (employees, stakeholders, or all together the users of the 

technology within an organisation) are a key contributor to implementation projects 

(Motiwalla & Thompson, 2009), a deeper investigation into consumer, henceforth 

referred to as the user in this thesis, perceptions of IoT specifically within logistics 

contexts, becomes warranted.  

 

Broadly, technology adoption and user acceptance is no new topic and thus extensive 

research has been devoted to its development in theory and in practicality for logistics 

organisations. A comprehensive spectrum of theories have been developed to explain 

user technology acceptance which are widely used to predict consumer behaviour in a 

variety of disciplines and technological contexts. However empirical research is lacking 

when it comes to purely considering the human side and specifically evaluating user 

perspectives of IoT technologies, and is even less apparent within the contexts of the 

logistics industry. What’s more, and as to be expected with business research, the few 

theories existing that explain consumer acceptance of IoT, and innovation technology at 

large, have been developed through quantitative analyses. In fact, there is a lack of 

qualitative analyses in logistics research (Gammelgaard, 2004; Gao & Bai, 2014) and 

qualitative approaches that evaluate consumer perceptions of IoT technologies is scarce. 

The existing theories to date, have been developed through the structured testing of new 

variables against previous theories with aim of updating or expanding upon them 

(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson, 2015). In other words, consumer perceptions of 

IoT technology has been purely explained through the testing of ‘cause and effect’ 

methodologies.  IoT research, logistics and business research at large could benefit from 

a qualitative analysis of consumer perceptions of the innovation technology 

(Gammelgaard, 2004; Gao & Bai, 2014). In his article ‘Logistics needs qualitative 

research-especially action research’, Näslund summed up this gap: “If researchers 

within a certain academic discipline do the same kind of research as everyone else 

within the discipline then how useful will the research be” (Näslund, 2002, p. 327). By 

addressing the gap through a qualitative methodology, we will be granted the flexibility 
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to focus purely on the perceptions of users, without the constraints that a quantitative 

analysis would impose.  

1.3 Purpose 

Considering our globalised economy and trends in the logistics industry, it might be fair 

to conclude that one constant that logistics industry leaders can rely on is change. 

Political and economic conditions, technological advancements, and consumer 

behaviours are forever changing and creating a turbulent environment that logistics 

companies must react to. This means that logistics systems are subject to different 

influences that will always modify perceptions of the problem amongst their personal 

(Näslund, 2002).  

 

“Logistics management has been perceived as a rational and more or less self-

regulating systems untouched by humans...but humans govern the logistics system.” 

(Gammelgaard, 2004, p. 489). 

 

In order for logistics organisations to be able to respond to their rapid environment, they 

must understand the ‘human factor’ that governs their processes. With ever-changing 

internal and external conditions, in this case the introduction of IoT technologies, 

research into the perceptions of logistics personnel, the users of IoT, becomes 

warranted. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to create new insight and theory. We 

want to contribute to IoT and logistics literature by presenting an unbiased and raw 

understanding of consumer perceptions of IoT technologies within their logistics 

organisational context. Ergo, our first underlying research question has been realised: 

 

RQ1. What are the user perceptions of IoT technologies within the logistics firm 

context? 

 

Furthermore, we not only hope to achieve an understanding of logistics user perceptions 

of IoT technologies, but also understand how the technologies are currently being 

utilised. In literature, the term diffusion is often used to explain utilisation, or 

specifically explain how the technologies become utilised. We suspect that utilisation or 

hence, diffusion, can further be clarified by more personal aspects such as the meanings 
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the technologies place on the user, how the technologies are discussed amongst 

colleagues, and the language used to describe the technologies. Ultimately for success in 

our research study, we will require the ability to discern what is important to the user. 

This will ultimately depict a picture of an organisational diffusion reality, as opposed to 

the reverse situation; researchers and theories telling the user what should important to 

them and what IoT diffusion should look like. With this, a second question can be 

formulated: 

 

RQ2. What are the current organisational IoT diffusion levels as supported by factors 

suggested by the research participants? 

 

After answering the second research question (RQ2), and through an inductive approach 

to research, we hope to develop new ideas on how user perceptions contribute to IoT 

technology diffusion within organisations. Our objective largely is two-fold. First, we 

hope to discern particularities in IoT technologies which is largely considered to be a 

subset of IT, and might otherwise be researched through its larger and broader title. By 

focusing solely on user perceptions of IoT technology rather than its broader 

classifications (Information or Innovation Technologies) we might be able to expose 

particularities that make this technology unique in utilisation amongst logistics 

companies. And second, organisational IT implementation at large is challenging. It is 

vital to understand the contributing factors that yield to seamless implementation. 

‘People’ in IT implementation pursuits are considered to be the first key contributor to 

implementation success, and through our research study we hope to bring clarity and 

provide a foundation by which managers can facilitate IoT utilisation and 

implementation. On a more holistic note, we hope to enrich logistics and IoT literature 

and not only provide new insight and theory, but also move IoT discourse away from 

opportunity, architecture and drivers.  The research study may also be useful for future 

research to build upon and to fill gaps in existing theories. This all with the objective of 

providing logistics professionals with a well-rounded understanding of some of the 

crucial factors that allow them to operate and perform efficiently and effectively.  
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1.4 Limitations 

“Virtually all research has limitations, which should not be seen as a weakness or flaw, 

but a reflection on the degree to which we can claim our research to be ‘truth’.” 

(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2000, p.538). 

This study is limited by the sample size of the research. There is a restriction of 

geographical area, as the research study is based in the county of Jönköping, Sweden. 

Another limitation might be how we (the researchers and interviewers), ourselves 

perceive and make conclusions about interviewee perceptions. This can be due to such 

considerations as language barriers and non-verbal communication. Hence, the 

conclusion we arrive at might not be as the interviewee intended. Further, we the 

researchers admit to a lack of experience in psychology. This might influence 

conclusions drawn from the interpretations of the interviewees. Once again, we would 

like to underline that this research only applies to the logistics and supply chain 

industry. IoT perceptions might be different in other organisations within different 

industries. Perhaps the biggest limitation to our study is that IoT, is a phenomena that is 

moving and changing at a very fast pace. The conclusions that we draw from the study 

might be different in just a few years’ time. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The first chapter of this thesis served as a broad introduction and discussed the 

background, problem statement, and limitations. The research questions were also 

revealed within the purpose. The second chapter, the Frame of Reference, discusses 

themes important to the thesis, such as IoT and trends in modern SCM, followed by a 

brief theoretical background. This serves the purpose of providing a platform by which 

we the researchers can conduct our study on, and readers can build a common 

understanding from. The third chapter, the Research Design, gives insight to the 

research design used for the research study and discusses the methodology, research 

philosophy, research approach, the nature of the research and the type of data used to 

support the study. This is followed by chapter four, the Empirical Findings that reports 

on our empirical findings. Chapter five, the Analysis, explains specifically how we 

made sense from the empirical findings to lead to insight and presents our proposed 

theoretical model. Chapter six, the Conclusion, summarises our insights and the 
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developed theoretical model. And chapter seven, the Discussion, suggests future areas 

of study and limitations. The Discussion is followed by a Reference chapter and 

Appendix, that include the references and content used to support and enable our 

research initiative.  Every chapter in this thesis will start with an introduction that will 

explain what will be discussed in the respective chapter.  
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2. Frame of Reference 

This thesis is grounded on a few assumptions. First it conceptualises IT implementation 

like, more specifically, ERP implementation, as different from IoT implementation. 

Also, it assumes that once a logistics firm adopts IoT technology, it may or may not be 

fully utilised. For example, a manager of a logistics company who adopted a Radio-

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology for a warehouse or operating functions 

may utilise the technology differently than warehouse users or operators, or even from 

other managers.  

 

“Scholars indicate that while it is important to understand the motivations for Supply 

Chain Technology (SCT) adoption and their links with SCT utilisation, it is equally 

important to understand the relative effects of the motivating factors of SCT utilisation. 

Such an understanding can help managers in the selection, adoption, and utilisation of 

the right technologies and facilitate the diffusion of SCT within the supply chain 

network.” (Liu, Prajogo, & Oke, 2016, p. 23). 

 

Considering this, in an exploratory thesis of IoT, it is important to have awareness of 

broader IT and user utilisation themes. Once these themes, and specifically the IT 

themes corresponding to our research on user perceptions are revealed, oddities or 

points in which IoT research diverge from traditional IT research will be able to be 

realised. This is the aim of this Frame of Reference chapter. In this chapter, we define 

and discuss IoT and SCM concepts and then explore IT, and sometimes more 

specifically IoT, theories that create an awareness level from which we might identify 

IoT particularities from data collected in this research study. 

2.1 The Internet of Things  

A generally accepted definition of IoT comes from the Radio-Frequency Identification 

Group as “The worldwide network of interconnected objects uniquely addressable 

based on standard communication protocols” (Gubbi, Buyya, Marusic & Palaniswami, 

2013, p. 4). It was first coined in 1999 by Ashton in the context of supply chain 

management, but now spans across many disciplines including healthcare. While the 

‘things’ aspect to the definition has since evolved to meet the current technology 

setting, the idea of obtaining computer sense information without human intervention 
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remains the same (Gubbi et al., 2013). The omnipresent position of IoT in our 

environment has contributed to massive amounts of information that must be analysed 

in order to obtain value. The information could come from objects as they move through 

its surrounding environments or stationary objects that monitor changing environments 

(Riggins & Wamba, 2015). This includes objects;  

 

“moving through a value chain producing unprecedented end-to-end supply chain 

visibility, tools and equipment…[or] on the other hand, stationary objects with sensor 

and control capabilities that connected to the Internet of Things can monitor the 

surrounding environment, report conditions, alter its state depending upon predefined 

parameters, alter that state of connected things and make changes to its surround 

environments” (Riggins & Wamba, 2015, p. 1531). 

 

The ability of IoT to collect and analyse data is made sense in literature via a variety of 

different paradigms and architectural explanations. For the context of this thesis, we 

adopted the architecture explanation as presented by authors, Hsu and Lin (2016). This 

understands IoT as consisting of three architectural layers; device, connection and 

application (Hsu & Lin, 2016). The device layer (also commonly referred to as the edge 

layer), is the bottom-most layer of IoT architecture and consists of the data sources that 

are near to the physical environment, including individual sensors, network enabled 

objects and all heterogeneous devices (Bandyopadhyay, Balamuralidhar & Pal, 2013). 

They would include RFID, wireless sensor networks (WSN), or other embedded 

intelligences (Hsu & Lin, 2016). The next layer, the connection layer, consists of the 

gateways and core/backbone network. At this layer, the first stages of data handling 

occur. It also functions as an interface between the hardware and application layer and 

seamlessly connects heterogeneous telecommunication infrastructures though an 

Internet Protocol (IP) connection. Finally, the last layer is the application layer. This 

layer includes the cloud computing which provides the virtual infrastructure, and “such 

utility computing which integrates monitoring devices, storage devices, analytics tools, 

visualization platforms and client delivery...cloud computing offers will enable end-to-

end service provisioning” (Gubbi et al., 2013, p. 1). Chiefly, it is responsible for the 

delivery of various applications to the user (Bandyopadhyay & Sen, 2011).  
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2.1.1 Internet of Things Technologies 

IoT is only a reality through the deployment of key technologies. Such technologies as 

highlighted by authors Bandyopadhyay and Sen (2011) include; (1) identification 

technology, (2) IoT architecture technology, (3) communication technology, (4) 

network technology, (5) network discovery technology, (6) software and algorithms, (7) 

hardware technology, (8) data and signal processing technology, (9) discovery and 

search engine technology, (10) power and energy storage technology, (11) security and 

privacy technologies, and (12) standardization (Bandyopadhyay & Sen, 2011). One of 

the most common IoT technologies found in logistics companies, as well as in other 

business areas, is RFID and would be classified under the key technology, hardware 

technology. RFID is a communication technology, that uses radio waves as a 

transmission tool to obtain data. In most cases the RFID system consists of three main 

components (Ramadan, Al-Maimani & Noche, 2017). The first component is the RFID 

tag, otherwise known as a transponder, and is a hardware that serves as the 

communicator. The second component is the RFID reader, or the interrogator. And the 

third and last component is the middleware software. Through this middleware 

software, the RFID reader converts the created radio waves and sends them to the 

information system. One form of information shared with RFID is called the Electronic 

Product Code (EPC), which can be distributed through a EPC Global Network (Bottani 

& Rizzi, 2008). Nativi and Lee discuss the two main advantages of the use of RFID in 

the supply chain as being; (1) real time inventory monitoring and (2) enhanced 

information sharing with the decision makers (Nativi & Lee, 2012).  

 

In addition to RFID, there are many other hardware technologies that are being used by 

logistics companies. Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Quick Response (QR) codes, 

and barcodes, for example, are all forms of information technology that are widely used 

amongst logistics companies and can track and monitor a unit or product as it moves 

through a supply chain. It also enables the organisations to be able to manage their 

warehouses and inventory levels. While technologies such as RFID and sensors can be 

classified as IoT hardware, they can also be sorted into other IoT technology groups as 

well. For example, RFID technologies are a means by which IoT achieves network 

connectivity (Bandyopadhyay & Sen, 2011).  
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Further technologies like I

technologies and ‘enable addressing, connecting and tracking of things

(Bandyopadhyay & Sen, 

communication between devices without human intervention, networking technol

are the technologies that

2.1.2 IoT and Logistics D

As a result of a literature review conducted by researchers and a

Xiao, over IoT and its influences on logistics, t

made possible from IoT. 

intelligent production. 

interconnection between things, intelligent fusion of enterprise logistics systems,

procurement systems...logistics has been integrated into the business intelligently, 

breaking the boundaries between processes, to create wisdom en

al., 2013, p. 2660). The second

social IoT. This logistics development refers to IoT enabling intelligent tracking 

throughout the value chain and integrating it into people's lives. 

refers to open trace information 

information as it moves though mobile terminals 

the extensive IoT technology base applied to intelligent logistics. Growing technology 

will be applied to modern logi

before. Modern logistics uses sensor technology that can monitor such condition

temperature and humidity, b

for security (Zhang et al.,

 

2.1.3 Big Data 

An evaluation of IoT 

is not complete 

without consideration 

into its Big Data 

her technologies like Internet Protocol (IP) version 6 are also

enable addressing, connecting and tracking of things

Sen, 2011). Given IoT’s characteristic of providing end to end 

communication between devices without human intervention, networking technol

are the technologies that allowed the phenomena of IoT to be realised in the first place.

2.1.2 IoT and Logistics Development 

As a result of a literature review conducted by researchers and authors Zhang, He and 

and its influences on logistics, they figured three trends 

made possible from IoT. The first, is a symphonised intelligent supply chain and 

 “With the popularity of tags and sensor networks, 

interconnection between things, intelligent fusion of enterprise logistics systems,

procurement systems...logistics has been integrated into the business intelligently, 

breaking the boundaries between processes, to create wisdom enterprises”

The second, is the open sharing of intelligent logistics network a

This logistics development refers to IoT enabling intelligent tracking 

throughout the value chain and integrating it into people's lives. This trend essentially 

open trace information that enables people to obtain real-

information as it moves though mobile terminals (Zhang et al., 2013). 

xtensive IoT technology base applied to intelligent logistics. Growing technology 

will be applied to modern logistics to create even more intelligent logistics systems than 

before. Modern logistics uses sensor technology that can monitor such condition

temperature and humidity, bluetooth technology, video recognition, invasi

et al., 2013). 

Figure 1: Three V's of Big Data (Rossum, 2011)
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counterpart. The idea behind Big Data is that everything we do is leaving a digital trail 

and is useful in making more informed decision making. While it’s highly voluminous 

size is commonly its defining feature, Big Data has other important attributes as well, 

namely, variety and velocity. Data volume, variety and velocity are the three V’s of Big 

Data that together make for a complete definition (Figure 1) (Russom, 2011).  

 

An immense amount of data is generated each day, an estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes 

(Davenport, 2014), and it is coming in real time from a large variety of sources, 

including web applications, social media and, of course, IoT. For business and more 

specifically logistics firm, the value of Big Data is obtained through Big Data analytics; 

the practice and ability to make sense of the intangible mass of data and derive 

behavioural patterns which may be used for the forecasting of future behaviour (Kache 

& Seuring, 2017). 

 

“The predictive nature of Big Data analytics may likely represent a game changing 

advantage for supply chains. As such, companies could achieve cost advantages 

through application of Big Data analytics as unplanned equipment downtimes can be 

reduced significantly, allowing the companies to cut better inventories thus enabling the 

partners to operate leaner supply chain while eliminating supply risks.” (Kache & 

Seuring, 2017, p. 11). 

 

 

It’s clear that the firms who effectively practice Big Data analytics will be able to use 

the data for insight and will transform it into intelligence at any level of the 

organisation. However, despite this promise, industry reports stress a reluctancy among 

chief information officers (CIOs) and business executives to invest in Big Data 

analytics. They are questioning whether Big Data analytics will bring new capabilities 

over traditional business intelligence systems that might justify its heavy investment 

(Chen, Preston & Swink, 2015). 

 

Figure 2: Dimensions of Big Data (Kache & Seuring, 2017) 
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While decision making from data is not a new concept, the structures and attributes of 
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2.2 Supply Chain Management 

Logistics and supply chain management are both terms that are often used 

interchangeably (Mentzer, Witt de, Keebler, Min, Nix, Smith & Zacharia, 2001). While 

they both concentrate on the same area of management, SCM is much broader in scope. 

Authors, Tarofder, Azam and Jalal (2017, p. 30) add; “Logistics management 

emphasizes profitability and operational accuracy through cost efficiency, but SCM 

goes further by combining strategies that include all organisational functions under one 

umbrella to gain a competitive advantage”. The authors further describe SCM has 

having two fundamental objectives; (1) to improve the end users value and (2) to ensure 

cost efficiency throughout the entire supply chain. With this, we conceptualise a study 

of IoT logistics firms to be a subset to the study of IoT in supply chain management. 

 There are many definitions of supply chain management, however, in the article 

‘Defining Supply Chain Management’, the following definition was given and is 

commonly used; 

 

“A set of three or more entities (organisational or individuals) directly involved in the 

upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances and/ or information 

from a source to a customer.” (Mentzer et al., 2001, p. 4) 

 

Further included in Mentzer's definition of SCM, are the three degrees of supply chain 

complexity; the direct supply chain, extended supply chain and ultimate supply chain. 

These three supply chain complexities distinguish the typologies of supply chains and 

are interesting for the purposes of our study because increasingly complex supply 

chains might consequently depend upon innovation technologies, and thus IoT 

technologies. The first complexity, the direct supply chain, might be thought of as the 

more traditional supply chain and consists of the suppliers and customers involved in 

the up and downstream of products, services, finances and information from the 

ultimate supplier to the ultimate customer. The extended supply chain, includes the 

suppliers of the immediate supplier and customer of the immediate customer that are all 

involved in the up or downstream of products, services, finances and information from 

the ultimate supplier to the ultimate customer. Finally, the last layer of the complexity 

model, is the ultimate supply chain, and is where third-party logistics suppliers (TPL) 
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become a part of the 

complexities of supply chain are shown in 

Figure 3

Supply chain management has practically reinvented itself 
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“The application result is that the reaction time of traditional enterprises is 120 days 

from requirements of customers to the supply of commodity while advanced companies 

that make use of these technologies only need a few days and can basically work of zero 

safety stock.” (Atzori et al., 2010, p. 8). 

 

Furthermore, sensors and augmented map technologies are allowing logistics companies 

to realise benefits by communicating important information such as better navigation 

for safety, collision avoidance systems, fuel efficiency and green initiatives 

(Bandyopadhyay & Sen, 2011). Again, this feeds into trends such as supply chain 

optimisation and collaborative relationships. Collaborative relationships, the trend that 

consists of a horizontal partnership between logistics companies for increased efficiency 

and profitability, is a phenomena that is enabling global optimisation of the supply 

chain (Speranza, 2016). IoT technology again is the enabler, its subsequent data 

analytics allow companies to synergize respective value chain activities by 

communicating such data as percentage of extra container space, shared depot 

availability, customer sharing (Speranza, 2016). 

2.2.1 Implementation of IoT in SCM 

IT offers a platform for new business collaborations, a channel for media distribution 

and access to a global market (Tarofder et al., 2017), an opportunity that cannot be 

ignored by competing logistics companies. But for an organisation to realise these 

opportunities, the organisation must first successfully adopt and implement the 

technology. There are several established implementation theories that assist 

organisations with general IT or its subset ERP system implementation, however 

theories into IoT implementation specifically are scarce. Successful IT implementation 

calls for strategies that often include such actions as governance, change management 

and project management. Governance entails assigning and delegating committees and 

workgroups to the assist with the technology implementation. It aims to provide 

direction and give control requirements to the organisation (Motiwalla & Thompson, 

2009).  
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Change management entails 
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Figure 4: Project Management Triangle (Motiwalla & Thompson, 2009)
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For proper implementation and thus utilisation, users of IoT technology, should be 

observed and be adequately understood in terms of their unique perceptions of the 

technology and how they use or intend to use it, as is the intention with this research 

study. This understanding might influence the chance of implementation success.  

2.3 Theoretical Background 

So not to interfere with this research study’s intention of observing genuine user 

perceptions of IoT use, the study will not be crafted around theory. Rather, theory is 

used as a form of enlightenment to the research conducted thus far and to the potential 

future areas of study. In this research study, we adopted the argument that grounded 

theory and constructivist author, Charmaz (2005) and authors Bryman and Hardy 

(2004) made whereby knowing occurs within a context. In other words, although this is 

an inductive research study, we appreciate that ‘knowing’ the occurs within larger 

individual and societal contexts (Bryman & Hardy, 2004). Furthermore, the use of 

theory was also useful to establish a reference system by which we could automatically 

associate and categorise descriptions and terminology that the interviewee (IoT users) 

might use when sharing their IoT opinions.  

 

In particular, two theories were identified that could be interesting to our research study, 

the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT), and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). 

Within IDT, concurrent models and studies are discussed which complement the theory 

and contribute to a thorough understanding. While the focal point of IDT and TAM, in 

addition to the other models and theories, is on Information or Innovation Technologies 

at large and their acceptance and adoption among organisational users, we still consider 

them to be relevant for our study since IoT is a subset to these broader terms. Further, 

with the grasp of Innovation or Information Technologies from literature, we might be 

able to discern particularities in IoT technology that part from traditional organisational 

IT literature, as well as more specifically within the logistics context. After the research 

study, we hope to have a more holistic appreciation for the issue and understand if and 

why these theories in literature might or might not explain IoT. 

2.3.1 Innovation Diffusion Theory 

Over thirty years ago, Everett M. Rogers introduced the theory for ‘Diffusion of 

Innovation’ (Rogers, 1995), in the contexts of the adoption of agriculture innovations. 
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Since then, Rogers’ diffusion of innovation theory has been widely accepted and is 

largely used by researchers today to explain the diffusion of innovation technology, and 

in supply chain contexts (Tarofder et al., 2017). Rodger’s (1995, p. 990) defines 

innovation as “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or 

another unit of adoption”. An innovation can come to an organisation in two ways; they 

can be generated or adopted (Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan, 1998). When an 

organisation generates innovation, the innovation is usually used to sell to other 

organisations and involves idea generation, design and marketing. The adopting 

organisation, is a beneficiary of the previously generated innovation and has 

“awareness of innovation, attitude formation evaluation, decision to adopt, trial 

implementation and sustained implementation” (Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan, 1998, 

p. 98). For contexts of this thesis, with ‘innovation’ we refer to the latter innovation. 

Diffusion is defined as the “extent to which a person or organisation exploits an 

innovation” (Jeyaraj, Rottman & Lacity, 2006, p. 5).  

Considering this, IDT suggests that users of an innovation technology make their 

decisions about the technology from the beliefs that they form about the innovation 

(Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011).  

 

While there are hundreds of identified variables used to predict innovation technology 

diffusion in organisations (Tarofder et al., 2017), authors Tarofder et al., identified the 

variables that specifically pertain to internet-technology diffusion and further sorted 

them into three characteristics, namely, technological, organisational and 

environmental. With IoT sharing the defining feature of being an internet or network-

connected group of technologies, we adopted Tarofder et al’s (2017) narrowed 

framework for IDT and considered how it might illustrate consumer use of IoT 

technology within a logistics setting.  

 

In literature, IDT has largely been used to explain and predict adoption of innovative 

technology, but due to the focus of this thesis, our interest and attention remains on how 

the innovative technology becomes integrated (diffused) into an organisation (terms 

such as adoption, diffusion, integration and acceptance of an organisation’s innovation 

technology, often overlap in literature and are studied interchangeably). IDT is useful to 

our study because it seeks to explain the diffusion process of innovation technologies 
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into a working organisation whereby user perceptions to the matter may also be 

revealed. The three characteristics of IDT as they may pertain to IoT and logistics is 

presented below.  

2.3.1.1 Technological Characteristics 

Characteristics of innovative internet technologies, or IoT technologies, yield to an 

individual or organisation's degree of technology diffusion. According to Tarofder et al., 

(2017), three features must be present in the innovation technology for the technology 

to be fully integrated into the organisation. First, the innovation technology must boast a 

relative advantage. This means that the consumer will realise heightened benefits 

compared to previous technologies. IoT has many benefits that make it necessary to 

adopt amongst logistics organisations looking to remain competitive. With being 

internet connected and featuring intelligent applications such as cloud computing, IoT 

technologies allow logistics organisations to enjoy many efficiencies in their value 

chain. For example, IoT technologies can include Global Positioning Systems (GPS), 

laser scanners and other sensory technologies that grant logistics organisations access to 

all kinds of information; intelligent recognition, positioning, management and control of 

objects (Jia, 2013) -all of which was not possible with the former and non-network 

connected technologies.  

 

The next feature necessary for innovative technology integration is complexity. This 

feature might have the reverse effect on effective technology diffusion, as it considers 

innovation technology complexity and thus consequently, might yield hesitancy 

amongst users to pursue the technology (Tarofder et al., 2017). This has been noted in 

literature as an issue with IoT technology, especially with (unstructured) Big Data being 

an output of IoT (Marr, 2015). Organisations are receiving exponential amounts of data 

from IoT technologies, but remain unsure as to what to do with it. Research suggests 

that 20 per cent of the structured data (KPI or financial data) that companies collect gets 

used for decision making (Marr, 2015). While this is a broad statement that extends to 

industries outside the logistics industry, the point remains that business leaders are 

receiving an overwhelming amount of Big Data and are only using a small percent of 

the data for decision making. IoT technology is a rapid innovation technology that is 

continuing to develop. Managers must keep up with the fast-changing IoT technology 
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and its Big Data to utilise its full potential. As discussed earlier, Big Data analytics, is 

receiving more and more attention amongst organisations and is one solution for 

managers to overcome the complexity. 

 

Finally, the last technological feature, observability, is defined by Rogers (2015) as the 

degree to which the outcome of an innovation is visible to others. He further explains 

that new innovations can be hard to explain and thereby challenging to achieve 

acceptance by members in society (or between organisations in an industry), while other 

innovations are easily observed and described to others. It follows the notion that the 

observability of an innovation is positively related to its rate of adoption (Rogers, 2015). 

Often advancements in technology innovation are not visible, due in large to the 

inherent architecture of technology. Technology has two components; hardware and 

software. Hardware, being the actual material or the physical object while software is 

the information base for the technology (Rogers, 2015). IoT hardware can consist of the 

smart devices, sensors and RFID host systems (largely within the edge layer of IoT 

architecture). While IoT software would be its digital and communication counterpart; 

the virtual representation of ‘things’ that communicate, exchange data, information and 

knowledge (Li & Wang, 2013). 

2.3.1.1.1 Technological Characteristics Modelled 

In their article, ‘An empirical examination of consumer adoption of IoT services: 

network externalities and concern for information privacy perspective’, authors Hsu and 

Lin (2016) theorise that direct and indirect network externalities in addition to concern 

for information privacy influence user attitude that determine intention to use IoT. 

Direct network externalities include the number of IoT services and perceived critical 

mass. Here “direct network externalities increase when user's utility depends directly on 

the number of users using the same network of product or services’’ (Hsu & Lin, 2016, 

p. 517). This means that when an individual perceives the technology to be readily 

available and ubiquitous among other technology users, it makes that individual more 

likely to adopt the technology themselves. Indirect network externalities include 

perceived compatibility and complementarity and concludes that when a “product or 

service is complimentary [and compatible] to the primary product is offered in 

increased supply… the value of and demand for the primary product will increase” 
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(Hsu & Lin, 2016, p. 518

construct that explains attitude. 

that these specific constructs, such as the number of IoT services, directly influence user 

attitude and thus continued intention to use IoT. The authors conceded that there could 

be additional predictors of IoT user attitudes such as culture, soc

personality and cost and pegged it as an area that should be investigated in future 

research (Hsu & Lin, 2016).

 

Figure 

p. 518). Additionally, authors used information privacy as another 

construct that explains attitude. Figure 5 models Hsu and Lin’s theory. It illustr

that these specific constructs, such as the number of IoT services, directly influence user 

attitude and thus continued intention to use IoT. The authors conceded that there could 

be additional predictors of IoT user attitudes such as culture, soc

personality and cost and pegged it as an area that should be investigated in future 

Lin, 2016). 

  

Figure 5: Intention to Use (Hsu & Lin, 2016) 

, authors used information privacy as another 

Hsu and Lin’s theory. It illustrates the 

that these specific constructs, such as the number of IoT services, directly influence user 

attitude and thus continued intention to use IoT. The authors conceded that there could 

be additional predictors of IoT user attitudes such as culture, social influence, 

personality and cost and pegged it as an area that should be investigated in future 
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2.3.1.2 Organisational Characteristic 

Organisational Characteristics are important for innovative technology diffusion 

because it highlights the contexts of the organisation as relevant for optimal technology 

ingratiation. This can include dimensions as organisational climate, training and 

development, management skill, top management support and size (Tarofder et al., 

2017). For example, Tarofder et al., (2017, p. 33), stress the importance of managerial 

support, and call it “central to the rate of diffusion of the internet technologies among 

all stakeholders including employees, suppliers, distributors and end-users”. Because 

innovative technology requires significant investment, its adoption largely depends on 

the support of top management. As such they must act as champions of the technology 

in its implementation and in motivating employees (Tarofder et al., 2017).  

 

In his article considering organisational adoption and assimilation of complex 

technological innovations, Gallivan (2001, p. 53) notes that upon implementing an 

innovative technology, management may proceed with implementation via three 

different fundamental paths; (1) they can mandate that the innovation be adopted 

throughout the organisation at once, (2) they can provide the necessary infrastructure 

and support for users to adopt the innovation, while allowing it to diffuse voluntarily, or 

(3) they may target specific pilot projects within the firm, observe the processes and 

outcomes that unfold and decide whether to implement the innovation more broadly 

later on. These paths adhere to specific implementation strategies, a total commitment 

implantation strategy, support strategy and advocacy strategy, respectfully (Gallivan, 

2001). Each path may have its unique impact with respect to effectiveness of innovation 

technology diffusion.  

2.3.1.2.1 Organisational Characteristics Modelled   

The notion that management makes decisions about adopting technological innovations 

within an organisational context was also explored by authors Nystrom, Ramamurthy 

and Wilson (2002) in their article, ‘Organisational context, climate and innovativeness: 

adoption of imaging technology’. They acknowledged three contextual elements as 

being moderators of innovation technology adoption; (1) organisational size, (2) 

organisational slack and (3) organisational age (Nystrom et al., 2002). Furthermore, 

they noted that an innovation emerges from the “organisational climate within which 
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members recognise the desirability of innovation,
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Figure 6: Organisational Context Variables (Nystrom, 2002)
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2.3.1.3 Environmental Characteristics 

This factor of innovative technology diffusion considers characteristics of an 

organisation’s environment as important in determining the degree of organisational 

technology diffusion. Here the technology diffusion would be the reflection of 

organisational strategies which allow the organisation to respond to its environment and 

remain competitive (Tarofder et al., 2017). This could include environmental 

characteristics such as competitive pressure and environmental uncertainty. 

Furthermore, authors Tarofder et al., (2017), postulate external competitive pressure as 

one of the most important impetus for technology diffusion;  

 

“Organisations consider adoption of technology a static movement when there is deadly 

competition among rivals within the industry. However, organisations often decide to 

gain competitive advantage by adopting new technologies that lead to a greater market 

presence...competitive pressure is likely one of the most influential determinants for 

adopting new technologies.” (Tarofder et al., 2017, p. 34). 

 

That is, without these pressures, Tarofder argues that organisations are likely to be less 

motivated to invest in the technology (Tarofder et al., 2017). 

2.3.2 The Technology Acceptance Model  

Similar in construct to IDT is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). According to 

authors Lee, Hsieh and Hsu (2011), the two theories complement each other and 

together are often used to explain acceptance of IT. TAM was developed upon the ideas 

of the Theory of Reasoned Actions (TRA). TRA suggests that the intention to adopt a 

technology stems from their beliefs about the consequences that might come as a result 

of adopting the technology (Wallace & Sheetz, 2014). Adding to this, TAM asserts that 

two chief beliefs, determine technology acceptance and are key antecedents of 

behavioural intentions to use a technology (Lee et al., 2011). In this thesis, we adopted 

authors Gao and Bai’s definition of consumer acceptance as “the relatively enduring 

cognitive and affective perceptual orientation of an individual...the construct of 

intention to use is adopted and considered as a proxy for consumer acceptance” (Gao & 

Bai, 2014, p. 215).  
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Since its coining, TAM has been heavily used by researchers and is considered to be a 

valid predictor of individual acceptance of various technologies. (Lee et al., 2011). 

According to TAM the variables, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use 

influence adoption. Perceived usefulness refers to the degree to which an individual 

perceives that the technology will be useful in performing a particular task and will 

enhance their job performance. Perceived ease of use refers to the degree of which will 

be free of effort. “TAM proposes that if a technology or innovation enhances a person’s 

performance and does not greatly increase the effort required to perform a function, it 

is considered useful and easy to use, and the person will be more likely to adopt the 

technology, service, or behaviour” (Wallace & Sheetz, 2014, p. 250).  

 

While TAM has been widely accepted, and utilised to explain intentions to use 

technology, there has been criticism that the two variables alone cannot fully explain 

intention, and researchers have added their own variables in the attempt to find more 

complete explanations of technology intentions (Gao & Bai, 2014).  For example, in 

their research study to determine user acceptance of IoT technologies, authors Gao and 

Bai (2014) added additional constructs (Figure 7) to TAM that they believe broaden and 

deepen TAMs explanatory power, namely, trust, social influence, perceived enjoyment 

and perceived behavioural control. In Gao and Bai's (2014) research study to test the 

additional variables, they discovered that the pre-existing constructs, perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use, indeed do have a strong influence on behavioural 

intention to use technology, but that most of their additional constructs do as well. All 

additional constructs apart from trust supported their hypothesis and tested a significant 

role in predicting the intention to use IoT technologies.  

 

Social influence had the second largest effect on behavioural intention to use IoT 

technology, after perceived usefulness and out performing TAM’s other original 

construct, perceived ease of use. In the conclusion of their study the authors suggested 

that this study be investigated in different atmospheres, which would alter results and 

contribute to a larger understanding of behavioural intention to IoT. 
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Figure 7: Techno

  

: Technology Acceptance Model (Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011)

     

logy Acceptance Model (Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011) 
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3. Research Design 

The intention of this thesis is to gather raw user perceptions of IoT technology which 

could be indicative towards IoT diffusion levels within a logistics organisation or 

likelihood to adopt IoT technologies. Therefore, the focus is only on user perceptions 

rather than the more popular IoT research themes such as opportunity and architecture. 

With user perceptions, we refer to IoT in regards to such considerations as its definition, 

utility and opportunity from the position of its direct logistics consumer. An evaluation 

of user perceptions on IoT technology might enhance IoT and logistics literature with 

new ideas which might be useful in future research or in practice such as IoT 

implementation. Our attempt to gather raw IoT perceptions and the meanings that users 

assign to the technology will be achieved by accepting that there is a subjective ‘social 

reality’ whereby facts are social constructions created by people (Jackson, Easterby-

Smith & Thorpe, 2015). With being such an efficiency driven field, most logistics 

research tends towards more realist approaches in which fact or truths do exist and must 

be measured and revealed by ‘cause and effect’ testing. We argue that because humans 

govern logistics processes and because logistics is witnessing a lot of change with IoT 

revolutionising the discipline, that the ‘human factor’ should not be ignored. By 

employing more a relativist approach to our research study, logistics can benefit from 

fresher ideas and perspectives that could be especially important in such a time of 

change This chapter discusses our research design and how we employed a research 

philosophy and methodology to support our research initiatives. The chapter concludes 

with how this research study considered issues of validity, reliability and ethics.  

3.1 Research Philosophy 

In the effort of creating a quality research study, it is necessary to select a knowledge 

philosophy that underlies the research and sets a foundation. Philosophy is an 

overarching term which inquiries into nature and the development of knowledge for 

research (Saunders, et al., 2000). The philosophical assumptions that we adopted for 

this thesis, set the basis for how we formed the research study, how the data will be 

collected and interpreted, and finally how we make sense out of the data. Jackson, 

Easterby-Smith & Thorpe (2015) describe that in social research, methodology 

considerations usually start by taking positions in the central questions of ontology and 

epistemology.  
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Ontology sets assumptions about the nature of reality and consists of a debate between 

realism and relativism. The realist side of the spectrum is of the position that science 

can only progress with direct correspondence to that which is being investigated and the 

relativist position takes this further and suggests that the scientific phenomena under 

investigation are not only out there to be discovered, but are man-made (Jackson et al., 

2015). Of these two positions, we include the latter position as part of our philosophical 

assumptions for this research study. Epistemology meanwhile, is concerned with how 

we perceive the world to be (Jackson et al., 2015). The two ends of the epistemology 

spectrum guide the ways in which researchers gain knowledge and therefore construct 

social research. The two sides of the spectrums are positivism and social 

constructionism. In the epistemology debate we employ the social constructionist take 

as it directly correlates with this study’s effort of discovering the different constructions 

and meanings that users place on the deployment of IoT technologies in their logistics 

organisational setting. As according to authors Jackson et al., (2015), human interests 

are the main drivers of science in social constructionism. We consider this to be the 

main advantage of the epistemology position in regards to how it can be useful to our 

study. Social constructionism is also good in examining change processes and thus 

theory generation which is important for purposes of this research study considering 

that IoT revolution is still in its infancy and its technologies are only starting to be 

introduced to logistics firms (Jackson et al., 2015). One of the main weaknesses of the 

social constructionism position however, is that the process can be very time-consuming 

and obtaining genuine interpretations and analysing them can be difficult. We have 

considered these weaknesses in our research study, and  included them as part of our 

research limitations.  

3.2 Methodology 

As discussed in the Problem Discussion (Section 1.2), there are not enough qualitative 

studies in logistics literature (Näslund, 2002; Näslund et al., 2010), and literature 

covering user perceptions of IoT is scarce. Therefore, the idea of conducting a 

qualitative study, as opposed to a quantitative research study, became very appealing 

and helped inspire this research study. A qualitative research study means that the data 

will be non-numerical and won’t be quantified (Saunders, et al., 2000). In social 

research studies, there is a tendency towards qualitative methods “...Because the crucial 
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elements of sociological theory are often found best with a qualitative method, that is, 

from data on structural conditions, consequences, deviances, norms, process, patterns 

and systems” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 18). This is directly in line with our central 

motivation to use a qualitative methodology as it allows for flexibility by which we can 

efficiently capture and investigate subjective, personal and organisational stories, which 

will bring clarity to our fundamental research questions (RQ1) (RQ2). IoT is forcing 

change amongst businesses and the logistics industry at large, and users are forming 

perceptions around the change. A qualitative methodology is best and richest for theory 

generation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) which is complementary to our research study of 

user perceptions in a setting of organisational change. 

Specifically, in our research study we will be pursuing the Grounded Theory form of 

methodology. Grounded theory is a type of methodology founded by Ph.D. sociologists 

Glaser and Strauss. They define the methodology as the discovery of theory from data 

that is systematically obtained and analysed in social research (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

Key in this definition and central to the development of this form of methodology being 

that the theory produced is grounded in its data (Urquhart, 2012). Grounded theory 

contains key features which have been collected/ highlighted by author Urquhart (2012). 

These features provide a good starting point for its practice and are highlighted below: 

1. The aim of grounded theory is to generate or discover theory 

2. Theory focuses on how individuals interact with the phenomena under study 

3. The researcher has to set aside theoretical assumptions in order to let the 

substantive theory emerge 

4. Theory asserts a plausible relationship between concepts and sets of concepts 

5. The resulting theory can be reported in a narrative framework or a set of 

propositions 

6. Theory is derived from data acquired from fieldwork interviews, observation 

and documents 

7. Data analysis proceeds from open coding (identifying categories, properties, and 

dimensions) through selective coding (clustering around categories) to 

theoretical coding.  

8. Data collection can stop when no new conceptualisations emerge 
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Grounded theory complements our underlying research questions and purpose by 

providing an inductive method by which raw IoT user perception data can be 

systematically developed into discovery theory. In our research, we are aiming to collect 

user perceptions about the innovation technology at its most genuine and unbiased form. 

With grounded theory, we will be able to record user perceptions that are free from 

constraints which a more inductive methodology might impose on it. The methodology 

was conceived by Glaser and Strauss (1967) under the grounds that sociology does not 

cover all the new areas of social life, and that it needs to be explored (Urquhart, 2012).  

 

With its exploratory take, grounded theory allows our constructionist research study to 

evaluate user perceptions and their deeper social constructs formed by their experiences 

and daily interactions with IoT in their logistics setting, which has been largely left for 

granted in empirical IoT research. By in large, grounded theory is advantageous to and 

liberates our research study because (1) its focus is on building theory and encourages 

all aspects of social life to be explored and (2) through its encouragement not to focus 

on existing theory which helps to produce new ideas and theories (Urquhart, 2012). 

 

Since grounded theory’s coining, the methodology has been modified and contradicted 

by researchers and even its own authors. For example, from its inception grounded 

theory has been questioned in regards to how specifically, researchers should practice 

its hallmark inductive approach, and remains a point of contention between researchers 

today (Bryman & Hardy, 2004; Jackson et al., 2015). Grounded theory author Glaser, 

believes that the methodology should demand that the researcher start with no prior pre-

suppositions and that all data should emerge from the data collected. However, Strauss 

disagrees and contends that the researchers should at least familiarise themselves with 

prior research using a structured process (Jackson et al., 2015). This contradiction or 

varying ways in which a researcher could abide by the methodologies procedures could 

be seen as disadvantage to our research, as the deployment of either Glaser or Strauss’s 

stance could alter the outcome of our research. This thesis assumes Strauss’s take of 

grounded theory. For the sake of our research, we consider it beneficial to familiarise 

ourselves with prior research as is included in the Frame of Reference. However, the 

prior research has no tangible influence on the data collection. 
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3.2.1 Grounded Theory for Constructivist Research  

The position of assuming some prior pre-suppositions in grounded theory research was 

also argued in the ‘Handbook of data analysis’ by authors Bryman and Hardy (2004). 

They emphasized this position as particularly relevant to grounded theory research with 

constructionist themes, since maintaining some degree of theoretical sensitivity is 

inherent to hermeneutic and constructivist interpretivist social research. 

 

“Philosophically speaking, theory cannot simply ‘emerge’ from data, because 

interpretation and analysis are always conducted within some pre-existing conceptual 

framework brought to the task by the analyst.” (Bryman & Hardy, 2004, p. 631). 

 

Authors, Bryman and Hardy (2004), used this statement to support their argument that 

in order to do discovery research, the researchers must use established disciplinary 

knowledge or theoretical sensitivities and that ‘knowing’ occurs within larger 

individual, institutional and other socio-cultural contexts. Without a pre-existing 

conceptual framework or other knowledges, the research will suffer from a lack of 

awareness that inherently structures emerging ideas and theory (Bryman & Hardy, 

2004).  

 

The ‘Handbook of data analysis’ (2004) further supports the use of grounded theory for 

constructivist approaches on the grounds that it allows the empirical world to be 

investigated without having to prescribe to a subsequent truth. Some credit the 

flexibility in the methodology to a postmodernist view of grounded theory whose 

development was inspired by the need to differentiate constructivist approaches from 

the more conventional grounded theory assumptions laid out by Strauss and Corbin. 

Charmaz (2000) listed these postmodern constructivist assumptions as (1) assuming the 

existence of multiple realities (2) involving the mutual creation of knowledge by viewer 

and viewed and (3) aiming towards interpretive understandings of participants’ 

meanings. The new postmodernist label to grounded theory has been questioned in 

regards to whether it adds anything unique in practice to conventional grounded theory, 

but is justified by confirming grounded theory’s flexibility to take on such constructivist 

approaches (Bryman & Hardy, 2004). 
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Authors Schou and Hewison (1998) further add that grounded theory’s roots contribute 

to constructivist studies, particularly due to the methodology’s focus on symbolic 

interactionism. Meaning that attention should be given to details in the data analysis; the 

text, and each word within the text that together might yield to a shared experience, 

understanding, knowledge or meaning (Schou & Hewison, 1998). All of which 

solidifying grounded theory’s applicability to constructivist research.  

3.3 Data Collection 

The data collected in this research study consists of interviews from various logistics 

companies in and around the greater Jönköping area. Within each company, between 2 

to 3 different users were interviewed. Making for a total of 11 interviews between 4 

companies. Our research is rather broad in the sense that we are investigating initial 

impressions of a change technology. At the offset of the research study our intention 

was to interview logistics professionals, IoT users, who assume various positions such 

as warehousing, operations and managerial positions. Our intention was to discover how 

IoT is impacting users in the greater logistics context which could be useful for strategic 

IoT decisions. However, as will be described in the subsequent chapter, we narrowed 

our sample to logistic users assuming a mid-level managerial position, as was demanded 

by our collected data. Considering this, only the data from 9 of the interviews were 

analysed and used for insight and theory building.  

 

In most cases, the interviews were conducted face-to-face, which was our interview 

preference, but a few were conducted via phone. The interview style took inspiration 

from both unstructured and semi-structured interview structures. An unstructured 

interview according to author’s Jackson et al., (2015) is defined as an ethnographic 

interview that seeks to stimulate an informal conversation free from an interview guide 

or schedule. They further clarify that a semi-structured interview does have a guided, 

however, open interview schedule that consists of topics to be covered throughout the 

interview. Furthermore, in semi-structured interviews, as discussed by author Kumar 

(2011), questions may vary from interview to interview, meaning that a particular 

question may be omitted depending on the context of the interview or the flow of the 

conversation. This is advantageous to the research study because we wanted to structure 

the interview as open as possible as our aim is to learn about IoT perceptions from the 
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side of the user (interviewee) and not from the side of the interviewer. However, given 

the infancy of IoT, interviewees might lack basic IoT knowledge which a semi-

structured interview compensates for. 

 

We incorporated both unstructured and semi-structured interview structures in our 

interview by organising our interview into two phases. Phase one was the unstructured 

phase where we, as simply and broadly as possible, asked the interviewee to explain IoT 

within their logistics context. After this phase, we prepared an explanation of IoT in 

definition and explained how it is being used by logistics companies. This was done as a 

precaution in the event that an interviewee would not have any prior or little IoT 

knowledge, and was also done to ensure that both the interviewee and interviewer 

maintain the same understanding of the topic at hand. Finally phase two consisted of the 

semi-structured interview where we followed a question guide to ask the interviewee 

questions about IoT. The interviewee’s knowledge, degree of experience, and 

organisational use of IoT determined how we worded and what questions were asked 

from the question guide. For example, we did not ask questions about the utility of IoT 

to an interviewee who knew nothing about IoT, but focused more on the perceived 

potential opportunity from IoT and their current technological setting. Also, important 

for the interview, and for our research study at large, is that we give the interviewee as 

little information about the interview as possible before the actual interview took place. 

This was important in order to capture their real knowledge and thoughts of IoT as 

oppose to the interviewee preparing themselves ahead of the interview and then 

providing us researched interview responses. The interview data was collected in the 

form of recordings and were transcribed. From the interview transcripts, we were able 

to analyse the data and build insight. The interviews and its analysis are described in 

detail in the Empirical Finding and Data Analysis section, respectfully (Chapter 4 & 5).  

 

The data was also collected with an ad-hoc sampling strategy. That is, the companies, 

the interviewees (IoT users in a company) and the number of interviewee’s we were 

able to interview within each company was completely depended upon how readily 

accessible they were (Jackson et al., 2015). This had its geographical ramifications in 

that we limited interview invites to only companies within Sweden and largely only 

around our location in Jönköping. Timing also played a role as many university students 
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were simultaneously looking for company interviews, and companies around the 

university tended to be overwhelmed with student interviews after a short amount of 

time. Furthermore, the extent to which we were able to have more than one user 

interview per company was reliant upon a snowball sampling strategy, where we would 

rely on an employee to recruit or extend the details of another employee.  

3.4 Data Analysis 

Data was analysed in accordance to our chosen research methodology and then further 

interpreted with the mind-set of our research epistemology. Grounded theory comes 

with a prescribed, yet flexible, set of processes for data analysis. These processes are the 

analytic guidelines that compose grounded theory (O’Reilly, Paper & Marx, 2012). In 

data analysis literature, these processes are often referred to by the title, Grounded 

Analysis (Jackson et al., 2015). The strength of a grounded theory research study is 

through the ability to use prescribed processes to arrive at a theory (O’Reilly et al., 

2012). With the development of the grounded theory, its processes have also been 

developed and are practiced with slight variations. In this research study, we adopted 

the grounded theory processes as reiterated by authors O’Reilly et al., (2012) who was 

influenced by grounded theory’s original coiners, Glaser & Strauss (1967), but also by 

grounded theory and social constructionist researcher Charmaz (2005). These prescribed 

processes are listed and described below as they were used to analyse our data collected 

in our research study. 

3.4.1 Constant Comparative Method 

Authors, O’Reilly et al., (2012), describe this process as a procedure in which two 

activities occur in tandem; comparing data incidents and naming data fragments. 

Furthermore, this process involves constantly comparing incoming data to data already 

collected, following the notion that “simultaneous collection, coding, and analysis are 

crucial to the development of theory and that, as much as possible, these three 

operations must be done together…they should blur and intertwine continually, from 

the beginning of an investigation to its end” (O’Reilly et al., 2012, p. 250). This was 

practiced in this research study by continuously cycling back and forth between data 

coming in and already recorded data. In doing so, and with insights from data 

comparisons we essentially commenced data coding by recording ‘quick coding notes’ 

in the margins so that we could proceed further into the next coding phases (Glaser & 
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Strauss, 1967; O’Reilly et al., 2012). Essentially, the aim of this process is that 

preliminary theoretical underpinnings begin to form in the minds of the researchers. 

Furthermore, to address the requirement that processes be blurred and intertwined as 

much as possible, we began coding processes immediately and let data derived from it 

influence how we continue data collection. That is, future interview questions and 

techniques were directly influenced by prior data collected. For example, if we noticed a 

trend in data, we would consider addressing it in a future interview. This was also 

important in securing data saturation.  

3.4.2 Theoretical Coding 

The theoretical coding process is a systematic procedure used to derive sense from the 

collected data, and entails grouping and categorising data that exhibit similarities 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; O’Reilly et al., 2012).  In this process, we actively sought for 

as many sub-categories or dimensions as possible within incidents to produce an array 

of core categories. Incidents, in this study would be the transcribed quotes from the 

interviewee. The process of coding itself and finding sub-categories and dimensions has 

three stages; open coding, selective coding and theoretical coding (Urquhart, 2012). The 

first, open coding, entails assigning a code to every piece of data, ‘line by line, and 

perhaps even word by word’ (Urquhart, 2012). This becomes useful to the next level of 

coding, selective coding, where we looked for data codes that revolve around a central 

sub-category and together make the sub-category and eventually the establishment of 

core categories. Finally, theoretical coding, not to be mistaken with the broader 

grounded theory process, is the last level of coding in which codes, the categories, start 

to produce a logic that can contribute to the generation of new insight and theory 

(Urquhart, 2012).  

3.4.3 Theoretical Memos 

 

“Memo-writing forces you to stop other activities; engage a category, let your mind 

rove freely in, around, under, and from the category; and write about whatever comes 

to you. That’s why memo-writing forms a space and place for exploration and 

discovery. You take time to discover your ideas about what you have seen, heard 

sensed, and coded.” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 81). 
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Memo writing is topic that is heavily discussed in grounded theory literature. It is 

credited with being the catalyst for generating valuable and creative ideas throughout 

the research study and within the data collection and analysis phase (Urquhart, 2012). 

Glaser describes memos as capturing the lightbulb moments, and in his first grounded 

theory publishing (1967), contributed a few rules for writing theoretical memos. These 

include (1) always interrupting coding to write memos so ideas are not lost, (2) keeping 

memos and data separate to help with abstraction, and (3) letting memos remain 

conceptual. As data was collected and analysed, we took note of any ideas that came to 

mind which became the memos for this research study. The memos, little ideas on 

everything, often allowed us to see its larger conceptual ramifications, and decisions on 

future coding and analysing were made accordingly.  

3.4.4 Theoretical Sensitivity 

Theoretical sensitivity is a state of awareness during the process by which the researcher 

gives meaning to the categories that contribute holistically to emerging theory (O’Reilly 

et al., 2012). It is important in the roots of grounded theory that no other pre-determined 

ideas influence the emerging theory other than the categories derived from data, 

restressing the logic of inductive theory generation. This required that we hold an open 

mind to what the data is saying and with its emergent theory (Urquhart, 2012).  

3.5 Validity and Reliablity 

Rather than asking ourselves questions of measurement and seeking to prove or 

disprove a hypothesis to achieve validity and reliability as with more positive or 

quantitative research approaches, this research study follows a constructivist 

epistemology which changes the circumstances by which the research study can be 

considered valid and reliable. 

 

Authors Jackson et al., (2015) highlighted that questions of validity in constructivist 

studies, are questions of whether or not there has been a sufficient number of 

participants included in the study and if there was enough access to experiences. In our 

study, we addressed this by reaching out to as many companies and users as possible. 

Important to note however, is that the emphasis on reliability is less pronounced in 

subjective, more constructivist studies as with more objective studies. Author Urquhart 

(2012), suggests that in constructivist studies, researchers should be less concerned 
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about validity issues and should share coding or analysing techniques with colleagues, 

supervisors and friends. Debating the codes and considering them from all angles, is the 

best way to address validity in constructionist research (Urquhart, 2012). Questions 

regarding reliability, according Jackson

observation would have been reached by other observers looking at the same data pool 

and calls for full transparency in the data collection and analysis process. Given that this 

thesis has two authors or researchers means that this research study has the added 

benefit of having two sets of eyes on it at all time. To address reliability each autho

conducted the data analysis phase separately and then compared and debated analysis 

details including coding decisions. 

3.6 Ethics 

Critical in research studies is that 

ethical matters, which was of principle concern in this research study. Ethics in social 

research studies largely refers to a heightened and careful appreciation for the 

ramifications or consequences that mig

study (Jackson et al., 2015). 

employees and companies

mind throughout the research study

by Jackson et al., (2015) that 

ethical research study. The first six principles listed in 

protecting the participants’

integrity of the research community (Jackson
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about validity issues and should share coding or analysing techniques with colleagues, 

supervisors and friends. Debating the codes and considering them from all angles, is the 

to address validity in constructionist research (Urquhart, 2012). Questions 

regarding reliability, according Jackson et al., (2015), are those that ask if the same 

observation would have been reached by other observers looking at the same data pool 

ls for full transparency in the data collection and analysis process. Given that this 

thesis has two authors or researchers means that this research study has the added 

benefit of having two sets of eyes on it at all time. To address reliability each autho

conducted the data analysis phase separately and then compared and debated analysis 

details including coding decisions.  

ritical in research studies is that the researchers maintain an active awareness of 

ethical matters, which was of principle concern in this research study. Ethics in social 

research studies largely refers to a heightened and careful appreciation for the 

ramifications or consequences that might arise as a direct or indirect result of a research 

study (Jackson et al., 2015).  Our research study includes interviews with many 

employees and companies, and their privacy and well-being were issues that we 

mind throughout the research study. Figure 8 displays ten ethical principles summaris

(2015) that helped structure our thoughts on how we might exercise an 

ethical research study. The first six principles listed in Figure 8 are c

protecting the participants’ best interests and the last four focus on

integrity of the research community (Jackson et al., 2015).  

Figure 8: Ethics in Research (Jackson et al., 2015) 
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We honoured the fifth ethical principle, for example, by starting the interviews off by 

ensuring the interviewee that the data collected would only be used for the thesis, and 

would not be distributed further or used without consent. We also informed the 

interviewee on how the interview would be structured and asked if it would be 

permitted to record the interview. Author Saunders et al., (2000) further elaborated on 

ethical considerations that were also included in Jackson et al.,’s (2015) list of ethical 

principles, and made the remark that the cornerstone of ethical considerations is that of 

non-maleficence, and ensuring that no harm will come to the research participants 

(Saunders et al., 2000). The way in which we found our interview sample was from 

previous work experiences or because the interviewees were recommended or 

forwarded by one of their colleagues. According to Saunders (2000) this is a good 

strategy to gain trust of the interviewee. None of the interviewees requested to stay 

anonymous, which is why interviewee and company names are included in this thesis.  
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4. Empirical findings 

The empirical findings discussed in this chapter are presented and explained through the 

data collection phases mandated by our grounded theory methodology. Accordingly, 

this chapter is structured in three parts. The first part discusses our sampling and 

interviews and how they evolved over time as our data demanded. The second part goes 

into details of the data coding and elaborates on how we looked for patterns and trends 

in the data that may lead to insight. And finally, we conclude this chapter with how we 

reached theoretical saturation.  

4.1 Sample and Interview  

This section narrates our sample and interviewing decisions and efforts, as well as 

reveal how and why our strategies with these changed over time. Our research was 

conducted under the close influence of grounded theory’s prescribed methods and 

procedures. Thus, the extent to which we were able to make sampling and interview 

decisions were limited, and further, subject to Theoretical Sampling’s agenda. The 

weight theoretical sampling had on our sampling and interviews pursuits, is discussed 

below, followed by a narration of how we proceeded with our sampling and interviews. 

4.1.1 Theoretical Sampling 

At the offset of this research study we distinguished two research questions (RQ1) 

(RQ2) that were inspired by the central motivation of gathering raw IoT perceptions 

from logistics personnel. Specifically, we wanted to move IoT discourse away from 

opportunistic and architectural talk and observe how IoT is currently being understood 

and utilised amongst those who might be its logistics consumers, or what we titled IoT 

user. Beyond looking for logistics IoT users, at the commencement of our interviewing 

phase, we did not seek to interview specific logistics user demographics from 

qualifications such as position or experience levels. Furthermore, we remained open in 

regards to the interview questions and held a loose list of semi structured interview 

questions. Our incentive to remain open and broad with our interview sample 

population and with the content of our actual interview was deliberate and was inspired 

by grounded theory’s theoretical sampling procedure. Theoretical sampling, according 

to authors Birks and Mills (2015), states that with inductive research, one cannot 

possibly know the nature or type of data that will be needed to develop your theory, 
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how many participants and data sources you will need, or the details of how you will 

generate or collect the data (Birks & Mills, 2015). We employed the theoretical 

sampling logic by making our sampling purposeful initially and then letting collected 

data dictate whether we, and how we might make further data collection more specific. 

That is, we started our research off broadly, exactly as described above, and became 

more tailored with the sample and interview questions as the data collection proceeded.  

4.1.2 Sample 

Our initial sampling strategy consisted of getting in touch with as many logistics 

companies in the greater Jönköping area as possible. In the interview request email, we 

informed the contact that we were interested in interviewing as many employees as 

possible within their logistics context (ranging from a manager or operator position to a 

warehouse forklift driver) about their potential use of IoT. Four of the contacts that we 

reached out to accepted our interview request and each further referred an additional 

two of their colleagues to participate in our interview as well. This made for a total of 

eleven interviews between four different companies; Bring, IKEA, Scania and UPS. 

The table below summarises the company details as well as the provide the details of 

the research participates (the interviewees). 

Table 1: Interviewee Organisations 

 

Source: Company Websites (Posten Norge, 2016; IKEA, 2017; Scania, 2016; UPS, 2017) 

 Bring IKEA Scania UPS 

Founded 2008 1983 1891 1907 
HQ in Oslo, 

Norway 
Delft,  
Netherlands 

Södertälje, 
Sweden 

Atlanta, 
United States 

Operating 
field 

Post and parcel 
service 

Furniture Sustainable 
transport solutions 

Post and Parcel 
service 

Size 15+ countries 
present world wide 

48+ countries 
present world wide 

100+ countries 
present world 
wide 

220+ countries 
present world 
wide 

Who Isac Lowhagen 
(Traffic Manager) 
Martin Sirouspoor 
(Sales Manager) 
Mikael Ingesson 
(Regional Manager)  

Emil Karlsson 
(Logistics 
Manager) 
Linda Norrman 
(Department 
Manager) 
Tomas Tegvall  
(Team Leader) 

Johanssion Jerry 
(Head of 
production) 
Lennard 
Lundgren 
(Global 
Developer) 

Daniel Olesen 
(Business 
Manger) 
Mark Gerald 
Asiiwee 
(Line Sorter) 
Ninos Thorre 
(OBS clerk) 

When  
interviewed 

Week 12/ 2017 Week 15/ 2017 Week 13/ 2017 Week 17/ 2017 
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Despite our initial request to have interviews with professionals assuming a wide range 

of logistics positions, all research participants happened to hold a manager or leadership 

position, apart from two. However, we did find this beneficial as the similar positions 

allowed us to benefit from having research participates who all shared the same 

approximate education and experience level, and who, on a regular basis all make 

decisions on behalf of their organisation and for a group of people, allowing for a 

similar ‘think’. It was also appreciated with a discussion about technology, as they all 

respected how technology plays a role in allowing them to operate efficiently and 

effectively. This luxury of having the same user demographic became especially clear 

after having had the final two interviews with the non-managerial or leadership roles. 

These interviews had a completely different tone because the research participants could 

not relate to using technology as a means to evaluate performance and draw strategy. As 

a result, we found that we were not able to run though the same quasi interview guide as 

with the previous eleven interviews which yielded a widely different interview, and 

ultimately different data as well.  

 

After conducting the interview, we decided that our research study would only focus on 

the sample demographic of logistics professionals who assumed a managerial or 

leadership position (hereby referred to as mid-level manager). From the prior data 

collecting, coding and analysing activities we have been conducting to adhere with the 

constant comparative method’s standards, we were able to recognise that because we 

had so many research participants who belong in one sample demographic, that 

extending our interviews to further demographics would complicate the data analysis. 

We recognised that it might also distract from the patterns that were already starting to 

emerge from existing data.  

4.1.3 Interview 

As with the sampling, our interview guide also developed as our data collection and 

analysis proceeded. The following subsection describes the structure of our interview 

and the succeeding subsection discusses interviewee responses from the interview and 

how we adapted further interview questions around this. The entire interview guide can 

be found in Appendix 1.  
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4.1.3.1 Interview Structure 

Data was generated in this research study by conducting several interviews from a select 

logistics professional base within the greater Jönköping logistics industry scene between 

the months of March and April, 2017. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

interview was composed of two phases. The first phase, what we labelled as being the 

open question, asked the following of the interviewee; 

 

‘Tell us about the Internet of Things, this could be its definition, utility, opportunity, the 

technologies, etc., in regards to you and your specific position and in regards to your 

organisation as a whole’ 

 

After the open question, we read the interviewee a brief script to clarify what IoT is. In 

the script, we included the following points. First, we made clear that IoT is often 

referred to as technological paradigm, and that it is further credited as contributing to a 

new industrial revolution. Then we provided the commonly accepted definition of IoT 

as we had described it to be in the Frame of Reference (Chapter 2), and finally we 

provided examples of how IoT is being realised in the logistics industry today. The 

examples we provided here include; (1) how the logistics system is inefficient and IoT 

is allowing logistics systems to be part of a network which might allow a company to do 

such things as collaborate with partners or even competitors and communicate such 

issues as when they have surplus truck or container space. Also (2) having sensors all 

around warehouses and trucks allowing for smart warehouses and smart monitoring 

including temperature and humidity monitoring, and furthermore monitoring driver 

safety, and finally (3) the emerging use of driverless vehicles and drones. Once again, 

the aim with this script was to bring the interviewee to a common level of IoT 

understanding as us, so that we can engage in a conversation about the phenomena. And 

it also served as a means to get them thinking of the ways in which they are in fact using 

IoT, potentially without having known it previously. 

 

After the script came the second phase of the interview where we asked the interviewee 

questions that generally fit under the following categories; IoT technology, utilisation, 

diffusion and perceptions, values and meanings. The first category, IoT technology, 

consisted of a few questions about the interviewee’s existing IoT technology. Since we 
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had given them a description of IoT in between phases, it was interesting to observe 

with these questions how their answer changed between the first phase and the second 

phase of questions. The questions in this phase simply asked what IoT technology they 

used in their organisation and how they might be distinct from other technologies. We 

also asked that they elaborate on who specifically uses the technology.  

 

With the second category, utilisation, our aim was to further explore the role IoT has for 

the interviewee with their specific role, as well as for the organisation. Some questions 

in this section included the following: 

‘What is the role of the Internet of Things for you?’ 

a) ‘For your operations colleagues?’ 

b) ‘For your warehouse colleagues?’ 

c) ‘For anyone else using the organisation’s IoT technologies?’ 

‘What are the contexts in which you use the technology?’ 

‘What is important for you in your position in regards to your 

responsibilities and may or may not the Internet of Things directly aid 

this?’ 

The third category, diffusion, was inspired by our literature review. We have addressed 

thus far that although this is an inductive research study, we are adopting the 

assumption that knowing must occur from a larger conceptual framework or context. 

Accordingly, from our literature review, and more specifically from IDT and the TAM, 

we learned that there are specific environments or contexts that are optimal for the 

acceptance and adoption of innovative technology. Our intention with this category was 

to craft a few questions around their specific environment that may or may not make 

them more or less likely to adopt IoT technologies. We thought this might be interesting 

later to compare against the theories in our conclusion. Perhaps this might also highlight 

differences between IoT and other IT classifications that IoT often falls under. With 

TAM and IDT as well as in IoT literature in general, we noted prior research is lacking 

an empirical eye for IoT alone. That IoT is often explained by innovation technology 

and other broad IT classifications. This question category was designed to investigate 
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this. These questions included asking if their IoT was compatible or complementary to 

their existing legacy technologies, if they were aware of competitors using any IoT 

technologies and to what degree they believe their use of IoT was inspired by factors 

such as their organisational size, culture, risk orientation and organisational age.  

 

The final question category, perceptions, values and meanings, serves the purpose of 

discovering the interviewee’s raw emotion or thoughts on the phenomena. By asking 

such questions as ‘how the technology is being communicated amongst colleagues away 

from the meeting environment’ and if they valued the idea of IoT, we wanted to get to 

the root of our research questions and understand how the technology is being discussed 

and what their attitude towards it is.  

4.1.3.2 Interview Response and Development  

The interviews took us by surprise. Coming from our academic environment, we were 

not expecting to discover that our interviewee’s, practicing logistics mid-level 

managers, are not familiar with IoT. Two of the interviewees were roughly familiar with 

the idea behind IoT and could provide us with a loose definition and explanation of the 

phenomena, but the rest could not. In response to the question given in the first phase of 

the interview, we received such comments as, “We use Google for email”, “Can I see 

how you spell this...because…no I cannot [tell us what IoT is]”, or “ hmm, Internet of 

Things.. we use [the] internet in most of our things. In work we have…we work with 

emails. That is the internet. And we have a chat program”. However, and again, 22 per 

cent of our participants were able to provide us with very insightful answers, without 

being completely familiar with the terminology itself.  For example, in the first phase, 

one of these interviewees explained that IoT was once brought up in a talk by Angela 

Merkel and that in her address, she stressed the importance of it. He also mentioned 

their focus on Industry 4.0, and both of the interviewees brought up driverless vehicles 

and sensors in the first phase of the interview. These kinds responses were more in line 

with what we were expecting from all of our interviewee’s, and were what we were 

envisioning as we originally drafted our interview question guide. However, and in light 

of this development, our interview guide had to be revised.  
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One of the most notable changes to our interview guide was almost the complete 

removal of the diffusion category from our question guide. Because the interviewee’s, 

to the large extent, did not have IoT knowledge, we could not ask them questions about 

how and why IoT technology organically diffused into their organisation. However, we 

did keep the question about their knowledge of competitors using IoT technologies, and 

we noted this as a potential motivation for the diffusion and adoption of IoT technology 

in their organisation. Instead, we elaborated a lot more on the first question category, 

IoT technology. This was done for a few reasons. First, once we administered IoT 

clarification script, the interviewees were able to provide us with more informed 

responses. They began to tell us about the equipment and systems they use which they 

thought might be part of IoT. Second, we found that asking more questions about their 

processes and specifically about their hardware and software was helpful in discovering 

what IoT technologies they do possess. Interesting was also that even after providing 

our description of IoT, that the interviewees could not distinguish if the technologies 

they were using classified as IoT technologies.  

 

However, being that this is a constructivist study where we are aiming to gather current 

thoughts of IoT amongst its users, we had to keep an active awareness that the 

important things to note were really what they were thinking IoT is, rather than what it 

actually is. This could not be captured in the interview guide, but was done by 

encouraging the interviewees to elaborate on their technological situation. We asked the 

interviewees to elaborate on nearly everything in the interview, which yielded a more 

organic discussion on IoT. Finally, we noticed that as an interview would progress, the 

interviewees tended to become more comfortable with us and would have more ideas 

flowing. We tried to take advantage of this by stressing more IoT technology questions 

throughout the entirety of the interview, and particularly at the end. Our last question on 

the interview guide asks the following;  

 

‘To sum this interview up, is there anything that you would like to add about the 

Internet of Things that you feel has not been discussed yet? Again, we are just looking 

to get your raw perspectives on the technology and would be interested in anything you 

have to say.’ 
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This question was typically where we got it all. With the whole conversation fresh on 

their mind, the interviewee tended to reiterate their feelings towards the phenomena and 

also what their position in the trend is. However, most interesting is that the 

interviewees almost always with this question, remembered another IoT technology 

they are using that they forgot to mention during the interview. For example, and 

perhaps also most notably, was with one of our interviews with IKEA when one 

interviewee forgot to mention their use of ‘Rack-eye’. Rack-eye is a sensor technology 

that is placed on the racks of the warehouse shelf, and through a vibration sensor, can 

detect if a forklift hits the shelf. Once this impact has been detected, it will 

automatically send an SMS alert to the manager. Rack-eye addresses the important issue 

of damage control which has been brought up by IKEA as being a huge issue for them. 

Rack-eye would not have been addressed had we not asked this final question. Hence, 

the final question, we learned, was one we wanted the interviewee to elaborate on. 

 

Furthermore, we added questions to our interview that were inspired by previous 

interviewee responses. As mentioned in the sample section above, we interviewed 

between two and three people per company and therefore would often ask questions that 

were specific to the company. For example, with IKEA, we had an interview with three 

different managers who were stationed in two different facilities (one in the A6 office 

and the other two in the Torsvik distribution centre). In our first interview at the A6 

office, the interviewee explained their enterprise systems as well as their respective 

hardware and software components needed, which we thought might be interesting to 

incorporate into the following IKEA interviews at the Torsvik location. As it turns out, 

at Torsvik, they use completely different programs from their A6 counterparts and were 

not familiar with any of the programs or software that were mentioned in the previous 

interview. They added that it is normal for the different IKEA locations to have 

different technologies which do not speak with each other. The IKEA interviewees all 

explained that the real problem is that IKEA is too big and growing too fast; “…IKEA is 

growing big, and in every part of IKEA they are developing their own IT solutions, and 

it is a huge job to get them to talk to each other…I think IKEA has grown too fast in a 

short period of time too, because that is really bad for us that the system does not 

communicate” (Thomas, IKEA). As a result of the fast growth, IKEA has almost 

developed a ‘silo’ arrangement where there are many IKEA offices and centres who 
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operate independently from each other, and only remain linked through headquarters. 

With our constructivist lens, we found this information interesting as it hints towards 

feelings of helplessness from the interviewees.  

 

Another addition to the interview was a discussion on automated vehicles. It became 

clear very quickly that logistics managers and leaders have their eye on automated 

vehicles and know that it is the future in their industry. Once becoming familiar with the 

themes of IoT, the interviewees would always mention their current testing, or future 

potential use of automatic vehicles for long-haul truck transport or even warehouse 

forklifting. Since automatic vehicles appear to be a trend that is on the forefront of 

logistics mid-level manager’s minds, we added an automatic vehicles question to the 

guide so that we can get a better understanding of the interviewees perspective on the 

matter. To summarise our responses from this question, all the interviewees were aware 

that this would eventually be a part of their processes, but are currently unsure about its 

practicality and the fact that it would mean a loss of jobs for their co-workers.  

 

Finally, there were a few noteworthy interviewee responses that we took away from the 

interviews that lends towards an overarching general impression that we formed from 

the interviews. The responses did not require that we adjust the interview guide in any 

way, but are worth mentioning as they are interesting to a study about the emerging 

phenomena of IoT. The first noteworthy response is the amount, and wide range of 

emotions we received from the interviewees as a result of having a discussion on IoT. 

As we mentioned above, our interviewees were largely not familiar with the term 

Internet of Things. They only knew the phenomena through a collection of YouTube 

videos or from causal technology talks, but did not have a name for the trend or realise 

how it is being used in logistics companies today. We were given such feedback from 

the from the interviewees that IoT discussion was ‘eye-opening’, ‘very interesting’, 

‘shocking...did not think I would learn a lot’ and ‘inspiring’. We do not list these as any 

form of credit for the interview, but as interesting data that indicates emotion triggered 

by IoT talk, which circles back to the core of our research question. By in large, our 

interviewees were very surprised by the discussion which led to many different 

emotions; sadness and embarrassment for feeling so behind, jealously, concern, and 

confusion for not knowing how to proceed and improve their technology usage. 
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Finally, another interesting response from the interviewees was their opinion of Big 

Data. As discussed in the frame of reference, Big Data is an output of IoT that is 

regarded as being quite intimidating to business professionals due to the three V’s of 

Big Data; its inherent data variety, volume, and velocity (Davenport, 2014). Like with 

IoT, the interviewees were largely not able to provide a definition of Big Data. Once 

offered its definition, the interviewees maintained one of two positions. The first group 

responded quite enthusiastically, and offered such opinions as “I want all the data”, as 

well as offering the idea of using a filter to sift through unstructured data. The other 

group, had reactions that closer mirror academic literature’s assessment of Big Data as 

being overwhelming. This group primarily focused on the concern of how to properly 

analyse data, with such interviewee quotes as, “…it is not complicated to receive a lot 

of data. The challenge is how to use the data in a good way” and “[at] UPS we measure 

a lot of things, we have a lot of information, so we are not as good as we should be to 

analyse the data”. However, we suspect that the differing positions the interviewees 

assumed with their Big Data perceptions, corresponded to their level of Big Data 

understanding. After providing an explanation of Big Data, it was clear that some of the 

interviewees indeed had loose understandings of the concept, and responded with their 

concerns. While the other group who still could not relate to the concept, remained very 

approving of Big Data.  

4.2 Coding 

The patterns that surfaced from our collected data were aided by a series of theoretical 

coding afforded by our grounded theory methodology; open coding, selective coding 

and theoretical coding. In this section, we illustrate and explain specifically how we 

open and selective coded to arrive at insight. Theoretical coding, essentially being the 

process of relating categories to theorise relationships, will be discussed in the Analysis 

Chapter. 

4.2.1 Open Coding 

Open coding is a vital step in the grounded theory process and began as soon as we had 

the interview transcripts. Urquhard (2012), describes open coding as being the strength 

of grounded theory and that from an open set of data, unique insights begin to be 

realised. It required that we carefully read the transcripts and write down whatever small 
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or big thing that came to mind in the margin. Whatever we had in the margin would be 

used for the next stage of selective coding. 

 

 

Correspondingly, it was crucial that we thoroughly read the transcripts and make note of 

anything that could be interesting or of relevance to our study. 

was by each (both researchers) doing the open coding individually and then comparing 

our open codes at the end. 

an example from our open codes. 

or big thing that came to mind in the margin. Whatever we had in the margin would be 

xt stage of selective coding.  

it was crucial that we thoroughly read the transcripts and make note of 

anything that could be interesting or of relevance to our study. One way we ensured this 

was by each (both researchers) doing the open coding individually and then comparing 

our open codes at the end. Image 1 and Image 2, above, show two screenshots depicting 

an example from our open codes.  

Image 1: Open Coding Example 1 

Image 2: Open Coding Example 2 

or big thing that came to mind in the margin. Whatever we had in the margin would be 

it was crucial that we thoroughly read the transcripts and make note of 

One way we ensured this 

was by each (both researchers) doing the open coding individually and then comparing 

two screenshots depicting 
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4.2.2 Selective Coding 

In the Selective Coding stage, we organised the open codes into selective codes that 

would contribute to a core category. After spending time looking and thinking about the 

open codes, we were able to recognise some themes which led to the development of 

some initial categories, or dimensions, as it is commonly referred to in grounded theory 

literature. The matrix below (Table 2) shows an example of our selective coding, 

created from the IKEA interview with Thomas. To create the matrix, we took incidents 

(quotes) from the transcripts which had been identified from the open coding stage and 

grouped them under common dimensions. Similar dimensions were also grouped 

together in the same matrix box and were assigned a category that best describes the 

dimensions and their incidents. Finally, the categories and dimensions were assigned a 

core category. The core categories were created after looking at all the categories from 

the selective coding produced from each interview. We produced codes that we felt best 

captured the logic of each the category or dimension grouping. Both of us (the two 

researchers of this study) performed the selective coding for each interview separately, 

and as a result the category and dimension titles naturally varied between us, however 

the core categories remained the same. That is, while the core categories remained 

principle amongst all the separate selective coding’s, the categories and dimensions 

were unique to each interview and were subject to each researcher’s particular ideas. 

Having a common core categories acted as a way to establish distinct and recognizable 

themes from all the unstructured data. It also provided a funnel-like view into each 

interview. After doing the selective coding, we were able to see the common core 

categories and then look deeper into the unique categories and dimensions and finally 

each incident.  

Table 2: Example of Selective Coding from Thomas IKEA 

Incident Categories/Dimensions 
Core 

Category 

 

“Electronic device, is somehow connected to the 

internet. It is a broad question, but I think it is really 

relevant” 

“Everything we do today, is based on we use the 

internet. For example, your cellphone, car, even and 

everything at home, computers and everything”… 

(Good) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Everything internet 

connected, high relevance, 

everywhere, no prior 

logistics understanding with 

term, literal internet 

Knowledge of 

IoT 
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”I have no idea what this interview is going to be like 

[after given only brief IoT description]” 

understanding 

“I mean we have this, it is called Logpoint. It is a 

company who is owned by the different companies 

here in Torsvik community. It is a cooperated 

company called Logpoint.. Yes exactly, they have two 

guys here, that are also part of this Logpoint group. 

And to Logpoint group is gathering maybe 4 times a 

year or so. And talk about things that are good for the 

whole industrial centre.” 

“So, if you hit something for example, and the little 

device on your forklift is, the forklift will go much 

slower.. so that is one thing that we have talked about 

earlier, that we are going to install on the forklifts. Just 

to… maybe a year ago. I don’t know on how or when 

this is coming, but I think this is something we are 

developing together with the forklift company 

Toyota” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Logpoint, collaborating 

with forklift provider 

(Toyota) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cooperation 

“When the customers are at the store, and they are 

going to buy a kitchen for example. They go to the 

store and they tell the guy for example I need all these 

articles, and they press the button, they order the 

kitchen, we order it from here. So, there are different, 

on the stores they have the SOM Sales Order 

Management/ System, when they press the order 

bottom, it comes into the order system here, which is 

called Vico, and the orders in Vico are transferred to 

Astro” 

“Yes, the O2 is for the production, who are doing the 

real picking. The M2 you can see everything, how are 

we.. if the kitchen queue in a good balance in the 

outbound or not. Or are we picking the right things 

now. Everything like that we see in the M2 system. It 

is a big tool for us. And the function leaders sitting in 

the operation, and must have the M2. If we don’t have 

the M2 we don’t know if we are picking the right 

things. Or articles here, or do we need to order.” 

“And from Vico the orders are transferred into Astro, 

which is our picking program” 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Smart crane-speaks with 

system automatically, One 

system with different GUI 

for functions 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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“…so, you have these automatic cranes, picking the 

pallets, and articles When there is an order, the article 

is on the picking location. But it is not an order on the 

article. It goes up into the crane system again. And 

another article comes down, where there is an order 

on. So, it is a smart crane, that is working all the 

time... And you also need a system that is working 

with the crane, which is called safe, should 

communicate with Vico or Astro” 

“The co-workers need to have this computer on their 

forklifts. They need to use it and me as a team leader I 

have to use it, because I need to see the production 

plan, I talked earlier about, and mail of course. We 

send a lot of mails during the day, and we will receive 

a lot of email. So, it is used by everybody. Maybe a 

few tasks here that does not require access to the 

internet. maybe some repacking or.” 

Users of the technologies 

(IoT or legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Warehouse, Team Leader 

 

Technology 

consumers 

 

Finally, we combined all the selective coding’s of each interview into one selective 

coding result. The matrix (Table 3) below shows the combined selective coding’s. It 

includes the core categories, simply listed ‘category’ in the matrix, varying categories 

from all the interviews, now labelled selective codes, and open codes, as an incident 

indicator. On top of each core category matrix is also a memo that we recorded to 

explain how we perceived the category to mean. During the coding, we recorded memos 

of how we defined each core category. These memos helped us to clearly define each 

category as well as assist with further coding and sorting of the data. This matrix of the 

combined selective coding’s became what we consider to be the empirical outcome of 

this research study, and is what we based future theoretical coding and analysis on.  

 

Important to note with the matrix is that each open code can reference a group of 

incidences. For example, if more than one interviewee mentioned the word ‘Industry 

4.0’ during their interview, we would have only included it once in the open code 

column of this matrix. The purpose of this is that we were interested to know the 

different incidents that contributed to categories, rather than the frequency.  If we 

wanted to measure the frequency, we could go to the interview specific selective codes 

and see how often a dimension appears which references individual incidents. Also, 
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important to note is that not all core categories from the individual selective coding 

made it to the final combined selective coding presented below. Core categories in the 

first ‘round’ of individual selective coding were produced from how we originally 

interpreted open codes. Once we had all the of the core categories in the selective 

coding, we realised that some core categories and their instances were too closely 

related to other core categories, and in some cases, it became clear that there were too 

few properties within a core category to make it interesting for the purposes of this 

research study. For example, we deleted the core category, Incentive for adopting IoT 

technology, and added its properties into other core categories such as Future IoT vision 

and IoT solving problems, as the respective properties demanded they be sorted. We 

also deleted the core category, Diction, as its properties were not interesting for the 

study and were often already covered in the Emotions core category. 

Table 3: Combined Selective Coding 

 

 

 

With being the first research question (RQ1), learning of logistics professional’s current knowledge of Internet of Things was central to this 
research study. By Knowledge of IoT, we were interested in anything that the interviewee had to say. This could be in regards to its 
definition, utility, implantation, technologies and architecture. To best capture their genuine IoT knowledge levels, we kept the description 
in the interview invitation very broad. In addition, we structured our interview in two phases with the first phase consisting of an open-
ended question simply asking to hear what they have to say about IoT. 

IoT simply as 'technology', Literal understanding-anything 'internet' with Skype, 
Email, Internet research,  Unfamiliar with term, Visual representative 

Lack of IoT knowledge

Industry  4.0, Buzzwords, AGV, Track and Trace, Sensors, Always connected, 
High relevance, Everywhere

Good IoT knowledge
Knowledge of IoT

A defining feature of the Internet of Things includes being part of a network and increasingly connecting horizontally and vertically with 
partners, suppliers and even direct competitors for mutual business success. Internet of Things technologies largely makes these 
arrangements possible, and facilitates the relationships. The degree to which an interviewee is open to cooperation might be indicative 
of a more progressive orientation.

IBM Cooperation for system development, Logpoint- Cooperation with 
companies in Torsvik, Sharing Train, Collaboration with forklift provider 
Toyota,  Frigo temperature control, and warehousing, Market webspace to 
share loading space, Truck sharing, TMS Traffic Management System, 
Agreement with local stores for parcel pick-up

Networking/Collaboration Cooperation
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Hardware

RFID tags, Handheld scanning equipment, Forklift reader, Automatic wrapping 
machine, Rackeye sensor, Smart crane, GPS hardware in truck, Sensors on the 
machines connected to a matrix, Remote for communication, Telematics 
sensors on trucks, [DIED] Data Import Acquisition Device (scanner), Tundra, 
Automated sorting systems

Recognised Lack of Technology   
(Tech Gap)

No GPS during transport, Data manually communicated between systems

Current Technologies
M2 & O2 Internal store system with different GUI for different functions, 
Production planning, Rackeye sensor software, Smart Crane software, VICO 
internal IKEA order management system, SOM sales order management, GPS 
software, EDI Electronic Data Information, Salesforce (CRM), TMS Traffic 
Management System, Maximum as ERM system, Automated back-ups, 
Telematics software

Software

In the interview, we directly asked the interviewees what their IoT technologies are and then asked them to explain their technology use at 
large. We asked this to discover if they could differentiate IoT technologies from other technologies. This category was also useful to ‘set the 
scene’ in regards to how they use technology and why, and in what ways IoT may or may not be useful to them.

Non-routine processes Situation, Material shortage alerts
Quality tool From monitored RFID tags in assembly, Measure efficiency, KPI's

Customer Satisfaction Information from track and trace, Customer reliability

Safety Different GUI, Only see information you need, Driver safety

Labour 
Automatic pallet wrapping, Automatic forklift driving, Smart cranes speaking 
with system

Deeper explanations into a respective technology function’s brings to light the fundamental purpose of owning the technology. It could 
be that the function is better performed by an IoT technology.

Current Technology's 
Function (Utilisation)

Assemby tracking, Localisation system in assembly (Roof grid), Transport 
tracking, ETA, Direction, Package visability

Track and Trace

Process planning, Follow-ups, Forecasting, Mapping improvements, 
Performance, Bottlenecks, Trouble shooting

Analysis

Damaged goods prevention, Reliability, Logging hours, Loading on the truck, 
If picking is performed correctly, Outbound in good balance, Time in 
warehouse

Monitoring 

Article storage, Automatic website updating, Customer buying habits, 
Material shortage alerts, Situation information in non-routine processes, 
Schedule, Email, Total process control, Leads, Volume alerts, Production 
numbers

Information

Warehouse/Distribution Center
Pickers, Forklift drivers, 40-45 people at one-time, Truck drivers, Terminal 
worker, Warehouse staff, 

Operation Forwarders (domestic only), Maintenance Service worker
Management Team Leaders, Department leaders, Key Account Manager
End-Customer Online ordering, In-store (from sensored rack/location)

Important to our research naturally is understanding the various demographics who use the technology and how each demographic 
group might utilise the technology differently. For example, it was often the case that the underlying software was the same across 
functional units, however the GUI differed and allowed different access levels

Technology 
Consumer (Users of 

technology)
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Management Talk Meeting room, See and discuss potential, Sensor on forklift, Lots of talk from
 the US, They test it first in the US and then comes to EU

Fast Rate of Change 5 years ago we were not discussing this, Lots of development and engagement

Change Management
Erase the Base', New technology as a 'prize', 1 year for approval process, 
International Grad School 

Slow from legacy Legacy system implemented in everything, New system collapse
External Help IBM helping to build new system

The change process includes all action or intended action towards adopting IoT technologies. The selective codes range from just simply 
talking about adopting the technology, to actually testing IoT technologies in a lab. Furthermore, a selective category within change 
process includes change management, which as made clear in the frame of reference, is a critical success factor in successful IT 
implantation.

Slow, Using same system from the 80's, IKEA growing and each IKEA 
developing own solution (do not collaborate), Sensor on forklift-no further 
discussion since a year, IT works hard but no progress, Talking about ipad for 
years but no action, Big company and what can I do?

Slow Rate of Change

Change Process 
(Action Towards IoT)

Demonstration

Looking and Feeling technology, Come and look before next step, Get to 
know technology, Not trying everything, In a test lab, Slowly testing AGV, 
Testing failed, Testing RFID on pallets, Trying to link the ERP system to the 
machinery, International Grad School

How can we understand this?, Understand when and where to use 
technology, What the technology's biggest benefit

Understanding

Not looking, My 'hands are tied', IKEA is so big, No money, Will eventually do 
it, Interested but not moving, process is the same since the 50s (boring), Talk 
versus action, Conver talk into daily business action, Move from reading to 
production

No Action

Co-worker Talk Lots of energy to develop, Always discussing whats close to us, Co-worker 
change engagement, Idea sharing, Technology YouTube videos during Fika 

2 years for automatic picking, 2-3 years we will try again, IoT as a base plan 
for the industry in the next 10 years,

Expected Adoption

Automatic Crane System Elgiganten's automatic crane system-IKEA now looking at this
Automated Forklift Testing in CDC in Dortmund, Changing how materials move in workshop
Sensor on Forklift Talked about a year ago, Developing with Toyota

RTLS/Radio Tags (GPS) Attach to trailer and follow
AGV's Hottest topic

Scanning Technology Automatic scanning, Automatically create driver map from technology
Programs Link Each Other Same program, Work together throughout the organisation

Drones Drones attached to rural UPS trucks
Autmated HUB In 2018 the biggest fully autmated HUB in the Nordics will be running

ERP Connected with Machinery Need to happen in the future, Contribute each other
Automated Picking Picktool light

This category includes all the IoT technologies that the interviewees directly said they are interested in; whether this just be a strong 
interest or actual action effort towards adopting it. Just as the title says, it is the technological vision they have for the future. 

For oversize load-long drive, Lots of man hours, Big future project, Makes 
service to customer cheaper

Diverless trucks

Would be easier to act on real time info, Get a message when the 
temperature drops

Temperature Control TransportFuture IoT Visons

Not operating in real-time
Customer demand real time information, Real time pick-up, Delivery 
information

Stock Management Problems with stock accuracy
Cost-conscious IKEA's holds close to their hearts,

ERP Gaining efficiency, Upturn in machinery
Prioritising Processes Where to replenish first, Limited staff

Damage Prevention
Rackeye, Sensor technology on forklift with Toyota, Problems with hitting the 
rack-big problem

Human Error

Manual data entry issues-rare but happen, Loosing articles, Not scanning 
properly, Forget to do scan, 150-160 errors daily-expensive, Not reporting 
issues, Reporting loses to parent company-reporting system not perfect and 
loss seems greater, Creating automatic routing for drivers

Interviewees expressed many business concerns or problems that they experience which in turn could be addressed by IoT technologies. 
These problems, the selective categories, include human error which could be solved by any such automated IoT technology. 

Website never accurate Website updates every 30 minutes currently, Could be a problem if customer 
sees something different online, Does not work for all clients to book online

IoT Solving Problems
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Dependency No back-up plan, Shut down twice last month
Too many systems IKEA is growing fast and everyone is developing their own system

Systems not connected IKEA systems do not talk with eachother-how to proceed
System overload System does not work becasue they are overloaded

Technology Failure Expensive, Invest billions and it collapses

Uncertainty
Goes really fast, Changing and replacing, Not meeting the demands of the 
customer, Always changing, Always whats next and how, How daily work be 
affected? How to gather the money, I am not sure if I understand all of it?

Safety Some say it is scary [Driverless vehicles]

Loose customer connection Check up question to customer, Customers perfer to talk to a human
Implementation Time for change management

I am not sure how to gather all the money, how to secure the data? If i invest 
in the technology, They might not come back

Costly

Technology concerns includes all instances interviewees expressed in regards to owning, adopting and maintaining technology. This is an 
important category as concerns play a vital role in the decision to adopt future technologies, and then if the technologies will be IoT 
technologies or more familiar basic technologies. 

Inadequate infrastrure for IoT 
technologies

Too little space in warehouse for automated vehicles

Technology Concerns

Exaggerated
How deep or narrow do I really need to undersand where a package or parcel 
is?, Exaggerating the need or knowing , Is it necessary to know in every 10th 
of second?

Unnecessary
Discussing whether it was right or not to do that [RFID vs barcodes],  Data 
that you do not need

Uncertainty

What help could we get, How can I use it, What can I do today, We are a slow 
machine, What if I invest money, and don't get it back, If the internet stops 
working the organisation stops working, Is it really serving extra value to the 
customer? Don’t know if it will work or not, Strugging with testing many 
different things, Process is pretty basic-so what to implement?, How do we 
standardize communication?, Do we get a loan?, How do we analyze this-get 
a science guy?, We don't understand the meaning of it

Unsafe Drivers are easier, Could be a very big problem [ driverless vehicles]
Dependency Already too dependent on technology without IoT technology 
Regulations Tough security regulations in Sweden

Overhype How do we handle all this data

Need time
In 'observing from distance phase',  I think there is a lot of time before 
technology comes [driverless vehicles], I guess it will be sometime in the 

Don't trust it
Have to manually count for security, Does not work 100% of the time, don’t 
trust initially but is chaning with time

Not willing Don't believe in drones, [Drones] Are not able to cope with the weight

Materials Interfere with Tag 
Readibility

Steel interference

IoT Insecurities 
(Doubt)

While most interviewees were convinced and excited by the benefits of IoT, some remained unsure or sceptical about it. The category of 
IoT insecurity captures the instances in which interviewees directly expressed a hesitancy towards IoT.
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Inspired
Very, very interesting, She got inspired by the work, Lots of thoughts in my 
mind now

Excited
Imagine if you can just sit in the backseat and can drive home, It is not that far 
away, Volvo has this in car delivery app

Concern
[about different IKEA systems]...Really bad for us, It is crazy.. errors every day.. 
millions and millions', 'Blockbuster effect', Don’t want to get too confident

Values
Good person and right values, important, It is easy to be too much 
monitoring...fine line

Dependency Dont realise how much we are depending on it

Discovery

When I talk to you..obvious we are depending on the internet, It has made my 
mind work harder and I will take this with me, It has opened my mind, Are we 
early adopters?,Very, very good idea, but that is very good, I need to steal this 
idea..really good, thank you

Tough I am communicating it and pushing it, but that is quite tough

Interest
It was very interesting to hear, will look that up immediately, We are curious 
what this will bring to our business, High class product and high class 
technology?

Belief Good to make connections, With the others..very good

Ashamed/ avoidance
I know that we need to be better on this topic. And I think that it is sometimes 
when clients are asking me. I start like, oh noooo we don’t have it

Embarrasment
Working with fax machine, Wondering how to keep that working...you know, 
fuck, It is 2017..that is very embarassing

Nervous
I mean we are, I think we can’t compete with the other big competitors when it 
comes to technology. So, I, we have to improve. To get success. [nervous laugh]

Jealous I can see and bit a bit jealous
Shocked I am a bit shocked..did not think I would learn a lot,
Sadness I go out of this room, thinkng we are a bit after, and that is quite sad

Confusion
What help can we get..how do I use it, what can I do today, We are slow, We 
are not as developed as we are expecting

With a largely unfamiliar topic to the interviewees, the interview evoked a lot of emotions including inspiration, concern and confusion. 
Whilst unexpected, these emotions are interesting as they expose their current state of mind towards the phenomena.

Emotions 

Values
Keeping price low, Efficiency, About being smarter, Co-workers are first 
priority

E-Commerce Only last year talking about online sales
Demand Demand for online shopping

Competition 
Even jealous of other IKEA's, Other companies using better technologies, 
Suppliers use IoT

Top Management
We have a clear mission from the CEO, The board/ management has adviced 
to step up

Cost Efficiency
Cyles back to low cost for the customer, Part of IKEA's original vision, Drivers 
are expensive (30% of cost), Always a question of payback, Saving man hours

Data Support Data analysis improvement, Meauring correct data

Services
Behind in sevices in urban areas (1500% rise in services), Does not follow IKEA 
concept

Internal Support
Complex supply chain, Growing fast, Other organizational branches improved 
by using IoT technology

Market Support Keeping up with the market, Need to develop faster
Entering Markets Going to india with 1 billion people

Regulations
Manage local regulations, Local producing , No freezer trucks in India, 
Different rules for signing for delivery, Different rules for security

Cusomer Satisfaction Customer first, Be ahead of the customer
Production Leveling production, Higher dependency in volatile market

Efficiency
Better mapping and storage, More efficient, Secure, Better quality for 
customer, Prevent human error, Transparency

In our coding stages, we noted expressed business goals, values and direction. These selective codes are indicative to what management 
is directly interested in. IoT might be interesting for management if IoT directly serves any of these interests.

Business Support
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4.3 Theoretical Saturation  

Theoretical saturation occurred in our research study when we could no longer 

contribute new open codes and thus selective codes to the matrix above (Urquhart, 

2012; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; O’Reilly et al., 2012). As the interview’s progressed, we 

found that we were contributing increasingly less codes to the matrix which was a sign 

that we were reaching saturation. In literature, theoretical saturation in a grounded 

theory research study is when data no longer yields new properties to categories 

(Charmaz, 2006). It is also important to note that it is not about repetition or how often 

incidents occur. Rather it is just a question of if it is contributing new pieces of data 

(Charmaz, 2006). To illustrate this, in the matrix above, the Stock Management 

selective code of IoT Solving Problems core category listed only one open code, 

compared to the seven open codes under the selective code Human Error. This is not a 

sign of the selective codes being any more or less saturated than the other, rather it just 

means that Human Error had more properties and was explained as an issue that IoT 

might be able to solve in a number of different ways by the interviewees. While Stock 

Management descriptions were brief and to the point and therefore do not have as many 

properties to decorate with selective code with. We reached theoretical saturation 

around the eighth interview, where by the ninth interview the new data collected was 

not adding new properties or codes to the matrix.  

 

Not Complex/Easy to Operate
Gets better with each update, Technology on the market for a long time, 
Standardized, It is okay [CRM], Very easy, Some issues but easy to fix, Good 
information filters.

Easy Training Two days of coaching, New hire can manage
Nice GUI Graphic nicer, Pickers have simplier version of the same system

Confusing
We talk about this we do have problems, But it is hard to, We do not have 
the fully understand it, We are not there yet

Complex
Can do one thing five different ways, Lots of time to learn, Big learning curve, 
many sub-menus, Lots of information inside, With difficult customer orders, 
Various materials, Difficult with the systems

The ease of use includes the spectrum of technology operation difficulty ranging from easy to operate to complex. TAM, the heavily used 
model to predict technology adoption includes this category as a chief influencer of adoption likelihood. 

Ease of Use

Good Understanding
Easy to get a lot of data, Don't need all of the data, Question is what to do with 
the data, How to analysis it, How to get use of it, We talk a lot about it.

No Prior Understanding
Interested, Never heard of it, Literal understanding with 'bit' amount of data, 
No, I don't know what it is, Misunderstand with system overload, Big images 
and files containing Big Data

Agreement (overwhelming)
Uses little of the data they collect (maybe 20%), Not enough resources to 
handle, But that could be a problem right, to handle? I can from time to time 
almost be afraid of the information, And you don’t need all of it

Manageable Can handle data with 'filter', I want all the data

With Big Data being the output of IoT technologies, it should follow that this research study also gather impressions on Big Data. 

Knowledge of Big 
Data
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5. Analysis 

In this analysis, theoretical coding is conducted to bring light to the study’s two research 

questions and to ultimately arrive at final insight or theory. Theories, in definition must 

offer relationships between constructs (Urquhart, 2012) and we intend to serve this 

demand through the final coding process of theoretical coding, which is defined by the 

act of exploring how codes may relate to each other to reach insight (Charmarz, 2006). 

 

As suggested in the empirical findings, there were some larger impressions apparent in 

the data that became the themes of our research study. With our accepted definition of 

perceptions as “a physical sensation interpreted in the light of experience” (Webster’s, 

2016), we conclude that these themes sufficiently explain current IoT perceptions, and 

therefore satisfy our first research question. While the second question required a more 

expansive evaluation of the data, and further borrowed definitions and frameworks from 

literature to arrive at insight. An analysis of the themes offered by categories and 

instances from our data are discussed below with the first research question, followed 

by an analysis and insight in the second research question. 

5.1 IoT Perceptions 

RQ1: What are user perceptions of IoT technology within the logistics firm context? 

Apparent from phase one of the interviews, and even into the second phase, is that our 

research participants, logistics managers and leaders, are not familiar with IoT. Even the 

two interviewees who were familiar with IoT, were hesitant in their answer and 

responded with instinct rather than out of familiarity with the term. For example, in a 

Scania interview with interviewee Lennart, Lennart provided a phase one response that 

essentially provided the ‘good IoT knowledge’ selective category with all of its 

properties, and responded that IoT was associated with buzzwords such as ‘connected’ 

and ‘autonomous’, ‘electrified cars’. The other more informed interviewee, Jerry, came 

from Scania as well, and in his response described IoT in one sentence as ‘connecting 

and syncing equipment’. Beyond these two interviews, no other interviewee had heard 

of IoT or could even make a guess to its definition. Even after phase one, and after a 

clarification of IoT had been offered, the interviewees were still sceptical in their 
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answers and in regards to what of their technologies might constitute as IoT 

technologies. Ergo the data indisputably suggests that practicing logistics mangers and 

leaders in the greater Jönköping area are not familiar with IoT in regards to its 

definition. However, from the data one could surmise that the interviewees are familiar 

with IoT in respect to its futuristic capabilities and opportunity. That is, without having 

heard of this revolutionary group of technologies by name, the interviewees are in fact 

loosely familiar with some of IoT technologies that are impacting their industry and are 

even starting to touch their own organisation. They just do not understand them via a 

commonly accepted title or as a revolution, as literature and academia understand the 

phenomena. This was suggested by a number of factors from our data.  

 

First, as discussed in the Empirical Findings, the trend was for interviewees to come up 

with their current or future intended use of IoT technologies towards the end of the 

interview. This hints to the fact that they were unsure about the definition. Further, 

given the interview setting it is possible that the interviewees were shy or hesitant to 

provide answers that they were unsure about. Only once they became comfortable with 

the concept, and after spending time talking about their processes, did they realise many 

of their planned organisational changes and talks were actually IoT initiatives, and were 

in fact what we were trying to refer to. Also, we are convinced that the interviewees are 

familiar with the concept of IoT based off a few of the core categories that we generated 

from the data, namely the categories of Future IoT Visions and IoT Solving a Problem. 

Figure 9 shows examples of data instances within categories that suggest IoT 

opportunity and capability familiarity amongst logistics managers and leaders. A list of 

complete instances is included in the categories from selective coding located in 

Appendix 2.  
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Figure 

Furthermore, when weighing the evidence, there are to be two patterns of thought 

amongst logistics professionals when it comes to the idea of implementi

technologies. First, one interviewee s

to have contexts which do not allow for technological additions or advancements. Th

explained that their processes 

technology, and even ‘smarter’ technolog

implement. The second school of thought, is that such technologies are difficult to 

adopt; that their technological or IoT visions

thought, was reinforced by such interview

difference between talk and action’, that they do not have any influence in their large 

company and that it is too risky in terms of cost and time. Further reinforcing this, our 

data shows that the selective category of 

insecurities was the category with the highest number of properties to support it. This 

means that the interviewees were very expressive of the fact that they are unsure of how 

to proceed with their new IoT knowledge given their 

within this selective category included a lot instances in the form of questions, such as;

“How can I use it?”, “What help can we get?”, 

Figure 9: IoT Opportunity and Capability Familiarity 
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communication”, “What sho

two patterns of thought revealed in our data, suggest a hesitancy among logistics 

professionals to adopt IoT technologies, the data also exhibited a favourable 

interpretation of IoT. For example, IoT s

values and strategies offered by our interviewees. In addition, the 

interviewees, that could be felt during the interviews, exposed an atti

that suggest the large majority a

infrastructure with IoT technologies. 

 

Perhaps the most impactful takeaway

interviewee emotions that were prompted

having a discussion on IoT. The interview left interviewees with feelings of sadness for 

being ‘so behind the times’ or with feelings of inspiration after

them realise how IoT could serve their processes. 

interviewee emotions in response to having a discussion of IoT.

communication”, “What should we implement”, “Should we get a loan”.

two patterns of thought revealed in our data, suggest a hesitancy among logistics 

professionals to adopt IoT technologies, the data also exhibited a favourable 

interpretation of IoT. For example, IoT seems to directly align with the business visions, 

values and strategies offered by our interviewees. In addition, the 

interviewees, that could be felt during the interviews, exposed an atti

he large majority are excited by idea of advancing their processes or 

infrastructure with IoT technologies.  

st impactful takeaway from the interviews however, were the strong 

interviewee emotions that were prompted because we had the interview and

a discussion on IoT. The interview left interviewees with feelings of sadness for 

being ‘so behind the times’ or with feelings of inspiration after the discussion made 

e how IoT could serve their processes. Figure 10 shows a collection of the 

nterviewee emotions in response to having a discussion of IoT. 

Figure 10: Interviewee Emotions 
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5.2 Development of IoT Diffusion Model 

RQ2: What are the current organisational IoT diffusion levels as supported by factors 

suggested by the research participants? 

The second research question (RQ2), considers how certain factors, presented by our 

research participants, such their utilisation, future IoT intentions, and IoT knowledge is 

indicative towards an IoT technology diffusion level amongst local organisations. To 

best answer this question, we revisited topics from the literature review about 

innovation diffusion and organisational adoption of innovation technologies and 

combined these ideas with our collected IoT data, to arrive at some insight into the 

research question.  

 

As stated in the literature review, we accepted the definition of diffusion as being “the 

extent to which a person or organisation exploits an innovation” (Jeyarai et al., 2006, 

p. 5). Furthermore, we discussed that innovations can either be generated or adopted by 

an organisation and that an adopting organisation of innovation technologies must meet 

certain criteria including “awareness of innovation, attitude formation evaluation, 

decision to adopt, trial implementation and sustained implementation” (Damanpour & 

Gopalakrishnan, 1998, p. 98), in order to successfully adopt the innovation technology. 

With this, we accept that in any effort to explain organisational diffusion levels of IoT, 

one must evaluate how organisations are exploiting the technology, with the criteria of 

organisational adoption of innovation technology as antecedent to IoT diffusion. IDT is 

largely used to explain and predict adoption of innovative technology (Rogers, 1995), 

and together with Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan’s (1998) adoption criteria, we propose 

a model that serves the purpose of creating a path of criteria that must be followed by 

organisations adopting IoT technology to reach IoT diffusion within their organisation. 

We argue that the criteria of organisational adoption of innovation technology is 

antecedent to IoT diffusion levels given Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan’s (1998) 

statement that criteria must be met for the adoption of innovation technologies.  

 

Also included in the IDT discussion in the Frame of Reference were the diffusion 

characteristics of internet technologies proposed by author’s Tarofder et al., (2017). The 

authors suggest that cross referencing one’s internet technology use to the 
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characteristics might yield to a diffusion level. Therefore, the model also features the 

internet technology diffusion characteristics as being the foundation of diffusion, and is 

where we would include our data to determine if diffusion characteristics have been 

satisfied. Specifically, this is done by cross-referencing each characteristic, 

environmental, organisational and technological, with each data category, and after 

doing so, we will be able to see if the characteristics have been satisfied or not. 

Furthermore, the characteristic data sorting will also explain which data instances are 

positive in relation to diffusion and which are negative in relation to diffusion, and will 

further indicate where organisations stand in the path of criteria antecedent to IoT 

diffusion. The individual characteristics are depicted in the model by actually forming 

the shape that leads to diffusion. The shape is composed of three shades of blue, and 

each shade represents one of the three characteristics.  

 

The final feature of the model is IoT perceptions and emotion. IDT states that users 

make technology decisions based on the beliefs they form about the innovation (Lee et 

al., 2011), and upon reflection of the second research question, it became clear that our 

data supported this statement as well. The same data categories used to explain user 

perceptions of IoT also explain their organisational IoT diffusion level. From the 

definition of perception including a ‘physical sensation’ in response to experience, we 

contend that emotion acts as the mediator between the diffusion level and perceptions. 

This is illustrated in the model with IoT perceptions in the centre as it is influenced by 

all the instances within characteristics and its steps of being diffused. The lines 

stretching out from the centre represent emotion as being the link between the diffusion 

path and IoT perceptions. In summary, the model (Model 1) depicts IoT diffusion path 

and its relationship to IoT perceptions with emotion as the mediator.  
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Model 

5.3 Insight from IoT Diffusion Model 

To get insight from 

characteristics of environmental, organisational and technological to our data categories 

with support from its instances. From the theoretical background, we know that each 

characteristic possesses features that reinforce its technological, o

environmental motivation to adopt the technology and become diffused. Technological 

characteristics include technological features that become motivations to adopt IoT. 

This can include realising heightened benefits compared to legacy tech

allow an organisation to be able to respond to competitive strategies, as well as 

exhibiting proprietary technological features that are observable and accepted by 

society. Organisational characteristics stresses anything related to the conte

organisation as an important determinant of the technology’s adoption. This can include 

the organisation’s size, attitude towards risk and slack. Finally, environmental 

characteristics include all the motivations to adopt IoT technology as direct

the environment such as competitive pressure or market changes. 

 

The matrix (Table 4) 

characteristic. With the above clarifications about each characteristic in mind (in 

addition to their deeper clarification

Model 1: IoT Diffusion Model for Adopting Organisations 

Diffusion Model  

To get insight from IoT diffusion model we started by cross ref

characteristics of environmental, organisational and technological to our data categories 

with support from its instances. From the theoretical background, we know that each 

characteristic possesses features that reinforce its technological, o

environmental motivation to adopt the technology and become diffused. Technological 

characteristics include technological features that become motivations to adopt IoT. 

This can include realising heightened benefits compared to legacy tech

allow an organisation to be able to respond to competitive strategies, as well as 

exhibiting proprietary technological features that are observable and accepted by 

society. Organisational characteristics stresses anything related to the conte

organisation as an important determinant of the technology’s adoption. This can include 

organisation’s size, attitude towards risk and slack. Finally, environmental 

characteristics include all the motivations to adopt IoT technology as direct

the environment such as competitive pressure or market changes.  

) below shows how we cross referenced our data to each 

characteristic. With the above clarifications about each characteristic in mind (in 

eeper clarifications in the theoretical background), we considered 

 

 

diffusion model we started by cross referencing the 

characteristics of environmental, organisational and technological to our data categories 

with support from its instances. From the theoretical background, we know that each 

characteristic possesses features that reinforce its technological, organisational or 

environmental motivation to adopt the technology and become diffused. Technological 

characteristics include technological features that become motivations to adopt IoT. 

This can include realising heightened benefits compared to legacy technologies that 

allow an organisation to be able to respond to competitive strategies, as well as 

exhibiting proprietary technological features that are observable and accepted by 

society. Organisational characteristics stresses anything related to the context of the 

organisation as an important determinant of the technology’s adoption. This can include 

organisation’s size, attitude towards risk and slack. Finally, environmental 

characteristics include all the motivations to adopt IoT technology as direct response to 

below shows how we cross referenced our data to each 

characteristic. With the above clarifications about each characteristic in mind (in 

in the theoretical background), we considered 
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what the relationship is between the characteristics and our data categories and its 

specific instances. Included in each box in the matrix is a summarisation of the 

impression we received from the data to produce insight to the characteristic/data 

relationship. 

 

Specifically, we looked to see if the relationship was positive, meaning that instances in 

the data show signs of motivation within a characteristic that support the notion of IoT 

technology being diffused into the organisation. In the matrix, we indicate each positive 

relationship as green. And we also looked to see if the relationship was negative where 

instances within a characteristic were showing a lack of a desire to diffuse IoT 

technologies into the organisation. The negative relationships are marked red in the 

matrix. Sometimes, it was also the case where there would be no instances in a category 

to support a characteristic. As our data is purely representative of the thoughts of our 

interviewees we did not want to present any IoT insight beyond what was discussed by 

the interviewee. Therefore, the boxes within the matrix that say ‘No properties to 

support’ indeed suggest that there were no instances in our data that support this 

characteristic. 

 

After cross referencing our data to the characteristics, as shown in the matrix, we were 

able to get an impression of the diffusion level of IoT technologies amongst local 

organisations as understood and expressed by our interviewees. The matrix shows that 

the green boxes depicting positive relationships are primarily in the technological and 

environmental characteristics and in the categories that discuss IoT opportunity and its 

ability to support business goals and visions. This means that the interviewees are 

perceiving IoT to be beneficial in regards to its technological features which allows 

them to operate efficiently and meet business goals. For example, the category, IoT 

solving problems, has a positive relationship with the technological characteristic 

because interviewees perceive IoT technology features such as communicating real time 

information, as being an opportunity to for them to operate more efficiently and 

reliability and meet customer satisfaction goals. Another example is the positive 

relationship between the category, Technology consumers, and the environmental 

characteristic of diffusion. This relationship is saying that interviewees consider IoT to 

be helpful in response to serving changing customer demands. With new IoT features, 
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the organisation’s customer will also get to be a consumer of the organisations IoT 

technology and could benefit from such things as SMS notifications with package 

locations.  

 

Most of the negative relationships were within the organisational characteristic and 

amongst the categories, change management and more intuitively, the categories of IoT 

hesitancy and technology concerns. This suggests that the interviewees are largely 

discouraged the lack of an internal drive and from top management to implement IoT 

technologies and keep up with their IoT visions and business desires. The organisational 

characteristic relationship with the Change Management category explains that the 

interviewees ‘hands are tied’ and that they feel powerless given the contexts of their 

organisations to make any technology change. Another negative relationship was with 

IoT hesitancy and the environmental characteristic. This relationship suggests a 

hesitancy to adopt IoT technologies because the technology scene is always changing 

and is hard to keep up with. This follows the common notion that if they adopt an IoT 

technology today, it might be irrelevant tomorrow.  

Table 4: Cross Referencing Characteristics 

 Technological Organisational Environmental 

Knowledge of 

IoT 

*as redefined by 

the previous 

research 

question 

representing 

true IoT 

understanding 

Interviewees are familiar with 

IoT in regards to its futuristic 

capabilities and opportunity. 

This includes AGV’s, smart 

scanning and sensory 

technologies. IoT is credited 

with solving internal problems 

and being more efficient and 

cost effective to the 

organisation’s. 

No properties to support 

Futuristic technologies are 

starting to impact the 

industry and individual 

organisation’s must 

respond. It is also changing 

customer demands which 

they have to respect. 

Cooperation No properties to support 

 

No properties to support 

 

There are a few properties 

to support the notion of 

cooperation as an effort to 

respond to competitive 

pressures. Local 

cooperation to support the 

community as well as to 
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better serve the customer. 

 

Current IoT 

Technologies 

*selected out of 

the current 

technology 

category where 

all their 

technologies 

were listed 

Only a few instances provided 

that suggest use of IoT, but 

current use include automatic 

wrapping, sensory and 

scanning technologies such as 

RFID, telematics sensors, and 

track and trace. Technology 

features were discussed to 

improve efficiency and remain 

competitive. Larger 

discussions revolved around 

future vision and opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

Current 

Technology’s 

Function 

(Utilisation) 

 

Current IoT technologies are 

utilised for track and trace, 

localisation in the warehouse 

and for efficiency. Aim is to 

remain competitive and be as 

efficient and effective as 

possible with processes. 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

Technology 

Consumer 

Not too many properties that 

suggest IoT considerations 

from its various consumers. 

However, there are a few 

instances that discuss the 

feature of one system having 

different GUI for the various 

functional units which helps 

with efficiency and data safety. 

 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

Incentive for IoT is more 

contact with and 

information for the 

consumer. Automatic alerts 

to the customer with such 

information as the location 

of their package. 

Increasingly becoming a 

customer demand. 

Change 

Process 

Uncertainty had the largest 

number of properties. 

Interviewees are not sure how 

to proceed with IoT and what 

technologies they should adopt 

and how. They understand the 

inherent promise of the 

technologies but are lost with 

how to proceed. 

Organisational size made 

interviewees feel helpless 

with IoT decisions, 

expressing that their “hands 

are tied”. They are victim to 

the organisation’s existing 

structure and processes and 

can only wait for 

technologies. Also instances 

Know of external pressures 

from the market changing, 

customer demands and 

competitive pressures but 

interviewees do not know 

how to respond in their 

position. 
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in the data suggest that 

organisations are growing 

too fast and have 

heterogeneous technologies 

that are not complementary 

or speaking with each other 

as a result. Some properties 

show change management 

initiatives including IKEA’s 

erase the base, their 

implementation effort to 

implement new 

technologies and UPS’s 

International Grad School 

where new employees 

spend a week learning about 

UPS and their technologies. 

However, these initiatives 

are not pushing for IoT 

technologies as fast as the 

interviewees would like. 

 

 

Future IoT 

Visions 

Evidence in properties of a lot 

of IoT technological visions 

including the ‘hottest topic’, 

AGV’s. Future IoT vision will 

bring heightened benefits to 

the organisation including less 

human error. 

Some communication from 

within and specifically in 

strategic meetings, but 

remain mostly talk with no 

action. 

 

The technologies listed in 

this category are all 

reflective of organisational 

strategies to remain 

competitive and meet 

changing customer 

demands 

IoT Solving 

Problems 

Helped to 

determine and 

attitude 

IoT technology features can 

solve current issues such as not 

having real time information 

and human error. Ultimately 

allow organisation to operate 

more efficiently 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

Using IoT to overcome 

current problems will allow 

the organisation to be more 

competitive. Will also 

allow them to keep up with 

the technology of their 

clients and make processes 

easier. 

Technology 

Concerns 

Interviewees expressed 

concern of their growing 

 

 

The technology scene is 

always changing and the 
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dependency on technology 

which will be amplified with 

IoT, especially as IoT takes 

over functions and processes. 

 

No properties to support 

 

interviewees made it clear 

that it is 

difficult to keep up with. 

Also creates a cloud of 

uncertainty around the 

phenomena. 

IoT 

Insecurities 

A theme in the data is that 

interviewees find IoT to be a 

mystery in regards to how to 

adopt it, what the right 

technology is and what 

specific function the 

technology should perform. 

They also expressed concern 

of the technology being 

expensive which makes the 

decision harder. 

Organisational size, the risk 

inherent with IoT and its 

cost is causing IoT 

insecurity amongst 

interviewees 

Instances in our data 

suggest that interviewees 

can’t help but wonder if 

IoT is a buzzword. Need 

time to explore the hype 

and understand what it 

means to them. Various 

regulations were also 

voiced to be an insecurity 

with IoT, as it can interfere 

with such rights as privacy. 

Business 

Support 

IoT can help organisations by 

allowing them to better serve 

their customers, be smarter 

with their processes, be more 

analytical with data and give 

them the capacity and means to 

support their values. 

Few data instances 

indicating loose discussions 

with top management for 

technological 

improvements. 

Data suggests that 

interviewees feel that IoT 

would allow them to be 

able to respond to market 

trends such as e-commerce 

and with entering new 

markets. 

Ease of Use 

Interviewees unanimously 

perceived IoT technologies to 

be easy to use and not 

complex. Consider legacy 

technologies to be complex. 

Interviewees mentioned that 

top management regularly 

sends technology updates 

that address such features as 

its ease of use 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

Knowledge of 

Big Data 

The majority of interviewees 

stated that the idea of having a 

lot of data is appealing. They 

believe that more data is 

helpful in decision making. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No properties to support 

 

Big Data became 

unappealing when it came 

to having to analyse the 

data to remain competitive. 

After being asked about 

their Big Data opinions, 

half of the interviewees 

expressed that it can be 

overwhelming to decipher 

the data into something that 
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will give them an 

advantage. 

 

Considering the categories and their relationships to the characteristics, we can surmise 

that local organisations are increasingly becoming familiar with IoT, largely through its 

societal hype. They are forming an understanding of how the technology can yield 

tangible benefits to the organisation in response to both, external and internal pressures. 

Where the organisation slowdown in regards to their IoT excitement is with the 

discussions of actually making the technological change in their organisation given their 

contexts, and with the uncertainty of IoT with questions asking how to physically 

proceed with IoT technology adoption and best meet their IoT vision.  

 

This suggests that in IoT diffusion model, organisations are currently hovering around 

the step of Decision to Adopt, which we would label as being their current IoT diffusion 

level. It is clear that organisations have awareness of the technology and have formed an 

attitude around it, but are having difficulty to proceed further and actually adopt and 

implement IoT technologies.  
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6. Conclusion 

The Internet of Things is largely heralded as being a technological paradigm that is 

revolutionising how we live in private contexts, but also in the industrial context (Zhu et 

al, 2010). It is even being credited as contributing to a new industrial revolution in 

which business processes are increasingly are becoming ‘smart’; driven by analytics, 

automated and reinforced by other advancements being introduced into the economy 

including renewable energy as the new form of energy, and logistics, together with 

AGV’s and drones as the new form of mobility (Rifkin, 2016). This revolutionary 

discourse around IoT is the favoured rhetoric in evaluating IoT in academia. That is, in 

the academic environment, in research literature and in universities, IoT is heavily 

discussed in terms of its opportunity and architecture which may be misleading to the 

current IoT realities. Moreover, there is a significant gap in empirical research that 

considers IoT technologies from the eyes of its potential logistic consumers. Our 

research study set to address this gap. By focusing on IoT logistics consumer’s 

perceptions, our aim was reveal raw understandings and interpretations of the 

phenomena that would ground IoT research, and present a picture of the current IoT 

realities, rather than its opportunity. In this chapter, we discuss the insight and 

theoretical model that were developed though the data analysis, and consider how it 

leads to a conclusion of this research study.  

 

Our endeavour to discover logistics user perceptions of IoT and realise current IoT 

realities was initiated by crafting our research study around two fundamental research 

questions (RQ1) (RQ2). Though an inductive approach to research, we removed 

ourselves from literature and placed our undivided attention on the research participates, 

logistics mid-level managers, for IoT insight. After interviewing the research 

participants, we categorised instances from the interviews into codes and categories (the 

open and selective coding presented in the empirical findings) that yielded a common 

IoT perception and degree of utilisation. Our data indicated that mid-level logistics 

managers perceive IoT technologies to be an inevitable and opportunistic technological 

advancement that will have many ramifications on their specific processes and the 

organisation all together (as evident from selective coding in Appendix 2). However, by 

considering data categories such as IoT Insecurities and Change Process (Table 3), it 
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became clear that managers are overwhelmed by IoT and are not sure how to proceed 

with its adoption due to IoT-inherent characteristics such as being fast-changing and 

complex. Data instances also suggested that organisational context’s, such as having 

routine processes or being a large organisation, limit their ability to make IoT decisions. 

This conclusion became personal and was exaggerated in our data by an excessive 

display of interviewee emotions, that highlighted sincere feelings of helplessness, as 

well as IoT excitement, and indicated that interviewees are very passionate and 

concerned about IoT related issues. 

 

To transform the data into insight and meaning for IoT research and for logistics 

organisations, we developed the ‘IoT Diffusion Model for Adopting Organisation’s 

(Model 1). The model theorises that organisations adopting IoT technologies should 

follow a path of criteria to reach organisational diffusion of IoT technologies. 

Specifically, it postulates that IoT diffusion is composed of three characteristics of 

internet-connected technologies (environmental, technological and organisational) that 

together explain how IoT is diffusing into an organisation. By cross-referencing the 

collected IoT data against the three diffusion characteristics, a placement along the path 

to diffusion became evident, and indicated a level of IoT diffusion amongst local 

organisations, as perceived by logistics users in our study. After cross referencing our 

data categories to the diffusion characteristics it became clear that logistics users formed 

an IoT awareness and attitude, but are struggling to advance past the Decision to Adopt 

step of the diffusion path. This was largely suggested by data categories that yielded a 

negative relationship with the organisational characteristic of diffusion (Table 4), which 

further alludes to organisational context’s as being the factor that is halting IoT 

diffusion process. The conclusion was also supported by the individual summaries in 

the matrix (Table 4). After reading the summaries, one can get an impression for where 

organisations stand with IoT diffusion. Even the negative relationships within the 

technological and environmental characteristics gave the impression that these negative 

relationships, or motivations against using the technology, were attitudes of hesitancy 

and uncertainty around IoT due to its strategic importance and infancy. Connecting this 

with such raw emotions as concern and sadness, it is clear that the interviewees want to 

move forward with the technology despite the negative relationship and despite feeling 

hesitant and uncertain about IoT.  
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Finally, the model also asserts that users build perceptions about IoT throughout the 

diffusion process. This assumption was largely supported in the data when the diffusion 

conclusions also aligned with the broader perception themes suggested by the data 

categories. Furthermore, it also follows assumptions stated in the theoretical 

background. In the model, we included emotion as a link between IoT perceptions and 

the diffusion process because it was clear in the study that interviewees would grow 

conscious of their own IoT perceptions through emotion evoked by having the 

discussion on IoT. 
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7. Discussion  

This final chapter starts with a discussion of the study’s research ramifications for both 

IoT research and logistics organisations. Afterwards, the research limitations and 

identified areas of potential future research are addressed, and conclude this thesis.  

7.1 Research Ramifications 

The conclusions derived from our research study and specifically from the proposed 

theoretical model can be beneficial for both IoT research and for logistics firms. For IoT 

research, it can be interesting for IoT attracting and retailing. With our study concluding 

that mid-level managers and leaders are excited by IoT technologies but do not know 

how to proceed with its adoption, it would be an opportunity for IoT retailers to fill in 

the knowledge gap and through such initiatives as demonstrations, show specifically 

how IoT can be adopted for specific processes, and ultimately address such expressed 

concerns as “How do we implement it?” and “What help can we get?”.  

 

However, our research might be most impactful on the organisational level and 

specifically within the logistic contexts, as was the focus of this study. As addressed in 

the Problem Discussion, IT implementation is challenging and considering the 

uncertainty and infancy of IoT, its implementation could be considered even more 

challenging. Hence a clear and focused IoT understanding, strategy and implementation 

plan is vital for any logistics organisation looking to remain competitively relevant.  

 

Our study contributes considerations from the technology’s direct logistic consumer, the 

mid-level logistics employees, who are the ones engaging with the technology daily; for 

its operation, using it as a basis for decision making and to connect with customers and 

suppliers. The analysis from our data suggests that these employees have clear IoT 

visions and are aware of how IoT could specifically solve daily issues. However, our 

research also shows that despite this IoT awareness, they do nothing about it. Given 

their large organisational contexts, the interviewees express feeling of powerlessness or 

frustration from how long it takes to change and implement new technologies. As this 

study only takes consideration from the point of view of the interviewee, it would be 

ideal for IoT diffusion if top management were to engage with mid-level employees to 

discuss IoT opportunities. Data instances suggest that future technologies are often 
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discussed in meetings but rarely make it out of the formal meeting environment. Mid-

level employees, as the direct user of the technology could have a lot to offer. They 

should be provided the means to present IoT aspirations to top management, or should 

even have power to adopt it without top-management intervention for their specific 

processes. Top-management should also acknowledge IoT considerations from mid-

level employees as an opportunity to better their organisational situation. In summary, a 

managerial implication of this research study is the following; for complete IoT 

diffusion, top-management must provide the necessary infrastructure and support to 

respond to mid-level management’s IoT initiatives. Top-management should invest in 

resources and build information sharing networks that will allow mid-level management 

to remain technologically informed, and be able to act on their technology ambitions. 

7.2 Limitations and Future Research 

It should be discussed that this research study is a Master’s thesis and our findings 

might not represent the whole, but could be indicative towards it as we were limited 

with resources. Furthermore, the research considers a topic that is very much still in its 

infancy, and as such we acknowledge that this study only scratches the surface of IoT 

research. Accordingly, this final section, presents the limitations and future areas of 

research as they became evident throughout the research process. 

 

This is a study that accepts interviewee perceptions of IoT to be fact, as is mandated by 

our research epistemology. As such our research does not take other considerations into 

account that can alter or influence perceptions of the subject at hand. The study is very 

concentrated in regards to its targeted sample population; logistics employees assuming 

mid-level manager and leader positions within medium to large organisations in the 

greater Jönköping area. Any step outside of this target sample group might be presented 

with differing IoT perceptions and should be tested. This can include sample groups in 

different locations, position types, as well as organisations assuming different sizes. 

Further, it could be argued that the data we collected does not present a real picture of 

IoT as practiced and understood by the mid-level logistics professionals we sampled. 

We generated data through interviews, and the interview setting may not be ideal to 

depict a true IoT reality. With interviews, it becomes possible for interviewees to do 

research prior to the interview, and additionally, interviewee answers could have been 
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influenced by the way we phrased a question. The interviewees could have also 

provided answers in a manner that puts them and the company in a more favourable 

light. Considering this, we recommend that future research seeking to investigate true 

IoT realities spend time with the organisation and observe their routine for data 

generation. In a final limitation, it should be stressed once again, that IoT technologies 

are continuously changing which may alter the circumstances from which the logistics 

consumer form perceptions. 

 

Our study also makes way for a few more areas of recommended future research. With 

our data and theory suggesting that organisational contexts block IoT diffusion, we 

recommend that future research conduct a similar study evaluating top-management. It 

would be interesting to identify top-management’s IoT perceptions, and reveal potential 

hesitancies and considerations from their perspective, which could magnify the factors 

that are halting organisations from diffusing IoT technologies. Doing so might also 

expose flaws in existing organisational structures, that may not be optimal for 

organisational IoT diffusion. In addition, we encourage future research to consider how 

contexts within an organisation may influence how IoT is perceived, or specifically how 

it could influence employee knowledge level of IoT and acceptance. During the 

interviews, we noted that the two interviewees who had the best understanding of IoT 

came from the same company. It would be interesting to investigate this further and 

discover if this is a result of the company’s culture, as well as identify the factors that 

are reinforcing IoT knowledge level.  
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APPENDIX 1 – Interview Guide 

General 

1. What is your name? 
2. What field did you study? 

 What is your current position? 

 

 

Phase 1: Open Questions 

Tell us about the Internet of Things, this could be its definition, utility, opportunity, the 

technologies etc.  (Could be all of this could be none of this) 

a. In regards to the organisation? 
b. In regards to your specific position? 

Explanation about Internet of Things topic (script) 

 

Phase 2: Q & A 

Internet of Things technology  

1. What are the Internet of Things technologies in your organisation? 
a. How are they distinct from general technologies? 

2. Who in your organisation uses the technology?  

Utilisation 

1. How specifically do you use Internet of Things? 
a. How often? 

2. What is Internet of Things role for you/ your manager? 
a. For your operations colleagues? 
b. For your warehouse colleagues? 
c. For anyone else using the organisation's IoT technologies 
d. Does it meet expectations? 

3. What is important for you in your position in regards to your responsibilities, 
and how might the Internet of Things directly aid this? 

4. What are the contexts in which you use the technology? 
5. Explain the Internet of Things technologies ease of use? 
6. Would you describe the technology as complex? 

a. Are there any difficulties you face? 
b. Do you enjoy using the technology? (TAM) 
c. Do you trust the technology? (TAM) 
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Diffusion theory 

The following questions are regards to the IT adoption and why you might have it in the 

first place.  

1. Is the Internet of Things technology compatible with previous technologies? 
2. Is the Internet of Things technology complementary to previous technologies? 
3. To what degree do you suspect that your organisational use of Internet of Things 

was influenced by your own organisational contexts? Such as:  

i) Corporate culture 
ii) Organisational size 
iii) Organisational slack 
iv) Organisational age 
v) Risk culture 
vi) External orientation 
vii) Achievement orientation 

4. Are you aware of competitors using the same Internet of Things technologies? 
a. Other Internet of Things technologies? 

Perceptions, values and meanings 

1. What do you think of when you hear the term ‘Big Data’? 
a. What is your involvement in it? 

2. What do you think of Internet of Things? 
a. What do you value or not? 

3. How is this communicated amongst colleagues? 
4. To sum this up, is there anything you would like to add about the Internet of 

Things, which has not been discussed yet? We are looking to get your raw 
perspectives on this technology. 
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APPENDIX 2 – Selective Coding 

Isac (Bring) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“Can I see how you spell this?” 

“Actually no, I am not familiar with the term.” 

[After asking about competitors using better or the same 

technologies] 

“I think there are some of them, for example DHL, and I 

know that more or less all of them have the same 

problems.” 

 

(No) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

No knowledge, expects competitors to be 

at the same level. 

 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 

“We have a lot of Bring companies. A parcel company, 

FRIGO temperature control and warehousing, but in this 

office, we only focus on international transport.” 

“We have an agreement with a haulier, because we do not 

want to send our Swedish truck drivers to that country. 

They do not know exactly how it works. It is easier for a 

Turkish person to go to Turkey or Iran, then it is for a 

Swedish person.” 

[Sharing loading space with others/competitors] 

“Sometimes we have a truck with 8LDM, and we cannot 

find the right truck for this. Than we can go on the market. 

There is a webpage where we can write: 8LM from 

Gothenburg to Istanbul. Then we can work together, not 

with DHL, but as an example. They can see this and then 

they can find a solution. But we do not work with DHL, do 

not get me wrong. DHL and Bring we do not cooperate 

like that, but with smaller forwarders they can. It is a little 

bit dangerous, because we give the loading to another, and 

they can contact the client directly. There is a little risk 

with it.” 

 

 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

FRIGO temperature, Bring parcel, Bring 

warehousing, a market webpage to share 

loading space 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“I think we are not in the front at Bring international 

because, we do not have this scanning on all of our 

vehicles. We have it in Sweden domestic, but if we go to 

Russia or Turkey we do not have this kind of information.” 

“When the client wants to book the transport, they can 

book it on the webpage, and they give us all the 

information.” 

“A few of our customers are using EDI, Electronic Data 

information, so that is a technology that some of them use, 

but then we need our IT support to connect with the 

client’s IT support and then we can do, I do not know what 

it is called. I would like it to be much easier, with all our 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Handhelds, RFID (only domestic 

division), webpage for online bookings, 

EDI Electronic Data Information 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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clients connect and send us the booking.” 

“On some of our trucks we have a GPS systems. So, the 

forwarder can easily see where the truck is. And yeah, that 

is what we are using.” 

 

“On some of our trucks we have a GPS systems. So, the 

forwarder can easily see where the truck is. And yeah, that 

is what we are using.” 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

GPS to trace the truck by forwarders 

Current 

Technology 

Function 

 

 

[After asking who is using the technology] 

“Yes, here in Sweden.” 

“We have an agreement with the haulier, because we do 

not want to send our Swedish truck drivers to that country 

because they do not know exactly how it works. It is easier 

for a Turkish person to go to Turkey or Iran, then it is for a 

Swedish person. And also to Russia, but in some countries, 

Sweden and Norway, where we have our own vehicles it is 

easier to do the scanning and so on.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

GPS in Bring domestic Sweden, 

forwarders 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

“We want to there where the client can go to the webpage 

and see where the shipment is at the moment.” 

“I know that our board/ management have now advised 

that Bring international is a little bit behind in this. They 

need to improve this, so it is a goal for us, this year, to be 

more like our parcels department from Bring. Like the 

green truck here (points outside), which is from our parcel 

service. But exactly the things you were talking about with 

Track & Trace and EDI.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Want to be online, board noticed they are 

behind, need to improve, goal 

 

Change Process 

 

 

 

“I can definitely see that our clients are asking for these 

kind of things. It is getting much, much more. Specially 

this Track & Trace.” 

“I know for example that with smartphones they can just 

download an app or something, then you do not have to 

give equipment to the drivers. Just download it, and buy 

the phone by themselves. And we tell them which app to 

download.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Clients are asking for Track & Trace 

information, app technologies for smart 

phones makes implementing easier 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

technologies 

 

“We want to there where the client can go to the webpage 

and see where the shipment is at the moment.” 

“Then we need to call the truck driver and ask where he is, 

and then tell the client. And that not how we want to work. 

We want to there where the client can go to the webpage 

and see where the shipment is at the moment.” 

“We need to do much better, I think, at Bring.” 

“Bring parcel, they have a system, but we need to use them 

in all offices at Bring.”  

“I asked my haulier for the temperature control, and it was 

like an old receipt. So, it would be easier when it would be 

on the computer. Which you can see all the time. So, when 

 

Dimensions: 

Can do better, use the same systems, 

temperature control, goal from the Bring 

board to step up the technology 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 
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it goes below a temperature like minus 5 or so, you can 

have an alarm. That would be really good.” 

 

[After talking about the GPS difficulties for the 

international drivers] 

“I know for example that with smartphones they can just 

download an app or something, then you do not have to 

give equipment to the drivers. Just download it, and buy 

the phone by themselves. And we tell them which app to 

download.” 

“I know that our board/ management have now advised 

that Bring international is a little bit behind in this. They 

need to improve this, so it is a goal for us, this year, to be 

more like our parcels department from bring… Exactly the 

things you were talking about with Track & Trace and 

EDI.” 

 

[After talking about the scanning which is only possible at 

domestic now] “But if you have a solution for how we can 

ease it in, it would be good.” 

“When the client wants to book the transport, they can 

book on the webpage, and they give us all the information. 

So, we do not need to type in all the information by 

ourselves. It will save time for my forwarders, therefore 

often we get phone calls or email.” 

“Bring parcel, they have a system, but we need to use them 

in all offices at Bring.”  

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Big difference between domestic and 

international business units, IoT as a 

convenience, not all clients can book 

online 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 

 

“When I am making an agreement with a new haulier, I 

always ask if it is possible to see the trucks on GPS, 

because we need that kind of system. Maybe it would be 

easier that we would give them the system, because now 

we have so many different hauliers and systems. So I 

would love to have it in one system.” 

“But also it is a balance. Of course some clients, specially 

the kinds that have been working for us for so many years, 

they prefer one person they can talk with.” 

[Cooperation/ network with others] 

“But we do not work with DHL, do not get me wrong, 

DHL and Bring we do not cooperate like that. With 

smaller forwarders we can, but it is a little bit dangerous. 

Cause then we give the loading to another, and they can 

contact the client directly. It comes with a bit of risk.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Need to have one system for GPS, clients 

prefer a human to talk to, scared to give 

away important customer info when 

sharing technology/ networks 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“Especially if you are going to book a parcel from 

Jönköping to Stockholm. And then they want to book with 

us to Ukraine or something. They do not understand why 

we cannot give them a Track & Trace all the time, but only 

for domestic.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Customers don’t understand how it can be 

different for domestic or international in 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 
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“But again, the problem for me is, it is not the same. We 

have one GPS system which is not the same for every 

haulier. It would be easier if it is all the same, so it is easier 

for us to see where the truck is.” 

“I would say, for the domestic it is more or less always our 

own Bring trucks. By our own drivers. For example, this 

one (pointing outside), they are employed by Bring. So, we 

can give them the equipment, but for a small haulier, who 

we send for two weeks to Iran, he might not come back.” 

the service. 

Not the same GPS systems within Bring. 

Not their own trucks to invest in 

 

 

“When I am making an agreement with a new haulier, I 

always ask if it is possible to see the trucks on GPS, 

because we need that kind of system.” 

“And it did not look like it was top notch.” 

 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Insecure about naming technologies or 

programs. Looks at it as ‘top notch’ 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“I would say, for the domestic it is more or less always our 

own Bring trucks. By our own drivers. For example, this 

one (pointing outside), they are employed by Bring. So, we 

can give them the equipment, but for a small haulier, who 

we send for two weeks to Iran, he might not come back.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Afraid to invest in the international 

division, because not their own trucks, so 

the drivers might never come back 

 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“Can I see how you spell that?” 

“Do you know anything that could help?” 

“And I know, I guess someone has this kind of system, but 

we don’t have it.” 

“Yeah, right on it, I know that we need to be better on this 

topic. And I think sometimes when clients ask me this, I go 

like, oh no we do not  have it.” 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Confused, seeking ideas from us, unsure 

what technologies there are, feels bad 

when clients ask for it and he must say 

no. 

 

Emotion 

 

“I know that our board/ management they have now 

advised that Bring international is a little but behind in 

this. They need to improve, so it is a goal for us, this year, 

to be more like our parcels department] from Bring. Like 

the green truck here (points outside) which is from our 

parcel service. But exactly the things you were talking 

about with Track & Trace and EDI.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Decisions from higher up 

 

 

Business Support 

 

“When I am making an agreement with a new haulier, I 

always ask if it is possible to see the trucks on GPS, 

because we need that kind of system. Maybe it would be 

easier that we would give them the system, because now 

we have so many different hauliers and systems. So I 

would love to have it in one system.” 

 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Difficult, with different systems 

 

 

Technology 

Operation 
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[Response to the technologies] 

“Ah good, so yeah, it is interesting and very important I 

think. Yeah” 

“Yeah, right on it, I know that we need to be better on this 

topic. And I think sometimes when clients ask me this, I go 

like, oh no we do not  have it.” 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Interested in topic, feels the need to be 

better 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

[Asking if he is familiar with the term Big Data] “No no” 

[after explaining what the term means] ”But that could be a 

problem that it is so much?” 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

Not familiar, understands the problem of 

having an overload. 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

Martin (Bring) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“I have never heard of it before, but if I have to guess. 

Maybe, you mean the…No I have no idea.” 

 

(No) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

No knowledge 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

“You said that we could for example share trailers. To fill 

it up more. That’s a thing we were going to have next year. 

A system to share and tell other Bring offices how much 

trucks or free space we had. So, they can check and try to 

load them. Once again, it was too big for the project group, 

they did not want to risk anything, so they wanted to wait 2 

or 3 more years to start up again.” 

“No, nobody, or any company would not like to share that 

kind of things. No, haha I don’t want them to go down to 

Malmo also.” 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Tried truck sharing, did not succeed 

before, and will try again in 2 or 3 years. 

Idea of sharing any information scares 

him. 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“But the gap for example with scanning it is huge, but we 

are just able to provide that in some of the companies. Like 

Germany and Norway and Finland.” 

“We are not that advanced regarding technology. I mean 

we do not have tracking systems in all our trucks. Only a 

GPS, which is an easy thing and customers want that. 

Because of the IT a lot of systems need to be connected to 

each other.” 

“We have Salesforce, it’s called, have you heard of it? 

[agree] “It’s new for us, we got it two months ago, but 

yeah I think it is okay. [Agrees on Salesforce being used as 

a CRM program]” 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Scanning, Salesforce (CRM program) 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 

 

“The data I get, are leads for example from other 

companies in Bring, if they hear a lead from another area, 

they send it through Salesforce. We go around, try to talk 

with other forwarders, see if there is anything they have 

heard, or if they have any leads or prospects to share. Or 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Data in Salesforce, is mainly leads from 

other companies. 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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just ask, how is it going? Do the customers book like they 

said they would book? How much is it, how many 

pallets?” 

 

[After asking who is using the technologies of scanners in 

Bring] “That would be the forwarders, drivers, and 

warehouse of course. Me myself, not that much. I mean, I 

would not use the technology, but if it would improve, I 

would have an advantage when I go to see the customers. 

And try to sell something, because they always ask about 

it.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Scanning is used by forwarders and truck 

drivers and in the warehouse 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“A system of share and tell each other how much trucks or 

free space we had, with other Bring offices. We can check 

it, and can try to load the free space. But once again, it was 

too big for the project group so they did not want to risk 

anything, so they wanted to wait 2 or 3 more years to start 

it up again.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Program to share free space, failed but try 

it again in 2-3 years 

 

Change Process 

 

 

 

“So, we are not that advanced regarding technology. I 

mean we do not have tracking systems in all of our trucks. 

Only a GPS, which is an easy thing and customers what 

that. Because of the IT a lot of systems need to be 

connected to each other.” 

[After explaining that he wanted to have an online system 

to track the scanning] 

“And connecting our system with their systems, and it is 

not so popular when I say no to the client. Of course, I 

want that, because it affects me too.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Customer wants GPS/ Track & Trace. 

Not popular to tell the client no 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

“For me, I want to see for example the customers I have. I 

would want a network where I can easily check how much 

our customers have made for us last year and how much 

are they are doing until now. So I can check if it goes up or 

down. If I see that there are increasing, maybe I can check 

it up again why that is, or if there are satisfied. If it is more 

and more and it goes well, we get more and more loads. 

Maybe I can try to contact them and take them to lunch.” 

“A system of share and tell each other how much trucks or 

free space we had, with other Bring offices. We can check 

it, and can try to load the free space. But once again, it was 

too big for the project group so they did not want to risk 

anything, so they wanted to wait 2 or 3 more years to start 

it up again.”  

“An ideal thing would be if I could have insight in 

companies, that are not our customers to see how much, 

and what the volume is, or what they export and import. 

But that is, I think that is impossible. I mean, more 

information would be better of course. So, if I have 

 

Dimensions: 

 

Need for real-time info on clients, to act 

accordingly, wants a network to see the 

customer information, company volumes 

as possible clients, wants to go to trailer 

sharing 

 

Future IoT Visions 
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information on who they send their goods with, that would 

be really good.” 

“I know for example that competitors are sharing the 

empty trailer like you said, to transport goods. They have 

that, and that is what we are trying to have.” 

 

“That would be the forwarders, drivers, warehouse of 

course. Me myself, not that much. I would not use the 

technology, but if it would improve, I would have an 

advantage when I go to see the customers. And try to sell 

something, because they always ask about it.” 

I want to see for example the customers I have. I would 

want a network where I can easily check how much our 

customers have made for us last year and how much are 

they are doing until now. So I can check if it goes up or 

down. If I see that there are increasing, maybe I can check 

it up again why that is, or if there are satisfied. If it is more 

and more and it goes well, we get more and more loads.” 

“Now we don’t know, if you come all the way to Malmo, 

and you can just see how big the customer is and how 

much money they make. Because you can’t ask them that, 

how much do you want to send? And it is unprofessional. 

If they say for example, okay now it is only one or two 

shipments in the month, I would say; okay I will see when 

we get there. You cannot ask that…you just have to take a 

risk and go there and maybe they not even have something 

for you.”  

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Attract more clients with new 

technologies, not all the Bring offices 

have a transparent/ synchronised 

program, save Bring cost for traveling to 

new companies 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 

 

“We usually get our bookings through mail or phone, but 

that is not a bad thing. Cause usually then you can always 

check up and ask questions. Because they don’t always 

give full information about the shipment. But I mean they 

should be able to do that through the internet.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Security of personal contact with client, 

check-up questions to customer 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“I think the only thing that is stopping us is because of the 

amount of different companies bought by Bring. That is 

why it takes so long to keep up with the technology. 

But organisational age, I mean, Bring is kind of new, but it 

is owned by a very big old company, Posten by Norway.  I 

don’t think that has any influence.” 

“The only thing that is stopping us is the different systems. 

Because we want to have one IT system, and I think that is 

stopping it now.” 

“A lot of customers can also go to the homepage and send 

their bookings from there, but we can only do that with a 

few of them. That is again, because we have different IT 

systems now. It is only connected to some of the systems, 

and they are waiting for us to be on one system.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Different companies within Bring, and all 

of them use different systems 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 
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“A lot of customers can also go to the homepage and send 

their bookings from there, but we can only do that with a 

few of them, and that is again, because we have different 

IT systems now. It is only connected to some of the 

systems, and they are waiting for us to be on one system.’’ 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

 

Dimensions: 

Homepage, waiting for us 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“I mean, the driverless vehicles, that could be a very big 

problem for us, in the future, or that’s a thing we also talk 

about in our meeting.” 

“So we have to be prepared for that.” 

[Follow up question: you see it more as a threat instead?] 

“Yeah, cause then the technology is very crucial, so yeah 

that topic comes up a lot.” 

“That’s what I think. Because: drivers are much easier.  In 

technology, it is always hard to present. I don’t know. But 

I think there is a lot of time left until that comes.” 

 

Dimensions 

Driverless vehicles as a threat, drivers are 

easier, could be a very big problem 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“I think we cannot compete with the other big competitors 

when it comes to technology. So we have to improve. To 

get success.” 

[Competitors use of IoT technologies] 

“That’s a difficult question, I haven’t thought about it that 

much’’ 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Laugh of the fact that Bring is behind, 

insecure about IoT topic. 

 

Emotion 

 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Business Support 

 

[Salesforce] “It is new for us, we got it like two months 

ago, but yeah I think it is okay.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

It is okay 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

[About driverless vehicles] 

“That’s what I think. Because: drivers are much easier. In 

technology, it is always hard to present. I don’t know. But 

I think there is a lot of time left until that comes.” 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

A lot of time left until technologies like 

driverless vehicles are used 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

“If I think about Big Data I can imagine you mean to 

gather all the data you have from interviews and 

observations like that. That’s what I would call data 

overall.’’ 

[After explaining the definition of Big Data] 

“Yeah, well, I know, I want all the data! haha’’ 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

Not 100% familiar with the term, had a 

lack of data 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

Mikael (Bring) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 
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[As soon as we start Mikael shows an email he received 

about IoT from a magazine] “And actually, I haven’t heard 

about it before.”… “The term Internet of Things is new to 

me and my colleagues as well, but IT issues and how to 

improve we are talking about that every week.” 

“I would say, I have not heard about it before, and to be 

honest, when I got your email and the topic is Internet of 

Things, I thought; oh. I have not heard about it, but it is 

interesting and intriguing.” 

 

(No) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

No prior knowledge, 

IoT term is not used, but the IT topic 

comes up often, interesting and intriguing 

 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 

“And then we have a TMS, which is a Traffic Management 

System, it’s basically how we control our traffic and sub-

contractors. We send shipment for them to load and that is 

also the base before we make the invoice to the customer.” 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

TMS as a control tool between different 

sub-contractors 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“As today, as you probably know we have a scanner, scan 

it when it leaves our terminal, and we scan it when it 

arrives at the customer. And that’s it. Everything in 

between we have little chances of scanning points. So that 

can also be an improvement.” 

“The CRM is our sales tool, yes we have a CRM tool 

which is called Salesforce. And we use that to register our 

sales information about the customers, how many customer 

meetings we have and upcoming RFQ’s and so on. So yes, 

we have a CRM. And then we have a TMS, which is a 

Traffic Management System, it’s basically how we control 

our traffic and sub-contractors. We send shipment for them 

to load and that is also the base before we make the invoice 

to the customer. So every booking that our customer 

makes, gets into this TMS, and then we use the TMS to 

send it to different hauliers, and that is also the base for our 

invoice to the customer, so that is our main and most 

important tool.”  

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Manual scanners, TMS to control sub-

contractors, Salesforce as CRM/ sales 

tool. 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 

 

“We are using ordinary scanner to scan the CMR, or at the 

colli, we can scan the colli, but that’s it.” 

“As today, as you probably know we have a scanner, scan 

it when it leaves our terminal, and we scan it when it 

arrives at the customer. And that’s it.” 

[Data use of the scanners] 

“Because in some cases I work as Key Account Manager 

for the bigger customers in this area.  And they want 

KPI’s, to see what kind of performance we have every 

month, we send them performance sheets and KPI’s. And 

by delivering through a specific lead time, they want to see 

what accuracy we have on the lead times. So, I will take 

out the data and send it to the customer, and then we also 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Manual scanners to scan the CMR, and 

parcels when the leave terminal and 

arrive to customer, data of the scanners is 

analysed for KPI use, Salesforce to get 

the leads, TMS for communication 

between different hauliers 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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measure our own operations to get better. So that is how I 

use it.” 

“Yes, we have a CRM tool which is called Salesforce. And 

we use that to register our sales information about the 

customers, how many customer meetings we have and 

upcoming RFQ’s and so on. So yes we have a CRM. And 

then we have a TMS, which is a Traffic Management 

System, it’s basically how we control our traffic and sub-

contractors. We send shipment for them to load and that is 

also the base before we make the invoice to the customer. 

So every booking that our customer makes, gets into this 

TMS, and then we use the TMS to send it to different 

hauliers, and that is also the base for our invoice to the 

customer, so that is our main and most important tool.” 

 

“But the ones using the scanners are normally the terminal 

workers. At our warehouse, so when it leaves the 

warehouse, we scan the items, and when it arrives at the 

arriving terminal the collies get scanned. Also, scanned 

when it is distributed to the customer, so that is the normal 

scanning process. So, by warehouse staff I would say, and 

drivers making the distribution.” 

“Because in some cases I work as Key Account Manager 

for the bigger customers in this area.  And they want 

KPI’s, to see what kind of performance we have every 

month, we send them performance sheets and KPI’s. And 

by delivering through a specific lead time, they want to see 

what accuracy we have on the lead times. So, I will take 

out the data and send it to the customer, and then we also 

measure our own operations to get better. So that is how I 

use it.” 

“So every booking that our customer makes, gets into this 

TMS, and then we use the TMS to send it to different 

hauliers, and that is also the base for our invoice to the 

customer, so that is our main and most important tool.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Terminal workers, warehouse staff, 

drivers, key account manager 

 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“Our main business here, is that we have a truck, we have 

a driver. He loads the volumes here in Jönköping area’s 

and drives to Turkey and unload. So, I would say that’s 

sounds a bit boring, but the way we operate is the same 

way you have been doing since the 50’s or so. Not that 

high-tech.” 

“The information that I got is that you build in computers 

in cars, for example cars; they can drive themselves. From 

our side that can be the future, since we are in the 

transportation business. And 30% of the cost of transport is 

based on the salary on the drivers. So, of course that can 

make our service cheaper. We should take in consideration 

the regulation that the drivers have to sleep and a longer 

 

Dimensions: 

The way we operate is the same since the 

50s, not so high-tech, driverless can be 

the future, because it could save money. 

 

Change Process 
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period of rest during the weekends. I would say shorter 

lead times and a cheaper transport. That could be the future 

in our business. For the very little information I had about 

the Internet of Things.” 

 

“The information that I got is that you build in computers 

in cars, for example cars; they can drive themselves. From 

our side that can be the future, since we are in the 

transportation business. And 30% of the cost of transport is 

based on the salary on the drivers. So, of course that can 

make our service cheaper. We should take in consideration 

the regulation that the drivers have to sleep and a longer 

period of rest during the weekends. I would say shorter 

lead times and a cheaper transport. That could be the future 

in our business. For the very little information I had about 

the Internet of Things.” [Husqvarna as one of their clients 

puts chips in the shipments] “In some of their shipments, 

because their volumes are high value, so they want to see 

what way it has been going, even if we have been loading 

it in Jönköping, and driving it somewhere in Italy. In some 

cases, we co-load it with other volumes, somewhere in 

Denmark or in Poland, and so on. And they want to secure 

that we have a safe route.” 

“The term Internet of Things is new to me and my 

colleagues as well, but IT issues and how to improve, we 

are talking about that every week. For two reasons; of 

course, we have to be more efficient, and the tools CRM & 

MRS and so on, we have to improve them to get more 

efficiency.” 

“I guess in a lot of companies there are some IT issues, 

like that program is not working well, today we cannot pay 

our invoices, because that program is going down and so 

on. So yes, I would say it is a common topic.” 

“The major customers are demanding that we have this 

kind of data. Otherwise they would not work with us, if we 

cannot measure our performance.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Reduce 30% of cost on drivers, use of 

GPS chips or RFID because of customer 

needs, use of scanners data for the KPI’s 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

“As today, as you probably know we have a scanner. We 

scan it when it leaves our terminal, and we scan it when it 

arrives at the customer. And that’s it. Everything in 

between we have little chances of scanning points. So that 

can also be an improvement.” 

[Driverless vehicles] 

“So, from our side that can be the future, since we are in 

the transportation business. And 30% of the cost of 

transport in based on the salary on the drivers. So, of 

course that can make our service cheaper.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Create more scanning points, future could 

be driverless vehicles, make service 

cheaper 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 

 

“The major customers are demanding that we have this 

 

Current Problems 

 

IoT Solving 
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kind of data. Otherwise they would not work with us, if we 

cannot measure our performance.” 

Dimensions: 

Customer demand for real time data 

Problem 

 

[Driverless vehicles] “Somehow I guess it is the future. 

And if there were no benefits, it would not be the future. 

So, yeah, I believe it is positive, you will act in a different 

way.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Some say it as scary, but if there were no 

benefits, it would not be the future. 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“Our main business here, is that we have a truck, we have 

a driver. He loads the volumes here in Jönköping area’s 

and drives to Turkey and unload. So, I would say that’s 

sounds a bit boring, but the way we operate is the same 

way you have been doing since the 50’s or so. Not that 

high-tech.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Despite the interested in IoT tech, the 

process of Bring is quite simple 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 

 

“Then you can send it through the airport so you can get an 

automatic update on the scanning points and data. But I 

would say, that’s it, we are using scanners; scanning the 

colli when it leaves here, when it arrives at a terminal, and 

when it is unloading to a customer. Pretty basic.” 

 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Describes IoT as pretty basic, but is not 

using it. 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“I guess in a lot of companies there are some IT issues, 

like; that program is not working well, today we cannot 

pay our invoices, because that program is going down and 

so on. So yes, I would say it is a common topic.” 

 

Dimension: 

If the internet is not working, the business 

stops working 

 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“I think it is not that far away, but Tesla, if you buy the 

new model, I think it is called model 3, I think it standard 

equipment is the self-driving service. So, it is not that far 

away.” 

“Actually, me and a friend had a discussion about that a 

few weeks ago. I guess I am a bit older than you, but let’s 

say in 10 years you go out to a pub, on a Friday night and 

then you can just have your own car, sit in the backseat 

and being driven home.” 

“Our main business here, is that we have a truck, we have 

a driver. He loads the volumes here in Jönköping area’s 

and drives to Turkey and unload. So, I would say that’s 

sounds a bit boring, but the way we operate is the same 

way you have been doing since the 50’s or so. Not that 

high-tech.”  

[Excitement about the Volvo app] 

“It is an app to my car. You can see where it is on the GPS, 

you can make the horn and the lights blink.”…”Here is it, 

in car delivery. And since Volvo has a code on my car they 

can leave it to someone who has the service. Let’s say for 

example I park my car in the city. And I will be there for 4 

hours, they can find my car on the GPS and they can open 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Driverless vehicles are not that far away. 

Excited, and being discussed in private as 

well, very simple business process since 

the 50’s, 

Excited about the technology in his car, 

Volvo in car delivery app 

 

Emotion 
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my trunk, and deliver the packages.” 

[IoT] “I haven’t heard about it, but it is interesting and 

intriguing.” 

 

“In our business, if you go back 10 to 15 years, every 

driver driving out from Sweden, was a Swedish driver. 

Since the salaries in Sweden are quite high compared to 

Poland or Slovakia, a then with the EU, everyone could 

work everywhere in the EU. As I said before, 1/3 of the 

cost is based on the salary of the driver. And since the 

wages in southern part of EU are much lower, if you look 

here, there is not one Swedish driver, and it has been like 

that for the past 10 years.” 

“It has been accepted in Sweden that the driver only speaks 

English, so we had to adept to that, 10 to 15 years ago. If 

we haven’t adopted to that we wouldn’t have any business, 

because we would have been 30% too expensive. Even that 

our customers are saying it is the environment and code of 

conduct that is important, I would say that 90% is the 

price.” 

“So if we hadn’t adopted to this 10 or 15 years ago, we 

would have been out of business, and I would say it is the 

same with the Internet of Things in the future. Let’s say 

that 20 years from now, there would not be any drivers. 

The vehicle drive themselves, and would not have to pay 

for the salaries to drivers, it would be more effective. 

There are rules nowadays, you have to sleep 8 hours a 

night, and you have a longer breaks in the weekend. And 

so on. You don’t have that problem. So, it would be shorter 

lead times and probably cheaper freight trades. So, if we 

don’t adopt to that… we have to, I guess.’’ 

[The likelihood whether you will adopt these technologies 

is largely based on external market conditions instead if 

internal?] “Yes, I would say so.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Cost is a driver for decisions, and drivers 

are a huge cost in logistics, if this can be 

cut with driverless vehicles it would be an 

option 

 

 

Business Support 

 

[After asking about the usage of the scanning equipment, 

even if he is not using them] “Well, of course I have seen 

them, and yeah, it is very easy, I think you have seen them 

as well, it is just a scanner. And then you just press the 

button.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Manual scanners: very easy and not 

complex. 

 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

“Our main business here, is that we have a truck, we have 

a driver. He loads the volumes here in Jönköping area’s 

and drives to Turkey and unload. So, I would say that’s 

sounds a bit boring, but the way we operate is the same 

way you have been doing since the 50’s or so. Not that 

high-tech.”  

“From my point of view, we have to use it, cause 

everybody else will do it. I don’t think it is. Let’s say for 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Simple process, since the 50s, from his 

point of view, it will be inevitable in the 

future. 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 
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example: self-driving cars, it’s attention is of course to 

make it even safer. So, it is not only bad.” 

[Driverless vehicles] 

“Somehow I guess it is the future. And if there were not 

benefits, it would not be the future. 

So, yeah, I believe it is positive, you will act in a different 

way.’’ 

 

[Big Data] “I guess it has to do with that you can get more 

information, I guess, but…” 

[After explaining the definition] 

“For example Facebook is using that a lot, because I can, 

from time to time, almost be afraid of the information.” 

 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

Does not know the term 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

Jerry (Scania) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“For me, it means it gives a lot of opportunities to connect 

machinery and sync our equipment so we can predict the 

maintenance activities and weight.” 

“I think the Internet of Things must work together with an 

ERP system. As I am in the maintenance business, they are 

usually equipped with an ERM system called Maximum, 

where we have all our maintenance plans based on time 

today. With the Internet of Things, it will be possible to 

connect a physical machine to the digital world and have 

maintenance plans or activities based on usage instead of 

time.  That would be the picture for us.” 

“We see the Internet of Things as a next step that would 

help us with the productivity. In gaining efficiency and 

upturn in our machines.” 

 

(Little) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Opportunities to connect machinery and 

sync equipment, connect physical 

machinery to digital world, seen as a next 

step 

 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

  

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“As I am in the maintenance business, they are usually 

equipped with an ERM system called Maximum, where we 

have all our maintenance plans based on time today.” 

“We also use the Internet of Things or the internet to make 

the back-ups, instead of doing this manually. So that is it, 

that is what we are today.” 

“I would say the organisation, Scania is a huge 

organisation. And we have several layers, I can’t say that 

we use it very much in the logistics operation. From the 

maintenance perspective, but I am quite sure we do have 

tests where we are tracking pallets container’s. We have 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

ERM system (Maximum), automated 

back-ups, remotes, RFID, 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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RFID, when we have picked the lines, meaning that we 

connect the consumption on the shelf on the line with a 

picker system, so we can get visual for the technician to 

come to put the order together. There we use it in an 

interactive way. From our side in the maintenance we use 

it in all levels of the organisation. Some in KPI 

scoreboards down to the technicians that use the 

technology to communicate to the machines. On a remote.” 

[After confirms this remote is a hardware] 

 

“As I am in the maintenance business, they are usually 

equipped with an ERM system called Maximum, where we 

have all our maintenance plans based on time today.” 

“Let’s say, when it comes to operational management we 

are using connected machines to the industrial net. To get 

performance data so we can analyse the performance, to 

find the bottlenecks in our process, and to understand how 

we can improve them, like trouble shooting on the most 

frequent problems we have.” 

“With a picker system, we can get visual for the technician 

to come to put the order together. So there we use it in an 

interactive way. From our side in the maintenance we use 

it for all levels of the organisation. Some in KPI 

scoreboards down to the technicians that use the 

technology to communicate to the machines. On a remote.” 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Maintenance based plans, performance 

data to analyse performance, bottlenecks, 

and trouble shooting 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 

 

 

“I would say the organisation, Scania is a huge 

organisation. And we have several layers, I can’t say that 

we use it very much in the logistics operation. From the 

maintenance perspective, but I am quite sure we do have 

tests where we are tracking pallets container’s. We have 

RFID, when we have picked the lines, meaning that we 

connect the consumption on the shelf on the line with a 

picker system, so we can get visual for the technician to 

come to put the order together.” 

[After asking about the usage of technologies] 

“Here at Scania for sure, some spots every day, but here, I 

would say, not every day.” 

“As I am working now in the maintenance service. So it 

helps me with the facts of what is happening in the 

workshops. I don’t use it in another way, it gives me trust 

and I can see we are doing the maintenance correct.” … 

“Mostly, we are not that advanced, but where we have it is 

mostly in the machinery area, and in the workshops.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Heavily used in logistics operation, some 

spots every day, helps to get facts, trust to 

see what is happening, mostly used in the 

machinery area, by maintenance service 

workers 

 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

From the maintenance perspective, but I am quite sure we 

do have tests where we are tracking pallets container’s. We 

have RFID, when we have picked the lines, meaning that 

we connect the consumption on the shelf on the line with a 

 

Dimensions: 

Tests with RFID, not that advanced at the 

moment, but trying to link ERP system 

with the machinery, IoT next 10-year 

 

Change Process 
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picker system, so we can get visual for the technician to 

come to put the order together.”  

“We are not that advanced, but where we have it is mostly 

in the machinery area. And in the workshops.” 

”And we are trying to link them together with the ERP 

system. That is the way how we do it.” 

[IoT] “I feel the need to have it, and we will for 

machineries. In the next coming years, and that will be the 

base for the industry for the next 10 years. I really need to 

think about what we want to have. Because I can affect it 

now, but I don’t have the power to install or upgrade the 

machine to Internet of Things afterwards. Or implement 

now as we are doing it. But I do buy new machinery. And I 

can add Internet of Things features as I want to have it. So 

that is why I am communicating it and pushing it as much 

as I can, but that is tough.” 

“And we have a limited amount of money, and of course 

the machinery is the most important.” 

“I think we are medium in this sense, but we have a very 

clear mission from our CEO that we must go for the 

digitalization, but when it comes to investment, and 

spending on money we are quite slow actually. We do not 

understand the meaning of it.” 

base plan, money influences this, slow in 

the process 

 

“I see a lot of people using Internet of Things, I see a lot of 

our suppliers using Internet of things in their products. 

Yesterday I was in a speech of a builder that is building a 

product too, and their way of seeing it. And I can see that 

they have really improved a lot. And they are advanced.” 

“Operating interface between us, between the human being 

and the machine, they have improved a lot. By using it a 

lot of the technology of the Internet of Things.” 

“In some factories where it is needed, the result is much 

better. For example, we have set up a new factory in 

Östersund. which is launched in September last year. That 

is the most advanced factory you can see on the whole 

globe. And we have the traceability of quality, logistics 

flows, a lot of sensors, mechanical conditions controls, on 

the robots, based on the Internet of Things. That’s the 

most, for sure there we have taken the Internet of Things to 

the workshop.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Suppliers using IoT, see improvements at 

other companies, new Scania plants are 

working better on these technologies. 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

“We see the Internet of Things as a next step that would 

help us with the productivity. In gaining efficiency and an 

upturn in our machines.” 

[ERP and machinery connected] “I am sure they do need to 

communicate in the future, they do need to exchange data 

in some sort, and they must contribute to each other. The 

ERP system will not help us by itself, so it must use 

 

Dimensions: 

Next step, need to communicate and 

exchange data, clear mission from the 

CEO, do not understand the meaning of it 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 
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information. I think that the Internet of Things will be 

implemented in the daily operations in some years.” 

“I think it is slow, due to the market and people are talking 

about it. Yeah, but I don’t see it on a daily operation. We 

talk about this, we do have problems, but it is hard. We 

don’t have the fully understanding of it. We are not there 

yet.” 

I am quite sure we do have tests where we are tracking 

pallets container’s. We have RFID, when we have picked 

the lines, meaning that we connect the consumption on the 

shelf on the line with a picker system, so we can get visual 

for the technician to come to put the order together.” 

“I think we are medium in this sense, but we have a very 

clear mission from our CEO that we need to, we must go, 

for the digitalization. When it comes to investment, and 

spending on money we are quite slow. We do not 

understand the meaning of it.” 

 

“I am sure they do need to communicate in the future, they 

do need to exchange data in some sort, they must 

contribute to each other. The ERP system will not help us 

by itself, so it must use information. I think that the 

Internet of Things will be implemented in the daily 

operations in some years.” 

“We see the Internet of Things as a next step that would 

help us with the productivity. In gaining efficiency and an 

upturn in our machines.” 

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

The machinery and ERP are not talking to 

each other now, gaining efficiency and 

upturn in our machines 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 

 

“No there is only one thing, what I would like to add is 

actually the cost for implementing the things and 

organisation. How to gather data in the business I am in. I 

would be threatened, because I am not sure how to get all 

the money, because we no understand it in our old-

fashioned organisations. And I am not sure that we can 

manage to gather all the information. Cause then we do 

need to set up standards, and how? And then it comes to 

the next issue of the data security, and how should we 

handle all this data, should it be handled by us?” 

 

Dimensions: 

Costly, not sure how to gather money if, 

how to handle all the data and the security 

of the data 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“I think the main issue with the Internet of Things would 

be how would we standardize the communication. We 

have several suppliers of equipment and machines. How 

can we gather that information and make it useful for us?” 

“That is the main trigger, not the main trigger, but more, 

how do we get there. And a loan, to invest in this 

technology?” 

“And then it comes to the next issue of the data security, 

and how should we handle all this data? Should it be 

handled by us. I think that I will have a more developed 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Standardize the communication, costly so 

a loan to invest in this technology, data 

security, can’t do this alone, do I get a 

science guy, back to basics 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 
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data science guy sitting in the maintenance analysing its 

key performances. I think I would like to have a supplier 

that I can rely upon and that could help me to analysis the 

signals from their machines and suggest for me 

improvements or new methods. That can see the upside of 

the machine. I can see we are heading in that direction and 

then we are very much like Scania, the truck today. We 

record a lot of data on the truck. To improve our 

maintenance plan on the truck. But that is nothing that the 

customer will see, the customer will get a typical logistic 

operation. The usage of the car, the fuel consumption, for 

the specific drives, but that does not make sense for us.” 

“Back to basics erases all the problems.” 

 

 

“Back to basics erases all the problems.” 

“I think that I will have a more developed data science guy 

sitting in the maintenance analysing its key performance.” 

 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Back to basics, need a science guy for 

analysing 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“And then it comes to the next issue of the data security, 

and how should we handle all this data. Should it be 

handled by us? I think that I will have a more developed 

data science guy sitting in the maintenance analysing its 

key performances.” 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Data security, hire skilled people for 

analysing. 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“I think we are medium in this sense, but we have a very 

clear mission from our CEO that we need to, we must go, 

for the digitalization, but when it comes to investment, and 

spending on money we are quite slow actually. We do not 

understand the meaning of it.” 

“So that is why I am communicating it and pushing it as 

much as I can, but that is tough.” 

“It is hard to get to the decision making of the 

understanding.” 

“Yeah it is (laughs), we are not as developed as I guess we 

were expecting.” 

 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Slow, hard to get to the decision making, 

not as developed as we hope to be, tough 

 

 

Emotion 

 

“I would say the organisation, Scania is a huge 

organisation. And we have several layers, I can’t say that 

we use it very much in the Logistics operation.” 

“It is always a question about payback. And cost 

investment and then we will seek cheaper solutions, 

because we don’t understand it fully. Compared to 

Erickson, in those information companies, we are 

extremely slow. And that is the whole business we are 

operating in.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Huge organisation with several layers, 

payback is important, slow, do not have 

the power to change, clear mission from 

CEO 

 

Business Support 
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“I feel I need to have it and we will do it for machineries. 

In the next coming years, and that will be the base for the 

industry for the next 10 years. I really need to think about 

what we want to have. Because I can affect it now but I 

don’t have the power to install or upgrade the machine to 

Internet of Things afterwards. Or implement now as we are 

doing it. But I do buy new machinery. And I can add 

Internet of Things features as I want to have. So that is 

why I am communicating it and pushing it as much as I 

can, but that is tough.” 

“I think we are medium in this sense, but we have a very 

clear mission from our CEO that we need to, we must go, 

for the digitalization, but when it comes to investment, and 

spending on money we are quite slow actually. We do not 

understand the meaning of it.” 

 

“I think it is slow, due to the is the market and people are 

talking about it. Yeah but I don’t see it on a daily 

operation. We talk about this, we do have problems, but it 

is hard. We don’t have the fully understanding of it. We 

are not there yet.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Do not fully understand it 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

“I think we are medium in this sense, but we have a very 

clear mission from our CEO that we need to, we must go, 

for the digitalization, but when it comes to investment, and 

spending on money we are quite slow actually. We do not 

understand the meaning of it.” 

“I think it is slow, due to the market and people are talking 

about it. Yeah but I don’t see it on a daily operation. We 

talk about this we do have problems, but it is hard. We 

don’t have the fully understanding of it. We are not there 

yet.” 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Clear mission from CEO, do not really 

understand it, but talk about it a lot 

 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

[First reaction after hearing the term Big Data] “How to 

analysis it.”  

“How to get use of it, we talk a lot about it. That we need 

to assemble a lot of data and that we need to record it. But 

how do I make it, how do I make something useful out of 

it. That’s the problem.” 

“And then it comes to the next issue of the data security, 

and how should we handle all this data. Should it be 

handled by us. I think that I will have a more developed 

data science guy sitting in the maintenance analysing its 

key performances.” 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

How to handle it, feels the need to have a 

specialized person in the company to 

help, how to make the data useful, data 

security 

 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 
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Lennart (Scania) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“We do not talk that much about the Internet of Things, we 

talk more about the Industry 4.0” 

“I mean buzzwords like connected, if you look at the car 

industry they look a lot at autonomous, connected and 

electrified, that are the passwords that are used.” 

“For instance, for the product, connected is of course one 

word that we tried to use. Try to understand how to be that 

so you know where material is all the time.” 

“Try to understand how to be, so you know where material 

is all the time. For instance, transparency and Track & Trace 

is more or less the same thing.” 

“Sensors giving the ability to be connected all the time.” 

“How do you take care of the data created? How to use and 

analyse. Normally you would use the word Big Data for 

that. I would say.” 

“And that is of course also autonomous driving, and 

connected all the time. Both for instance for giving the 

driver extra power to control, and what is the smartest way 

to drive from A to B. And of course, we are also looking at 

different types of autonomous driving.” 

[Referring to IoT technology that exists, but do not use] 

“Sensors for ordering new material, you could have 

different sensors for checking if we need to replenish 

material on the line. That I know… When it reaches a level, 

you would automatically have a small sensor, maybe driven 

from a small battery, and it will give you a signal into some 

kind of Wi-Fi system and then it will send an automatic 

replenishment system. Some people are using that.” 

“You could have done it the old way but the problem is that 

you have to wire all the sensors, and connect the wires 

somehow into a WLAN net, and that is of course quite 

expensive. And what we see now, with the small sensors, 

that they are small and quite often wireless. You just need a 

small battery, and then you get much higher, or a lot of 

possibilities. But we are just not using them at Scania, but 

know there are some companies.” 

“If things like AGV’s [Automated Guide Vehicle] are 

considered as Internet of Things.” 

 

(Good) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Industry 4.0, buzzwords, autonomous, 

connections, track and trace, sensors, 

autonomous driving, connected all the 

time 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Cooperation 

 

“For the moment, but we are not, I would not say we are 

using it a lot. We are more struggling and trying to learn and 

use the different technologies that are available to me.” 

“We have some application of the RFID tags, as you said, 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Little IoT use, RFID but not daily 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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usually we use the name of Track & Trace.” 

[RFID] “But that is one technology that we are using in 

daily operations. But not everywhere of course.” 

 

 

 

[Referring to overhype, too much data] “Maybe when it 

comes to a situation that you know that you have a shortage 

of material, then it is important to understand. At least the 

estimated time of arrival. So that you can plan your 

processes in a good way.” 

“Right we are using them in components, so we are 

producing cabs, and we sent them to our final assembly and 

then we tag the cab, by putting an RFID tag on it. Then we 

have some readers at some points during the transportation 

to know if the cab has passed these points.” 

“Depending on what tag you have, you could put a lot of 

information in that, but that’s what we are doing. We are 

just using it as a quality tool or Track & Trace, that is what 

we do.” 

“We also use it as a localization system. A little bit. Assume 

you have a dispatch area, let’s say, 15x100 meters. Then we 

have at the roof meters that are put in a grid so we roughly 

know where the parcel is located.” 

[In regards to localization system] “You can use it for 

instance when you have finished vehicles in a yard. You can 

also put tags on that and then have readers on specific points 

so you roughly know where the trucks are or located. That is 

another way to use RFID.” 

“We know that the cabs have left location, the quality, and 

that we know they are on a trailer. And then we know that 

they have arrived at the gate in Holland. So that is what we 

are using it for. So, we know for instance that goods for the 

planning inside the final assembly Holland, can start one 

order. In the past, this could be in the system, and they 

thought the cab was in the system, but in reality it wasn’t.” 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Useful in situations rather than in 

routine, assembly tracking, Track & 

Trace, quality control, localization 

system (roof grid) 

 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 

 

 Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“I would say we are not looking, but there are specific areas 

within this technology. And we are also trying to test, not to 

develop, different technologies in a test lab, to see how is an 

RFID reader and how is a collaborating robot working 

really. How can we understand it? And to have them as a 

showroom to let the organisation see things in reality mainly 

it is impossible.” 

“And then we try to lead a meeting room where people can 

come and look, feel and get to know the technology. Before 

 

Action towards IoT 

Dimensions: 

Testing, not looking, talking, looking 

and feeling technologies in meetings, 

demonstrators, process of understanding 

 

 

Change Process 
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making the next step. So, I would say we talk about it.” 

“And we have the possibility to have the demonstrators. 

And in some areas, we are slow moving, and we are not 

trying on everything. We are trying to understand the 

technology where we can use it and where it is the biggest 

benefit of the technology.” 

“We see the potential in it, so that is maybe the hardest, it is 

much more interesting than the RFID for instance.” 

  

Dimensions: 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

“Probably later, I assume there will be another technology, I 

think you call it RTLS, or Radio tags, attached into trailers 

that we could follow the trailer somehow. I don’t think, I 

have been talking to some of the forwarders and they are not 

using it so much yet” 

“If things like AGV’s are considered as an Internet of 

Things? Okay, and I would say that is maybe for the 

moment the hottest topic that we are looking into.” 

“This means more or less that for all the normal or manual 

fork lifters today there is a possibility to automate them. 

Which means that it gives you a completely different set up. 

How to move materials in the workshop?”  

“But there are different kind of vehicles that could transport 

the material into the workshop. That is a really hot item at 

the moment.” 

“Also, other things that could also be that we are testing 

different kind of picking systems. Like Picktool light, that is 

also an item that we are looking into. And I would say that 

is also kind of Internet of Things.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Future technology investments, 

automated vehicles, automated picking 

tools  

 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 

 Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 

 

“You also know that RFID is still not working 100%. So 

they need to manually calculate the parcels that are going 

inside, and then check with the RFID reader, to see if they 

have the same number of items. The manual counting and 

the reading counting it is, then they trust it. If there is a 

difference between, they need to re-work it. So still it is not 

a 100% is our experience.” 

“Depending on how you are building your pile of packaging 

I think that in some cases, and depending on what is inside 

of the parcels could affect the readability.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Not working well, RFID readability 

sensitive 

 

 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“The tricky part is of course how to convert this [provided 

IoT definition] in your daily business.” 

“Everyone is struggling with this and we are testing 

different things.” 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Reading vs. production 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 
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“But it is a huge step just to read about it and then to try and 

get it direct in production.” 

“We see the potential in it, so that is maybe the hardest, It’s 

is much more interesting than the RFID for instance.” 

 

“We have some readers at some points during the 

transportation to know where the cab is, and if the cab has 

passed these points.” 

“I would say that it is like we understand that it is a big 

boom for instance in the material handling that vehicles are 

autonomous.” 

“I mean buzzwords like connected, if you look at the car 

industry they look a lot at autonomous, connected and 

electrified, that are the passwords that are used.” 

“If things like AGV’s are considered as an Internet of 

Things.” 

 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Broad, difficult to go into detail, IoT big 

boom or buzzword (overhype), acronym 

(implying heavy use?) 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“To know where the parts are, but of course there could be 

different technologies for doing that. In some cases, we are 

still discussing whether it was right or not to do that. Or 

RFID tags, because you could more or less achieve the same 

thing as by using barcodes. It is more, it is always, a 

resolution, saying: how deep or narrow do you really need 

to understand where a package or parcel is?” 

“Sometimes we are maybe exaggerating the need or 

knowing exactly where it is. Maybe it is good enough to 

know the package has passed a certain point” 

“Is it necessary to know in every 10th of second, to know 

exactly the position?” 

“Generates a lot of data that you maybe do not need. In 

normal, but then maybe when it comes to situation that you 

know that you have a shortage of material, then it is 

important to understand, maybe at least the estimated time 

of arrival. So that you can plan your processes in a good 

way.” 

“The challenge is, that they are often made in steel and then 

you have the interference of steel in the tags.” 

“You mentioned drones. I don’t believe in drones. Because 

they are not able to coop with the weight that we are using.” 

 

Questioning IoT  

Dimensions: 

Exaggerated, unnecessary, overhype, 

materials interfere with tag readability 

 

 

IoT Insecurities 

(Doubt) 

 

“I think everyone, or all companies, more or less know that 

this technology are coming and then it is probably more, 

and of course, we are curious what this will bring to our 

business, something everything is looking. Maybe it is a 

company culture in how early you should be. Are we early 

adopters. And I think varies a lot and I think it is also, I 

mean, I can assume that some car companies are really 

talking about we have a high-class product, and we are 

always trying to use the latest technologies in our engines in 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions:  

Realization- switching between ‘we’ and 

‘they’ as early adopters, high class ‘high 

class product’ 

 

 

Emotion 
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the product, and then probably they would also use similar 

technologies in their production” 

 

“Maybe in our business it is a little bit more stable, because 

we try to level our production. So, it is not in the 

production, maybe not that volatile as it could be outside. 

So, I think it could be a little bit, but of course there are 

patterns that we could trace better than we do today. So, 

depending on the contexts.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Stable production requiring modest use 

of IoT technologies 

 

 

Business Support 

 

“We have special printers, and they are printing the labels 

including the tag. And I think it is working quite well, just 

to write information in the tag. And then the readers, I have 

not heard anything about it, so I assume it is working quite 

well. It is quite standardized, we know where to put the tag, 

we know where the readers are. So it is working, I would 

say, very well… No, it is not complex, but still it is the 

technology by itself is quite simple, it has been on the 

market for a long time.” 

“Then again, our second flow we are using for our spare 

parts and that is a little more, it is not that standardized but 

to what the customer has ordered. Depending on how you 

are building your pile of packaging I think that in some 

cases, also depending on what is inside of the parcels, it 

could affect the readability.” 

“When you have a standardized process and you can always 

read and place the tags in a good way, in a way without 

interference from anything else, then it is working quite 

well. And then it gave us the expected benefits.” 

“But again, if you have more, depending on what the 

customer has ordered and you are building your piles, it is a 

little bit more trickier.” 

“Of course, depending on what car you have, it looks very 

different. Quite often we are just operating from one side of 

the trailer. Which means we need to have pipes. And the 

width of the pipes is around 2.40 meters, and of course there 

are always materials in front of the tags, and then it could be 

a problem to read the tags, to read 2 meters inside.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Standardized process, not complex, not a 

‘new’ technology, trickier with 

customized processes, RFID tag 

interference, tag readability difficulties 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

“And then check with the RFID reader, to see if they have 

the same number of items. The manual counting and the 

reading counting, then they trust it. If there is a difference 

between, they need to re-work it. So still it is not a 100% is 

our experience.” 

“And we just think it is always working, but that is not the 

case., And then you don’t get the right information, but if 

you get 1 by 1, then it is no problem.” 

“I think everyone, or all companies, more or less know that 

these technologies are coming and then it is probably more, 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Do not trust RFID, aware and curious of 

technologies out there-more observing 

phase 

 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 
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and of course, we are curious what this will bring to our 

business, something everybody is looking for. Maybe it is a 

company culture in how early you should be. Are we early 

adopters. And I think varies a lot and I think, I can assume 

that some car companies are really talking about that we 

have a high-class product, and we are always trying to use 

the latest technologies in our engines in the product. And 

then probably they would also use similar technologies in 

their production.” 

 

“It is not complicated to receive a lot of data. The challenge 

is how to use the data in a good way.” 

“And the analysis of the data, and to understand how they 

are related to each other. Because I think it could be like 

this: if you have sensors that are sending information all the 

time, maybe you have an overflow of data. And you don’t 

need all of it.” 

“Believe that we are not using the possibilities of Big Data 

enough.” 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

How to use data, easy to get data, don’t 

need all data 

 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

Emil (IKEA) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

[In response to asking what Internet of Things is] “IKEA 

has always been a little bit slightly after the development.” 

“We have bought the database as we have bought 

everything, and we ended up, as we can call it, with a 

system MHS, Meuble Hus System.” 

 

(No) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

IoT as simply ‘technology’ 

 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 

“We have always been a little bit after and ended up using 

single technologies in our work. And now it is a little bit 

changed since IBM got their hands of IKEA, and 

cooperating with us 3 years ago. We are managing to, what 

you call, getting our equipment to new standards, or 

meeting customer expectations.” 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Cooperating with IBM 

 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“We can’t be without, what we call the RDT hand 

equipped system, where we check where it is in the store 

or if it is up in the buffer or in the sales location. In which 

department it is, and we do all the inventory in the RDT.” 

“We are using these RDT systems a lot, and on the forklift, 

but we have them as well on a bigger screen. So, we have 

the technologies in the forklift, we have them in the hand 

equipped, of course we have all the computers with all the 

systems working.” 

“Since two weeks ago we were working with a fax 

machine. We were wondering how to keep it working. We 

were just, you know, fuck, it is 2017, you know, but I 

don’t think you should write that down. That is very 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Handheld scanning equipment, forklift 

reader 

 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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embarrassing.” 

“So, when we are talking about the RDT, it is the hardware 

and SGF Store Goods Flow is the mobile, just portable. Is 

the software on it.” 

“We have what they call Rackeye. Have you heard about 

it? We are working on the forklift, in the warehouse. And 

now we have a product developer here from England from 

E-Safe. Who has put on every upright in the warehouse a 

tracking, a sensor or a monitor in one way. So, every time 

we drive a forklift and maybe accidently push the legs they 

send an automatic message to an app.” 

 

 

“RDT, Radio Data Terminal are helping us a lot. We have 

9500 different articles in a 22,000-square meter store. 

And they help us know where to put all these.” 

“We see, oh that would go to the sales department, and 

decoration shop. And then you go there and they can see 

it could be in the product area of flowers, and then I can 

go to the flowers. Or now this needs to be on the sales 

floor right. So please send it to the self-service, and then 

we put it up in the buffer for some days and then the 

system helps us to put it down when we need it.” 

“RDT is maybe 70% of the logistics work in store. 

Because every movement we do, in delivery, every out 

delivery, are through this hand equipped system as we call 

it.” 

“And then all this data is going in the computer, and that 

is our main, department, sales supply and support and 

they are investigating and the follow-ups. And where it is 

going and where we must increase our forecast or 

decrease our forecast.” 

“But we cannot use RDT to follow-up. We have to use the 

computer to get all the graphs and so.” 

“Of course, we have this MHS, which is the base of 

everything we do. We bought the system of Erickson in 

1984 when they had a renewal of their system, and then 

we bought their system. Made our system of it, and build 

it on.” 

“I have a good reliability in the quality of the follow ups 

through the RDT. So, as a manager, I really need to have, 

I take 2 hours a week just to control all the data in it.” 

“I can see the forecast 16 weeks ahead, I can see okay, the 

forecast is we are planning to sell 12 million this week, 

but the forecast is 14, so that would be a problem.” 

“Update website is every 30 minutes. So, this is a little bit 

narrow, But of course, if a customer buys it and a 

customer comes a quarter after that it could be an issue.” 

“System helps me to see how are the customers buying, 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Direction, monitoring, preventing 

damaged goods, customer satisfaction, 

complicated legacy technology, different 

stores using different systems 

 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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where can we see an increase.” 

[Shows system] “You can see, when I have a new menu. I 

press (pressing key board) then you have it. If I go to ‘L’, 

and then I go to ‘I’ and then to ‘#’ and then to ‘C’ and 

then…” 

“Then we have some franchise stores which is not 

working in MHS, they are working in Navision, it is a 

global system. That every logistics store outside IKEA 

works with. So, the franchise know for sure that they will 

not go in to MHS, but IKEA as a concept, we do have a 

concept, so when we are building a new store we doing it 

through MHS, cause the concept should look the same in 

all the countries. But the franchises in the middle east 

they have a choice, and they have made a good one. 

Working with another system.” 

[Rackeye] “We do that because the problem in logistics 

areas is that legs are damaged but nobody is telling us. So 

when we do our weekly racking checks, we see it is 

damaged, how long it has been, maybe a week? We are 

the first IKEA who is testing this.” 

 

“Maybe 40-45 people are working with the hand equipped 

RDT” 

“Logistics department is working from 5 till 10AM, and 

then everyone is using it.” 

 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or legacy) 

Dimensions: 

End-customer, warehouse, manager 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“Now it is so old, but it is so implemented in everything 

we are doing. So now we have tried to pick it out, but it 

can’t because every other system round it just collapsed.” 

“That is why IBM is helping us out with building this. We 

have tried for 10 years to pick this out, but we can’t. It is 

like working in M2. Before even we have in the 80’s, we 

have M2 in the computer. It is so old, but 5 years ago, of 

course we had all the graphs or information in MHS, but 

it was hard to monitor.” 

“The change management in it to erase the base it took a 

year, and then you reach a level and then you get 

approval, you get the SGF mobile as a prize.” 

“When we are talking about the co-workers, they have a 

lot of energy to develop the RDT and SGF mobile... We 

are always discussing what is close to us, but I can see it 

happens a lot in the board room.” 

“As I said, 5 years ago, we did not talk about it at all. It is 

really good to see the development and people being 

engaged in it. This change, this idea, what do you think 

about it. That is good.” 

“And then see what I can do. But of course, I feel a little 

bit like my hands are tied, because IKEA is so big, and I 

 

Dimensions: 

 

Rate of change, legacy systems integrated 

in everything, erase the base, office 

communication 

 

 

Change Process 
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cannot do it myself.” 

 

“We see a bigger IKEA, we do have the small iPads in 

just half a year. For a selling tool for the co-workers just 

to have it. Because now they are very bound to the 

computer to the sales display, and now we have it more 

portable.” 

“Market for sure. 100%, because the market where they 

were 5 years ago, has gone really fast. And if we would 

have looked in different companies than we would have 

been more prepared. But when the market switches, we 

switch. We are a bit behind, but we are following the 

market. And you need to make sure you get ahead of the 

market.” 

“We are trying to develop a little bit faster than the 

market so in one or two years, we can go on.” 

“When the customer says yes, we say yes. And then we 

are trying to do it before.” 

“Yes, I get jealous when I see that, and for sure when I 

work in the distribution centre. I have some friends there. 

And now they are testing from the supplier to the DC. We 

do not have the …” [RFID technology] 

“When we are talking about IKEA we are so internal. Of 

course, we are looking at the market. We have to focus on 

the customer 100%.” 

“They have all these local regulations. You need to have 

70% of everything you are selling have to be locally 

produced. We are selling meatballs, hotdogs, and then 

they were like: okay, you don’t have the trucks with the 

freezers on it. They don’t have it in India. You know, 

everything is different.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Looking outward, competition, self-

realisation, customer, seen it working for 

others, become more outward (external) 

viewing, managing complex supply chain 

 

 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

[After asking if technology was web-enabled] “Good 

question tough, that could be an opportunity. I will write 

it down.” 

“What help we can get from technologies. And now I can 

see it clearer.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Futuristic vision, opportunity 

 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 

 

“Update website, every 30 minutes. So this is a little bit 

narrow. But of course, if a customer buys it and a 

customer comes a quarter after that it could be an issue.” 

“We have some problems with stock accuracy, but we are 

managing as good as possible.” 

“We have this cost consciousness very close to our hearts. 

I can put in 10 co-workers, but IKEA said okay, you can 

manage to do with 5, and then I must have 6. Therefore, I 

must see, how are customers buying, which department is 

the most important, how to prioritize my replenishment. 

And this system helps.” 

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Not in real time, website is never 

completely accurate, stock management, 

cost conscious and needing to prioritize, 

damage prevention 

 

 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 
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“Because we do have the problem in all logistics areas 

that legs are damaged, but nobody is telling us.” 

 

“So everything we do in MHS we do here. The plan was 

this would replace all the things in MHS but then we 

tried, it just collapsed everything. So, we have a hard time 

right now. It costs a lot, and we are investing billions in 

this.” 

“We have to change our concept, our systems and then it 

comes to our follow-ups. So, it goes really fast now, so 

from the 5 years ago we have this, and maybe 2 or 3 last 

year. And last year we have 5 or 6 different systems 

coming. Changing and replacing, if something doesn’t 

work, or if it was not meeting the demands of the 

customer.” 

“What help could we get from technologies, how can I 

use it, in my daily work, what can I do today? We are a 

slow machine.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Safety, customer connection, cost, 

implementation, uncertainty, where to go 

next, how to act 

 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“IT department is working really hard, but in the stores, 

we do not see the progress that they are doing. I think 

they were talking about those iPads 2 or 3 years so, and 

now after 2 years we receive it in the store, and now, 3 to 

4 years. It’s a very slow process 

“What help could we get from technologies, how can I 

use it, in my daily work, what can I do today? We are a 

slow machine.”  

“It is very difficult. As it is a big company and we are 

doing all the things centred. So, what can we do in IKEA 

Jönköping?” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Talk vs. action, slow 

 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 

 

“RDT is maybe 70% of the logistics work in store. 

Because every movement we do, in delivery, every out 

delivery, are through this hand equipped system as we call 

it.” 

“Of course, we have this MHS, which is the base of 

everything we do. We bought the system of Erickson in 

1984 when they had a renewal of their system, and then 

we bought their system. And made our system of it, and 

build it on” 

[Fax machine] “We were just, you know, fuck, it is 2017, 

you know.” 

“IKEA is a world leader at change management I believe. 

We are very good at working with a co-worker. We have 

1 year of what we call erase the base.” 

“When you are talking about the third phase, of course I 

know it.” [core concept; customer and cost, product 

development, and now the internet; e-commerce, services] 

“What help could we get from technologies, how can I 

 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Base-supplier, 

base of RDT software; finding comedy in 

situation, broken sentences, 

 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 
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use it, in my daily work, what can I do today? We are a 

slow machine.” 

“Of course, we have to have a middle hand because if you 

don’t have a middle hand you have all these direct flows 

of the supplier. And where do I have to put them and I 

cannot be sure that the customer can buy it, so I do have a 

middle hand who can support me with some of the 

products and online sales” [IoT as middle hand] 

 

“What help could we get from technologies. How can I 

use it… In my daily work…What can I do today...we are 

a slow machine” 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

How to use this? 

 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“Since two weeks ago we were working with a fax 

machine. We were wondering how to keep it working. 

We were just, you know, fuck, it is 2017, you know. I 

don’t think you should write that down. That is very 

embarrassing.” 

[RFID technologies that competitors have] “I can see it 

and I can be a little bit jealous. If I see this equipment 

what you can put on pallets. We will scan when it goes on 

the trucks.” 

“I am a little bit shocked. I did not think I would learn a 

lot, but this is what I have learned much. And it has made 

my mind work a little bit harder. I believe that I would 

take that with me” 

“I go out of this room, thinking that we are a little bit 

after. And that is quite sad.” 

“What help could we get from technologies, how can I 

use it, in my daily work, what can I do today? We are a 

slow machine.”  

“So we are pushing the legs. We are always turning 

around this corner, so it is quite some traffic around here. 

So, then we have the Big Data, maybe not, haha.” 

“I was forgetting something, we are actually first in 

something.” 

“It has opened my mind. And I am very grateful for.” 

“I have learned in IKEA it is good to get forgiveness 

better than permission. So, do it first, and then, oh I am 

sorry, I did not know.” 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Embarrassment, jealousy, lessons, 

Surprise, feeling behind the times, 

confusion, lost 

 

 

 

Emotion 

 

“IKEA is world leader at change management I believe. 

We are very good at working with a co-worker” 

“We hold cost consciousness very close to our hearts” 

“5 years ago, we were not talking about online sales, but 

for last year we are only talking about online sales. We 

have higher demands, to which follow up on how many in 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Values, goals, market transition, e-

commerce, higher demand, services, 

entering markets 

 

Business Support 
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our area are shopping online, how many are shopping in 

the store. We did not talk about it for 3 years. So, now we 

are talking about online sales and services.” 

“The IKEA concept is much about doing it yourself. Keep 

the price low, and doing it yourself, but we can see that a 

huge market with people, they don’t want to do it their 

selves, and therefore I don’t buy at IKEA. Now we have 

to offer both, the low prices. You can have it home 

delivered, and we can pick it up for you, it’s a big mind 

shift for the IKEA concept.” 

“Questioning our concept and values. We are doing this, 

but the market is here right now.” 

“It is just in Småland, in Jönköping I believe we can go 

faster the upcoming years, in Stockholm we are already 

behind, and we know that this pattern will influence 

Jönköping soon as well. Selling 1500% more service than 

Jönköping.” 

[Change management and employee welfare] “It is really 

good to see the development and people being engaged in 

it. Ah this change, this idea, what do you think about this. 

That is good.” 

“We are going into India. 1 billion people I believe in 

India, and we are not there.” 

 

 

“And now we have a good opportunity. No, they are 

simple, but it is very much information inside. And it is 

hard for people, when you are new in. What is the most 

important to learn, you have to take it in steps. We have in 

all this, 4 or 5 different menus’ and then we have 6 sub 

menus’ inside that.” 

[New scanning hardware and software] “Now for sure the 

hardware and the software are working together.” 

“But then we had several updates with serve different 

implementations, 10 different follow ups in different 

systems. And the only thing is to come away from this 

MHS. And they rebuild it and rebuild it, but everything is 

connected to this base of SGF mobile. Which is good 

because it is a little bit of comfort zone of the co-workers. 

They understand the menu and all the things, but for a 

manager we do all the follow-ups, and there are a lot of 

changes right now.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Learning curve, complementary and 

compatible technologies 

 

 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

[Old vs new scanning technology] 

“I did not trust the hardware, but now for sure the 

hardware and the software are working together” 

 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Trust, towards the technology 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

[When given definition of Big Data and explained how it 

relates to IoT and asked if it was true for him] “No, but 

 

 

Big Data Understanding 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 
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that is interesting.” 

“So we are pushing the legs. It is here, we are always 

turning around this corner, so it is quite some traffic 

around here. Then we have the Big Data, maybe not, 

haha.” 

Dimensions: 

Interested, never heard of it 

 

Linda (IKEA) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“We use internet in most of our things. We work with 

emails. That is the internet. And we have a chat program, 

what do you call it, Business Skype.” 

“We have this, [Employee ID card], this is maybe for 

Internet of Things, when we get into different areas, we 

don’t have any keys or anything.” 

“That is maybe also, internet of things.” 

 

(No prior) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Unfamiliar with term, understand 

literally; Business Skype, Email, 

Internet, acknowledge need for Internet 

in business, searching for what could be 

IoT 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 

“Yes, yes, we have a railway also going in here, it goes into 

the entire Torsvik, into this house, and into the other one 

and into house 3. And it also goes into Elgiganten. It 

supplies all Torvik, so we share it. This area, we call it 

Logpoint. So, all the companies have a cooperation with 

each other. And we have Logpoint days, where all the 

representatives meet of every company, and we discuss how 

we can make Torsvik a better place for everyone. So, it is a 

good cooperation. And it is good to make connections also, 

with the others, so that is very good.” 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Logpoint, cooperation with all 

companies in Torsivk 

 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“We have our computer system M2, which we are working 

with daily.” 

“M2, it is our Astro system. We have our internal store in 

this system. So, we can see when we have the articles. And 

we have the silo crane, you know. All connected to this 

system. It is very, very big and needs to be running, or else 

we cannot get our articles out. Do you understand?” 

[When asked about A6 IKEA’s enterprise system 

technologies] “No they are not same type of system, but 

they are not related. Everybody used their own. We don’t 

have, it is also a challenge since everyone has their own 

system. And it doesn’t really speak to each other, so we 

have systems between the systems to link them.” 

“They [pickers] have the computer on the forklift 

(hardware).” 

“And now the pickers are using the program called O2. On 

their forklifts and we use M2. So, all the pickers have a very 

simple version, where they just pick, you can’t do anything 

else in O2. An M2 is more advanced you can do more”. 

“But product planning and Astro are the, they are linked in 

some way, but not in all. So, we do a comparison every 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

M2; Internal ‘store’ system, separate 

systems between IKEA stores and DC’s, 

legacy technologies do not speak with 

each other, computer on forklift, 

automatic wrapping machine 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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week, so the hours are the same in Astro as they are in 

Products plan. Products plan and M2 do not speak naturally, 

so that is a little bit of a risk, but otherwise most of the 

systems are compatible.” 

“We have recently installed a plastic machine. We had a 

manual before. Now we have an automatic. We just pick 

round in the machine and the rest goes itself. Without any 

manual work.” 

 

[Referring to M2 system] “So, that is also working on the 

internet. When we don’t have the connection, we cannot 

pick our lines. And then we stand still. So, we are really 

depending to the network.” 

“And we also have the production plan, where we put in all 

our hours to see where we have been and how efficient we 

have been. And measure everything that takes time for our 

pickers. Like driving systems and such things.” 

“So, we can see when we have the articles. And we have the 

silo crane, you know. With all connected to this system. It is 

very, very big and needs to be running, or else we cannot 

get our articles out.” 

[M2 function] “You can say everything. How long it takes 

between the pick rounds and when you pick one article, we 

measure the time what it takes to pick another article.” 

[Referring to Astro/M2] “Yes, also all the manager, because 

we have the manager tool in it also. Yeah, most of the 

people are using it. That is the good thing with the system, 

we have one system for almost everything. We don’t need 

several. Before this we had a different system. This speaks 

to Astro also.” 

“Yeah, not maybe forecasting. That is a step before us, 

because we do inventory and the improvement work. How 

to say, when we do the mapping in the storage. We look at 

the drivers’ distance, so it would be more efficient. And, to 

put the articles in the best position for the best efficient 

way.” 

[Production Planning] “Here we have my department, so I 

can see all the co-workers that should be here today. If they 

are for example coaching today. So, we get all the hours 

from this, and then we use it for monitoring also and to see 

how we are doing with our goals and such. So we have 

everything in this. All the reporting.” 

“That is quite funny, we can exactly see for how long they 

have been to the bathroom and so it is a fine line of how 

much we can monitor. It is easy to be too much monitoring. 

We have total control, and that could be a risk too.” 

“To improve the mapping in the storage. And when we get 

new articles, we change the way it looks so it fits in the right 

rack. Lots of stuff like that. So, we use it very much for the 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Helpless without connection, monitor, 

efficiency, track pickers, mapping and 

storage improvements 

 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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articles. And the goods should have it also, so they can see 

when the goods get loaded in the trucks. They have one 

gate, and then I can see okay, 95 is finished, so we can start 

loading. And all of that they are monitoring here. And 

pallets that are missing they can trace it here, and then they 

can find it and load it here. If you understand. So, 

everything is here, but very complex. You can do one thing 

in 5 different ways. It takes time to learn it, but it is really 

good.” 

 

“They [pickers] confirm in the program, so enter the amount 

of what they have picked. And they move on, so we keep 

track of every picker. We can see their route through the 

storage. And everything.” 

“They also have team leaders, for every department. They 

also use this to fill in the hours.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or 

legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Pickers, managers, team leaders 

 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

[Driverless vehicles discussion] “We were close to do a test, 

I think it was one or two years ago. I think it was with one 

driverless forklift that transported beds. From the railway to 

the department which we call oversize. It is a very long way 

to drive for the co-workers, but we did not have the money 

right then to do it. It is definitely something we will look at. 

So, we would safe many man hours and have lots of 

advantages. That was something we wanted to do.” 

Dimensions: 

Slowly testing driverless vehicles for 

oversize, expensive, interested but not 

moving 

Change Process 

 

 

 

[Not sharing the same programs] “Yeah you don’t have to. 

And we don’t share co-workers or anything like that. And 

that is a little bit too bad, we would like to have an exchange 

between the store and us.” 

[Driverless vehicles discussion] “We were close to do a test, 

I think it was one or two years ago. I think it was with one 

driverless forklift that transported beds. From the railway to 

the department which we call oversize. It is a very long way 

to drive for the co-workers, but we did not have the money 

right then to do it. It is definitely something we will look at. 

So, we would safe many man hours and have lots of 

advantages. That was something we wanted to do.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Transparency/inclusiveness, save many 

man hours, 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

[In regards to doing something with data collected from 

M2] “We don’t have the funds, we don’t have the people. 

That is something we would really need to develop. If we 

want to use it in the more efficient way.” 

[Driverless vehicles discussion] “We were close to do a test, 

I think it was one or two years ago. I think it was with one 

driverless forklift that transported beds. From the railway to 

the department which we call oversize. It is a very long way 

to drive for the co-workers, but we did not have the money 

right then to do it. It is definitely something we will look at. 

 

Improving use 

Dimensions: 

Being data smart, driverless vehicles 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 
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So, we would safe many man hours and have lots of 

advantages. That was something we wanted to do. That is a 

future project, a big one.” 

 

“So there could be a mistake in the manually, but this is the 

human factor. (all laughs) But this is very rare, and the 

system warns you, if it is a wrong number, the system won’t 

accept. So, this is good.” 

“Really, we have problems with co-workers that hit the 

racks, and don’t tell anyone. And that is a big problem.” 

 

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Mistakes with manual tech entries, 

damage control 

 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 

 

[When asked about A6 IKEA’s enterprise system 

technologies] “No they are not same type of system, but 

they are not related. Everybody used their own. We don’t 

have it, it is also a challenge since everyone has their own 

system. And it doesn’t really speak to each other, so we 

have systems between the systems to link them.” 

“When this system goes down we cannot enter, that is 

maybe also, internet of things” 

“Sometimes we have problems with, when we can’t log in. 

That affects all the workers. We can have something like 

pending labels, when you cannot get the labels out for the 

pickers. And they can’t begin to pick the rounds. And that is 

very devastating for us.” 

“I think it is because we have been a bit overloaded, since 

we had extremely much to do. Maybe it is to do with that 

we are overloaded in the systems. Maybe, we don’t know 

what the problem is. But that is the only problem we have 

had.” 

“So, there could be a mistake in the manually, but this is the 

human factor. (all laughs) But this is very rare, and the 

system warns you, if it is a wrong number, the system won’t 

accept. So, this is good” 

“We have quite little space, as we call it one A6. And we 

have pickers that go that way also. So if we have this 

forklift without driver so it would stop every second. We 

would have to build a separate lane.” 

 

 

Areas of concern 

Dimensions: 

Systems not connected, reliance on 

system, system overload, manual 

‘human error’, inadequate infrastructure 

for driverless vehicles 

 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“We don’t have the funds, we don’t have all the people we 

need to work with M2. Maybe we use 20% of all the data.” 

“And then also, we have quite little space, as we call it one 

A6. Quite broad, so it is quite slim.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Don’t use all data collected 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 

 

“IT comes in here [M2] and, takes in all the products, we 

call it Trollarin, than it is manually.” 

“This area, we call it Logpoint. So all the companies have a 

Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

Products in M2, common 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 
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cooperation with each other. And we have Logpoint days, 

where all the representatives meet of every company, and 

we discuss how we can make Torsvik a better place for 

everyone.” 

 

understanding/term in region 

 

 

 

[After providing IoT definition] “Yes, it is very interesting 

actually.” 

“It comes so naturally now, with the internet, we don’t 

even realize how much we are depending on it.” 

“That is quite funny, we can exactly see for how long they 

have been to the bathroom and it is a fine line of how much 

we can monitor. It is easy to be too much monitoring. We 

have total control, and that could be a risk too.” 

[Referring to Logpoint] “And it is good to make 

connections also, with the others, so that is very good.” 

“I have lots of thought going on in my mind now. Very 

interesting… At first, we were like, what is this, very 

confusing.” 

“Rackeye, I will look that up immediately.” 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Surprise, realization, interest, ethical 

concerns-too much monitoring-respect 

for some privacy, keen to idea of 

connecting with companies nearby, exit 

thoughts 

 

 

Emotion 

 

“To improve the mapping in the storage. And when we get 

new articles, we change the way it looks so it fits in the 

right rack. You know. So lots of stuff like that. So we use it 

very much for the articles. And the goods should have it 

also, so they can see when the goods get loaded in the 

trucks. I see here how, how do you say. They have one 

gate, and then I can see okay, 95 is finished, so we can start 

loading. And all of that they are monitoring here. And 

pallets that are missing they can trace it here, and the then 

they can find it and load it here. If you understand. So, 

everything is here, but very complex. You can do one thing 

in 5 different ways. It is very complex. It takes time to 

learn it, but it is really good.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Mapping and improve storage, internal 

efficiency and effectiveness 

 

 

Business Support 

 

[O2 system on forklift] “Easy to use and the graphic is 

much nicer. Now it is more easy that it was before [after 

recent update] “But just an updated version. So still Astro. 

And they release update version every other year or 

something like that. So, it gets better every time.” 

“And now the pickers are using the program called O2. On 

their forklifts and we use M2. All the pickers have a very 

simple version, where they just pick, you can’t do anything 

else in O2. An M2 is more advanced you can do more.” 

“And now the pickers are using the program called O2. On 

their forklifts and we use M2. So, all the pickers have a 

very simple version, where they just pick, you can’t do 

anything else in O2. An M2 is more advanced you can do 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Very easy and visually nice to use, same 

system-different GUI for different 

functions, complex-many ways to do one 

thing 

 

Technology 

Operation 
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more.” 

“So everything is here, but very complex. You can do one 

thing in 5 different ways. So it is very complex. It takes 

time to learn it, but it is really good” 

 

“And our team leaders work very, very hard with this 

system, all the time. And the team leaders are very attached 

to the computer all day. So, they cannot leave the 

computer. So, yeah. We are really depending on the 

computers.” 

[After asking if the systems were important for her 

position] “Yes absolutely, it really is” 

[O2 system on forklift] “Easy to use and the graphic is 

much nicer.” 

“So, it is very complex. It takes time to learn it, but it is 

really good” 

“I think we are quite far ahead if you should compare. 

Actually. I think Aditro here across the street, work more 

with paper, and they go by paper to pick the order” 

[In regards to Rackeye] “That is very, very good, but that is 

really good, I need to steal this idea…really good, thank 

you” 

 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Attachment, GUI; visually nice, complex 

but for the better, repeats ‘it’s really 

good’, ahead of competition, excitement 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

“I am thinking about, maybe this is Big Data.” [pointing at 

the laptop with product planning open] “Very much data.” 

“And the problem I was talking about with the pending 

labels, that has something to do with that, we are 

overloaded in our data, maybe that is the connection with 

our data.” 

“[after given definition] Also, very interesting, that we can 

absolutely apply to A6, very much information, and maybe 

20% is being used.” 

“Very, very interesting, but I think it is also all, we don’t 

have the funds, we don’t have all the people we need to 

work with A6. We just work with the 20% of all the data.” 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

Not familiar with term ‘Big Data’, loose 

understanding of lots of data, overload of 

data physically (overload system), uses 

little of their data collected, not enough 

resources to do data handling 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

Thomas (IKEA) 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“Electronic device, is somehow connected to the internet. 

It is a broad question, but I think it is really relevant” 

“Everything we do today, is based on we use the internet. 

For example, your cell phone, car, even and everything at 

home, computers and everything” 

“I have no idea what this interview is going to be like 

 

(Good) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Everything internet connected, high 

relevance, everywhere, no prior logistics 

understanding with term, literal internet 

understanding 

 

Knowledge of IoT 
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[after given only brief Internet of Things description]”  

 

“I mean we have this, it is called Logpoint. It is a 

company who is owned by the different companies here 

in Torsvik community. It is a cooperated company called 

Logpoint. Yes exactly, they have two guys here, that are 

also part of this Logpoint group. And to log point group is 

gathering maybe 4 times a year or so. And talk about 

things that are good for the whole industrial centre.” 

“So, if you hit something for example, and the little 

device on your forklift is, the forklift will go much 

slower. So, that is one thing that we have talked about 

earlier, that we are going to install on the forklifts. Just 

to… maybe a year ago. I don’t know on how or when this 

is coming, but I think this is something we are developing 

together with the forklift company Toyota.” 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Logpoint, collaborating with forklift 

provider (Toyota) 

 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“One tool that we use a lot is what we call the production 

plan. It is a managing tool, so we can easily see how 

many co-workers are in working now, decide which 

different task they are going to do today, if they are going 

to be in the kitchen or unload trucks or load trucks. Many 

different work tasks” 

[Smart crane] “Automatically picking the pallets, and 

articles.” 

“Vico, that is our internal IKEA order management 

system, you can say. So, from SOM (sales order 

management system), the order comes from the stores, or 

the internet, and they are gathered in Vico. And then from 

Vico they go to Astro, and they take a step aside to the 

crane system which is called Safe, so all these Vico, Safe 

and Astro need to communicate with each other.” 

“We have a repacking machine which is also connected to 

the internet somehow, I mean, we type in the article 

number, and the machine cut out the box for the article. 

But some just manual work needs to be done.” 

“We can’t, there is no GPS or, I mean if we for example 

take in this article on the inbound process, we register it 

and when we scan it the next. 

[about systems M2/02 and Production planning] “They 

talk to each other, on, we can force them to, they are not 

doing that automatically. So that is something we have 

developed ourselves. To transfer the data to the 

production plan. Yeah, it’s from the beginning it was not 

automatic, but every night now some data is transferred to 

the product planning. But that would not have happened if 

some guy have programmed this. To get the data from, so 

they can talk to each other but it is there are a few guys 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Smart crane, production plan, Vico, Astro, 

automatic repacking machine, no GPS 

during transport, data manually 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 
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here, who decide all the programming and the work.” 

 

“When the customers are at the store, and they are going 

to buy a kitchen for example. They go to the store and 

they tell the guy for example I need all these articles, and 

they press the button, they order the kitchen, we order it 

from here. So, there are different, on the stores they have 

the SOM Sales Order Management/ System, when they 

press the order bottom, it comes into the order system 

here, which is called Vico, and the orders in Vico are 

transferred to Astro.” 

“Yes, the O2 is for the production, who are doing the real 

picking. The M2 you can see everything, how are we. If 

the kitchen queue in a good balance in the outbound or 

not. Or are we picking the right things now. Everything 

like that we see in the M2 system. It is a big tool for us. 

And the function leaders sitting in the operation, and must 

have the M2. If we don’t have the M2 we don’t know if 

we are picking the right things. Or articles here, or do we 

need to order.” 

“And from Vico the orders are transferred into Astro, 

which is our picking program.” 

“We have these automatic cranes, picking the pallets, and 

articles. When there is an order, the article is on the 

picking location. But it is not an order on the article. It 

goes up into the crane system again. And another article 

comes down, where there is an order on. So, it is a smart 

crane, that is working all the time. And you also need a 

system that is working with the crane, which is called 

safe, should communicate with Vico or Astro.” 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Smart crane-speaks with system 

automatically, one system with different 

GUI for functions 

 

 

Current Technology 

Function 

 

 

“The co-workers need to they have this computer on their 

forklifts. They need to use it and me as a team leader I 

have to use it, because I need to see the production plan, I 

talked earlier about, and mail of curse. We send a lot of 

mails during the day, and we will receive a lot of email. 

So, it is used by everybody. Maybe a few tasks here that 

does not require access to the internet. maybe some 

repacking or.” 

Users of the technologies (IoT or legacy) 

Dimensions: 

Warehouse, team leader 

 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“Exactly, and that is one of the things, I think. IKEA is 

 

Dimensions: 

 

Change Process 
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growing so big, and in every part of IKEA there is 

developing our own IT solutions, and it is a huge job to 

get them to talk to each other.” 

“And then everything is automatically [automatic picking 

system]. And that is one thing that we are looking at now. 

We are moving our parcels into one house. And then have 

a complex silo system in this house, maybe in 2 years 

from now. When there will be the automatic picking. It is 

nothing that we are working on now.” 

“We have some CDC in Dortmund in Germany, and I 

know there in one for the modules they are trying this 

automatic, driverless forklift. They go around in the 

warehouse picking the stuff… they are testing on different 

locations this different methods.. There is some work 

going on in different locations, but it is nothing that we 

have discussed here. Not to my knowledge.” 

“So, if you hit something for example, and the little 

device on your forklift is, the forklift will go much 

slower.. so that is one thing that we have talked about 

earlier, that we are going to install on the forklifts. Just 

to… maybe a year ago. I don’t know on how or when this 

is coming, but I think this is something we are developing 

together with the forklift company Toyota.” 

“This information about the forklifts device it was told to 

us on a team leader meeting, so that was quite organised. 

And from the facility manager, he talked about it, but I 

think when we are doing our Fika’s a lot of these things 

we talk to each other and, if someone sees something on 

Youtube and shows it. So, some of the things we do talk 

about it more in a formal, so but, I think the big things 

that we are working on or that we are going to work with 

are presented on a formal meeting.” 

Get different IKEA systems to talk to each 

other, driverless forklift slowly tested 

around IKEAS, damage control on 

forklift-sometime in future, big technology 

visions usually top-down 

 

 

 

“I think, the main thing for IKEA should be in that case is 

there is a working task that should be done. More efficient 

more secure, and better quality by this robot for example. 

And if IKEA just sees that for example it is better for our 

customers, we always put the customer need in the first 

rule. We should use it. We should do it.” 

[In regards to being cost conscious] “Exactly. Because we 

always, I mean, when IKEA started in the early 50s. just 

to have a warehouse where you put all the stuff, he was 

thinking that it should be easier for the customer to get the 

stuff, the customer should be carrying it themselves, No 

IKEA worker should, so that is the, was the whole idea. 

They are going to a store, and they are going to pick the 

flat packages themselves. Cost efficient, and to be no 

more co-workers than needed. So just to build this 

warehouse, I mean we have no customers here on this 

 

Dimensions: 

Customer satisfaction, efficiency, more 

secure, cost efficiency 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 
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side. So, for Ingvar, this is a bad thing for him. He is not 

making any money right here. This is just a cost for him 

and IKEA. To store the goods, and store them for a while 

and then send them off.” 

 

“Okay, they [Elgiganten] have a new crane system. And 

they have started this new picking system. Where the co-

worker does not go around the different picking locations, 

but he stand at the same place all the time and the articles 

come to him.” 

“And then everything is automatically. And that is one 

thing that we are looking at now. We are moving our 

parcels into one house. And then have a complex silo 

system in this house, maybe in 2 years from now. When 

there will be the automatic picking. It is nothing that we 

are working on now.” 

“No, but we have some CDC in Dortmund in Germany, 

and I know there in one for the modules they are trying 

this automatic, driverless forklift. They go around in the 

warehouse picking the stuff… they are testing on different 

locations this different methods.” 

“But maybe we can copy [Elgiganten] that and do 

approximately the same in our parcel unit. I don’t think 

we are, you see stuff on YouTube, like robots picking… 

But, I don’t know if it works of not.” 

“So, if you hit something for example, and the little 

device on your forklift is, the forklift will go much 

slower. That is one thing that we have talked about 

earlier, that we are going to install on the forklifts. Just 

to… maybe a year ago. I don’t know on how or when this 

is coming, but I think this is something we are developing 

together with the forklift company Toyota.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Observing for IoT inspiration, likes idea-

does not know if it will work, sensor on 

forklift 

 

 

Future IoT Visions 

 

“There are a lot of issues about that. If we do everything 

right in the inbound process and the co-workers are doing 

as the machine said there should not be a problem. But 

every co-worker is working in their own way. They just 

scan one pallet, but take two with them. And they forget 

to scan the other pallet. So, system wise, it is still at the 

unloading bay, but physically, maybe it is up in the rack 

somewhere and it is impossible to find it.” 

“I am a team leader for a picking group. But I also have 

this KPI, inventory adjustments. That is a quality 

measurement we follow every week. And every single 

article has a value. We follow how many articles have we 

lost his week or have we found, that the articles are not 

there.” 

“It is crazy and we do it about 150-160 of there errors 

every day… And we are talking millions of millions.” 

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Problems with manual labour/need for 

automation, lots of lost 

inventory…millions, reporting loses to 

parent company, damage 

 

IoT 

Solving Problem 
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Exactly, there is one company in IKEA, Ingka, they are in 

Switzerland, they own all the articles. So, when they say 

okay, now you find 5 ovens, and then you lose 5 ovens. 

So, they say you have bad quality for 10 products. First 

you find them and then you lose them? Why is it, how can 

that happen? So that is a big issue” 

“these things happen quite often. That you hit something, 

like a wall or another forklift, and no one is saying 

anything.” 

 

“And we see that, if the electricity is off for example or it 

does not work, we just stand there. Like oh shit, what are 

we doing now” 

“we have no back-up plan. When the system is off, what 

should we do then? This happened twice last month, when 

everything just stops. Really puts jus the test how to solve 

this. Gather all the co-workers, and then you do this, you 

go there and clean. But it does not have a structured 

emergency plan, when the system is down.” 

“That is what we are learning by doing right now, to cup 

up with some kind of action plan. How to work when the 

system is not working. And eehm, everything we do here 

is based on the internet. So I think if the internet does not 

work, we can just go home, and wait for it to go up 

again.” 

[Referring to automatic cranes and Vico] “And if 

something goes down, we need to report that. There are 

guys in Elmhult, and Germany, who are starting to work 

on this solution. This could take 2 minutes or this could 

take 2 hours. And every minute there is very expensive.” 

“Exactly, and that is one of the things, I think. IKEA is 

growing so big, and in every part of IKEA there is 

developing our own IT solutions, and it is a huge job to 

get them to talk to each other… I think IKEA has grown 

to fast in a short period of time to, because that us really 

bad for us that the system does not communicate.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Dependency, systems off twice last month, 

expensive when fails 

 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“I can still go to IKEA in 2 weeks, and show them this 

card, and I will get the 50% discount. Because when I 

show them this card, they have no information that I have 

stopped working at IKEA. And that is something that I 

think could be quite simple. Some overall system can say 

that this guy is not working at IKEA. If I stop working 

here I can still use it in 2 months. It should be able to fix 

that.” 

“But maybe we can copy [Elgiganten] that and do 

approximately the same in our parcel unit. I don’t think 

we are, you see stuff on YouTube, like robots picking… 

But, I don’t know if it works of not.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Takes a lot of time to do something simple 

even, don’t know if it will work 

 

 

 

Difficulty Adopting 

Technologies 
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 Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Diction (Words and 

Expression) 

 

“I just talked to Linda, and she said it was very, very 

interesting, and that she got inspired by the work.” 

“I think IKEA has grown to fast in a short period of time 

to, because that us really bad for us that the system does 

not communicate” 

“It is crazy and we do it about 150-160 of there errors 

every day… And we are talking millions of millions” 

Exactly, there is one company in IKEA, Ingka, they are in 

Switzerland, they own all the articles. So, when they say 

okay, now you find 5 ovens, and then you lose 5 ovens. 

So, they say you have bad quality for 10 products. First 

you find them and then you lose them? Why is it, how can 

that happen? So that is a big issue” 

“It is really important for us. That when we all work here, 

you have the right values and you are a good person, that 

is important for us. The values are the most, because we 

think that if a co-worker is working here, and he is 

satisfied with his job. He is happy to come to work, he 

will also do better work.” 

“And when I talk to you about these things it is much 

more, it is really obvious that we are depending on the 

internet. and that everything is working, because if it is 

not working, we are just standing here.  And you don’t 

know what to do or how to do it.” 

“But it was very interesting to hear.” 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Inspired, concern, passionate (about issue), 

values important, dependency 

 

 

Emotion 

 

“I think, the main thing for IKEA should be in that case is 

there is a working task that should be done. More efficient 

more secure, and better quality by this robot for example. 

And if IKEA just sees that it is better for our customers, 

we always put the customer need in the first rule. We 

should use it. We should do it.” 

“So, everything is about cost consciousness.  But also try 

to work smarter all the time. That is the most important 

thing for us.” 

“But in the same thing that we are doing this, the co-

workers are going to our first-priority” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Customer needs first, efficiency, more 

secure, cost consciousness, work smarter, 

co-workers as priority 

 

Business Support 

(business goals) 

 

“No, I mean if a new co-worker comes here and he does 

not have the experience at all, then 2 days of coaching he 

can manage the operations quite well.” 

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Easy to operate systems, not complex, 

easy training 

 

Technology 

Operation 
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“Shows how horrible we are, when internet does not 

work.” 

“There are some errors, but when we discover the errors, 

we communicate them to the helpdesk and stuff, we get 

quite fast fixed.” 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Dependency, patient/at ease with small 

technology errors 

 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 

 

“The first thing that pops to my head is the large image 

files, for example containing Big Data.” 

(Basic) Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

Size, not familiar with term-gets 

impression from name itself 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

 

Daniel (UPS) 

 

Incident Categories/Dimensions Core Category 

 

“It is something you can identify, something you have 

here, and then you have a virtual, represent of the same 

object, probably, something like that.” 

 

(No) IoT Knowledge  

Dimensions: 

Virtual representation of objects 

 

 

Knowledge of IoT 

 

 

 

“And 2 years ago, we did not have any access points. they 

had to come out here to pick it up. You can imagine if you 

come from Norrkoping or Boras, that is…They had to 

drive all the way to here to pick it up. Now we have some 

stores that we make agreements, I think the 

communication with the customer is something I would 

like to do a lot better in UPS. “ 

 

Networking/Collaborating  

Dimensions: 

Agreement with local stores as pickup 

points. 

 

 

Cooperation 

 

“We have something called telematics.” 

[after asking they used barcodes and or RFID] 

“Barcodes… on each box.” 

“The DIED that we are using, in some places we are using 

the Tundra scanner instead, and they don’t communicate 

with the same systems, so then we need parallel systems 

instead.” 

“I think in automatic sorting we have those in Ups 

already. So, there is nothing new about that, but 

sometimes we are a little bit older than others. For 

example, Jonkoping was a remade in September last year. 

It is semi- automated, but not fully automated.” 

 

Hardware and Software 

Dimensions: 

Telematics, barcodes, DIED, Tundra, 

automatic sorting system. 

 

 

Current 

Technologies 

 

“We have something called telematics. On the UPS 

vehicles, which measures the everything. The amount of 

kilometres, the amount of whether or not the driver is 

wearing the seatbelt” 

“If the doors are open, if he locks the back side of the car, 

and in general we have the diet, which means, there is a 

lot of data import acquisition devices.” 

 

Utilisation 

Dimensions: 

Telematics; tracking UPS vehicles in km, 

doors locked, seatbelts. 

DIED’s; to confirm the delivery of the 

package. 

We have visibility of the package all the 

 

Current 

Technology 

Function 
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“When you sign to get your package and in this one here 

we also track everything related to UPS, production, the 

drivers and so forth. From a warehouse point of view, 

everything is scanned, so we know exactly what goes 

where and what time it has been scanned, and we have the 

pre-alert for the next destination, we have the ability to 

pre-alert which kind of volumes we are expecting for the 

upcoming destination. So we can choose to hold back 

volumes, and top it off next time, so we can get the 

utilization of the units the next time.” 

“And then we have, you know, certain guidelines, we 

measure the amount of when a package is stored in the 

warehouse, and we are always trying to minimize the 

amount which is left in the warehouse.” 

“We have the visibility, all the time, when someone does 

something to the package, so when you call in to 

customer service, we can see who has been working on 

the package and the shipment and for how long and what 

we can do.” 

“It is the purpose of using telematics, is firstly it is a 

safety wise we have rules about how the driver should 

behave, and he should follow the speed limits, and he 

should follow to wear the seatbelt, and if they secure the 

bold door. If something happens, we have certain 

elements we measure there. We also measure for 

production. Maybe a route the driver is using, maybe we 

could be a lot more efficient when the driver is using a 

different route. So, safety and production.” 

“So, when the driver comes, he scans the one barcode on 

the DIED and then gives him the route.” 

time. 

 

 

 

“Firstly, the production numbers, how many pick-ups and 

deliveries the driver has done, is the sort of scanned every 

hour. A key interest is they have done. And that is, the 

reason for that is to be able to identify what is needed. So 

we can try to work on these, so we can work as 

productive as the rest of the team.” 

“The packages we get in the warehouse, we try only to 

have one scan of it. We have the pick-up scan, when the 

driver confirms he has picked it up. And then we have the 

outbound scan, when we move it out. And then we have, 

you know, certain guidelines, we measure the amount of 

when a package is stored in the warehouse, and we are 

always trying to minimize the amount which is left in the 

warehouse.” 

 

Users of the technologies (IoT or legacy) 

Dimensions: 

The scanners in the warehouse, drivers who 

deliver the parcels. Analysis is done on the 

deliveries for a productive team. 

 

Technology 

Consumers 

 

 

“There is a lot of talk about that, what we have in Europe, 

most of the things we have here is coming from the US. 

And then we implement it into the international part of 

 

Dimensions: 

Lots of talk, but changes come from US. 

Lots of changes within the last 10 years. 

 

Change Process 
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UPS.” 

“I work in UPS for 10 years now, and when I started in 

UPS the, all the information that they scan at their 

devices, which were huge at that time, we could not see 

that until they were back, and uploaded. And now the 

thing is with a SIM-card, so all the information is 

uploaded directly. But with the signatures, for us to be 

visually see them, they need to come back and need to be 

uploaded. Through a docking station, but for a customer 

perception, if I deliver something to you, I can 

immediately see it on the internet.” 

“We update every 2 years, so now we are on DIED 6. As 

long as we find some equipment which is more useful.” 

Updates every 2 years, if we find 

equipment that is better. 

 

 

“When the driver comes, he scans the one barcode on the 

DIED and then gives him the route. So, to be most 

efficient you need to drive this stop and this stop, and then 

the driver does not need to know the area, just need to 

follow the information in the DIED, and we don’t have 

that here. The driver needs to go in and they set up the 

route, which he thinks is most …” 

 

Dimensions: 

Create automatic routing, so the driver does 

not need to know the area. 

 

 

Incentive for IoT 

Technologies 

 

“I think it is pretty, the only issue we have at UPS, a lot of 

the systems, it is, it takes the whole day to update. You 

can’t go in and see the things until the next day.”  

“So you have to wait until the next day and see okay these 

people need to go out and then work with this person. So, 

everything is one day delayed on the account.” 

“I know that in UPS in the US they do a lot of 

technological advancement. So they have a lot of things 

that we don’t have. That they are gradually introducing 

here international.” 

“The biggest hub we have in the Nordics is fully manual, 

but they have a new centre in September 2018, which is 

going to be fully automated.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Real time information, not some of the 

information is available the day after. 

Lot of technological advancement in US, 

coming to EU. 

The biggest hub in the Nordics will be fully 

automated in 2018 

 

Future IoT Visions 

 

“Some parts are live here now, for example; a driver, we 

have all the pickups, where to go, have they picked up the 

package, we can see that lice. But to see the full details of 

the driver, few should wait until the next day to do that. 

And that would be a huge benefit. If we could have that 

during the days, all the details. “ 

“When the driver comes, he scans the one barcode on the 

DIED and then gives him the route. So, to be most 

efficient you need to drive this stop and this stop, and then 

the driver does not need to know the area, just need to 

follow the information in the DIED, and we don’t have 

that here. The driver needs to go in and they set up the 

route, which he thinks is most” 

 

Current Problems 

Dimensions: 

Some of the information is not real-time. 

The most efficient route is not 

automatically given. Competitors have a 

SMS system to customers. To coordinate 

the delivery better. 

 

IoT Solving 

Problem 
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“Competitors have a system set up, so that everybody gets 

an SMS immediately, that the package is coming, and are 

you home, or do you want us to deliver it somewhere 

else? And that is something which is also coming in UPS, 

but I would love for it to come faster.” 

 

“UPS in Sweden, has certain rules in terms of considered 

of surveillance, and what you can and can’t do.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Sweden has certain rules against 

surveillance to protect workers. 

 

Technology 

Concerns 

 

“So, I think also that it is important to add that the 

importance of the service that the customer has matched 

the on the organisation has. The ability to monitor these 

elements, even if it is not part of what we do today.”  

“I work in UPS for 10 years now, and when I started in 

UPS the, all the information that they scan at their 

devices, which were huge at that time, we could not see 

that until they were back, and uploaded. And now the 

thing is with a SIM-card, so all the information is 

uploaded directly. But with the signatures, for us to be 

visually see them, they need to come back and need to be 

uploaded. Through a docking station, but for a customer 

perception, if I deliver something to you, I can 

immediately see it on the internet.” 

 

Technological vision and reality not 

aligning 

Dimensions: 

Ideas about service differ between the 

organisation and the customer 

 

 

Difficulty 

Adopting 

Technologies 

 Jargon, Rhetoric, slang, 

vernacular, word choice 

Dimensions: 

 

Diction (Words 

and Expression) 

 

“I am a little on the fence, because it is the perception that 

we have of service is that we transport shipment from A 

to B, without the customer knowing we have all these 

alternatives. But the difference between what we perceive 

as service and what the customer perceives as service is 

maybe something we need to take into consideration.” 

“In control of the vehicle, but a person will also deliver a 

service, or most of them, there are always exceptions. But 

I think that the difference between what we perceive as 

service and what they perceive as a service is something 

that we need to keep in consideration, before looking into 

that.” 

 

Dimensions: 

Difference between customer beliefs, and 

organisation beliefs, 

A person delivers a service, which can get 

lost with the driverless vehicles 

 

IoT Insecurities 

 

“Competitors have a system set up, so that everybody gets 

an SMS immediately, that the package is coming, and are 

you home, or do you want us to deliver it somewhere 

else? And that is something which is also coming in UPS, 

but I would love for it to come faster. “ 

“I am a little on the fence, because it is the perception that 

we have of service is that we transport shipment from A 

 

Raw feelings 

Dimensions: 

Love to come faster, on the fence, not as 

good as they think they are 

 

Emotion 
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to B, without the customer knowing we have all these 

alternatives. But the difference between what we perceive 

as service and what the customer perceives as service is 

maybe something we need to take into consideration.” 

[driverless vehicles] 

I would love to see that. 

“I like the idea, because it minimizes the amount risk of 

making mistakes, and those areas should reduce, when 

you have a mathematical formal deciding where the 

package should go.”  

“I think like I said, UPS we measure a lot of things, so we 

have a lot of information, so we are not as good as we 

should be to analyse the data.”  

 

“I know that in UPS in the US they do a lot of 

technological advancement. So they have a lot of things 

that we don’t have. That they are gradually introducing 

here international.” 

“I don’t think so, but I mean. In the US it is, here you 

have to sign for it, but in the US you have to pay extra to 

get the signature, so in the US most of the time, the 

package will be left on location.” 

“So I think also that it is important to add that the 

importance of the service that the customer has matched 

the on the organisation has. The ability to monitor these 

elements, even if it is not part of what we do today.” 

 

IoT supporting business strategy 

Internally and Externally 

Dimensions: 

Technological advancement, different rules 

for 

 

Business Support 

 

“It is easy to have a rotation of people, when you need 

support somewhere, when a person knows the UPS 

system, he is able to run it everywhere. “ 

“we update every 2 years, so now we are on DIED 6. As 

long as we find some equipment which is more useful.” 

“We measure everything, there is nothing we don’t 

measure when it comes to it. But we have some pretty 

okay systems, so we can filter the information we need. “  

 

Ease of Use 

Dimensions: 

Same programs in all offices, pretty okay 

systems, information is filtered 

 

Technology 

Operation 

 

“I think the communication with the customer is 

something I would like to do a lot better in UPS.” 

“We have some pilot projects also in US, but it is mostly 

commercial. Like having drones attached to the UPS 

vehicle, so if you are in a rural area, the drone can then 

travel there and deliver. So, the technology is there but it 

is, I think it is a couple of years before we can think that 

this is going to be profitable. But at least driverless cars, I 

would love to see that.“ 

“UPS thrives to be a step ahead, in a lot of things but as I 

also said we are lacking a bit behind, and I think the only 

danger in Ups in doing that is that UPS is so big in the 

 

Attitude 

Dimensions: 

Couple of years before the drones can be 

possible, thrives to be a step before the 

others 

 

Technology 

Demeanour 
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logistics world that e became arrogant.” 

 

“No, you have to explain that to me.” 

[After explanation] “We measure everything, there is 

nothing we don’t measure when it comes to it. But we 

have some pretty okay systems, so we can filter the 

information we need. You are right there is a lot of 

information that I would consider unnecessary for me, but 

maybe there is someone at another department and to be 

able to distinguish what is important for me to know and 

for someone else to know.” 

“I think like I said, UPS we measure a lot of things, so we 

have a lot of information, so we are not as good as we 

should be to analyse the data.” 

 

Big Data Understanding 

Dimensions: 

No knowledge, have to explain first, then 

said they measure, lot of information. 

 

Knowledge of Big 

Data 

 

 

 


